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Utilizing Bayesian hierarchical techniques, regional-scale eutrophication models 
were developed for use in the Total Maximum Daily Load (TMDL) process.  The 
Bayesian tree-based (BTREED) approach allows association of multiple environmental 
stressors with biological responses, and quantification of uncertainty sources in the water 
quality model.  Simple parametric models are often inadequate for describing complex 
datasets; the BTREED approach partitions the dataset, and describes the localized subsets 
of data with linear models, thereby providing a comprehensive representation of stressor 
and response interactions.  Nutrient criteria data for lakes, ponds and reservoirs across the 
United States were obtained from the Environmental Protection Agency (U.S. EPA) 
National Nutrient Criteria Database.  Model estimation was accomplished by randomly 
splitting the composite dataset into training and test sets, and using the training dataset in 
model estimation, and the test dataset to evaluate and validate the model.  Mean squared 
error was reported for both training and test data of the highest log-likelihood models.  
The Bayesian approach to regional-scale eutrophication models is also beneficial from a 
decision-theoretic perspective.  Predictions regarding the variable of interest are 
quantified by probability distributions, providing the decision maker with valuable 
information about the distribution of the biological response conditional on the stressors, 
and information about the model error.   
 ix
Chapter 1 Introduction 
Background 
Nutrients are a beneficial and necessary part of surface water health. As integral 
components of natural ecosystems, the nutrients nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P) are 
indispensable to cell metabolism.  Plants rely on sufficient levels of these and other 
nutrients obtained from natural sources for optimal growth, and are in turn, essential to a 
healthy ecosystem. However, excess amounts of nutrients also present problems, as they 
may alter the diversity of the biological community, stimulate increased and undesirable 
plant growth and pose potential human health risks from harmful algal blooms.  Chronic 
over-enrichment conditions may lead to fish kills, low dissolved oxygen levels, murky 
water, and changes of flora and fauna species (U.S. EPA, 2002). 
When the nutrient input level is greater than the assimilative capacity of the 
waterbody, a resulting overabundance of plant biomass is termed eutrophication (Flemer, 
1972).  Cultural eutrophication describes the often adverse condition of excess nutrient 
levels due to human activities and leads to a decline in the aquatic resource.  Over-
enrichment of the nutrients nitrogen and phosphorous is the leading cause of cultural 
eutrophication. In its unbridled use of fertilizers, agriculture is the primary and most 
widespread contributor of excess nutrients leading to impairments in lakes.  Additionally, 
hydrologic modifications, urban/storm sewers, detergents, animal manure, sediment 
mobilization and sewage treatment plants are also associated with over-enrichment of 
nutrients (U.S. EPA 2000; U.S. EPA, 1998).        
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Clean Water Act 
The Clean Water Act (CWA) has set in place goals to achieve a national level of 
water quality which will provide adequate protection of and support propagation of fish, 
shellfish, and wildlife and benefit human aquatic recreation.  The CWA is additionally 
concerned with the safety of the drinking water supply, and general water use in 
navigation, industry and agriculture.  By federal law, states and tribes are required to 
specify designated uses for their waterbodies, and adopt water body criteria to protect the 
designated uses.  Specific water quality criteria must be met for each designated 
waterbody use. 
Waterbody Impairment 
When a waterbody does not support designated use either fully or partially, it is 
rated impaired.  Excess nutrients often cause impairment of ambient water quality; the 
U.S. EPA reported that the leading cause of impairment in lakes was excessive nutrients 
(U.S. EPA, 1996).  For waterbodies with documented use impairment, 25-50% of 
impairment nationally is caused by excess nutrients (U.S. EPA, 2002). 
Nutrient Criteria 
The EPA is developing water quality criteria for nutrients, as directed under 
section §304(a) of the CWA, to guide and assist states and tribes to attain and protect the 
designated uses of their waterbodies. To address the national problem of excessive 
amounts of nitrogen and phosphorus in water, the EPA is assigning numerical values to 
nutrient criteria.  This allows for both causal and response variables related to 
eutrophication to be more accurately and statistically represented.   
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Nutrient criteria developed by EPA under section §304(a) of the CWA are based 
solely on data and scientific knowledge, without consideration of economic or technical 
feasibility.   Estimating water quality conditions with minimum anthropogenic impact 
establishes baseline nutrient levels that protect the waterbodies and their designated uses.  
Conditions of minimal anthropogenic impacts constitute recommended nutrient criteria 
values; therefore, application of the nutrient criteria by states and tribes should protect 
against problems of excess nutrients (U.S. EPA, 2002).      
Regional Nutrient Criteria 
Levels of nutrients leading to excess nutrient problems depend on a variety of 
factors, including geographical variations in geology, temperature, land use/cover and 
soil type. A single nation-wide nutrient criterion would not be optimum, since the 
influence of each factor varies significantly across different regions.  Therefore, the EPA 
is developing nutrient criteria according to waterbody type (sub-categorized into lakes 
and reservoirs, rivers and streams, estuaries and coastal waters, and wetlands), and 
ecoregions.  Ecoregions are a method for classifying regions based on similarities in land 
use and natural geographical and ecological features.  Nutrient criteria are meant to serve 
as a baseline marker for the individual states and tribes to refine according to their 
specific regions. 
EPA Nutrient Criteria Recommendation Development 
In 1992, the EPA’s Science Advisory Board provided guidance for quantifying 
reference conditions for biological criteria development.  Minimally impacted reference 
conditions, where enrichment is present only to the level that it will not adversely affect 
the waterbody, are used as baselines.  For a sufficiently protective standard with an 
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adequate margin of safety, the 75th percentile of a distribution of reference condition 
values was recommended as a target.   
Data on minimally impacted sites were not available to the EPA on a national 
scale, and therefore an alternative method, which approximates the 75th percentile, was 
used.  This method takes the 25th percentile of a sample distribution of the entire dataset 
for characterization of the reference conditions (U.S. EPA, 2001).  This 25th percentile is 
arbitrary, rather than based on the data and scientific knowledge as the CWA mandates.          
Total Maximum Daily Load    
The CWA, under section 303(d), requires identification and priority ranking for 
waterbodies not attaining water quality standards.  Reductions in pollution, or excess 
nutrients, must be implemented through establishment and implementation of TMDL 
estimates for waterbodies in non-attainment.  The maximum pollutant load that would 
still allow the waterbody to meet its designated use must be estimated.  To ensure use 
attainment, pollutant load must be reduced among the various point and non - point 
sources of the pollutant so that the aggregate load is at, or less than, the total maximum 
load, with a margin of safety.   
Bayesian Approach to Regional-Scale Eutrophication Models 
To increase scientific understanding of nutrient criteria and their optimal levels, 
this study develops regional-scale eutrophication models for use in the TMDL estimation 
process, utilizing Bayesian hierarchical techniques.  Multiple environmental stressors are 
associated with biological responses, and various sources of uncertainty in the water 
quality model quantified.    
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The Bayesian approach to regional-scale eutrophication models is also beneficial 
from a decision-theoretic perspective.  Predictions regarding the variable of interest are 
quantified by probability distributions, providing the decision maker with valuable 
information about the distribution of the biological response conditional on the stressors, 
and information about the model error. 
The goal of TMDL management is attainment of designated waterbody uses; 
nutrient criteria levels are used as proxies for assessing attainment of designated use. 
Nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorus are not in themselves toxic, but at appropriate 
levels, are integral and vital parts of the ecosystem.  The Bayesian Treed Model approach 
links these nutrients to responses such as chlorophyll-a level, which are more directly 
linked to use impairment by eutrophication.  This provides a more comprehensive 
framework to decision makers for setting nutrient criteria levels (Lamon and Stow, 2004).   
Estimation of the value of new information may also be provided with the 
decision-theoretic approach.  Implementation and possible alterations in TMDL policy to 
best reflect and adapt to a range of model predictions will be discussed.    
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Chapter 2 Nutrient Criteria Database 
According to the National Strategy for the Development of Nutrient Criteria in the 
Federal Register (U.S. EPA, 2001b), the EPA was to establish nutrient criteria that reflect 
different waterbody types and ecoregions across the nation, and assist states and tribes in 
their adoption of numeric water quality standards based on these criteria.  To aid in 
determining nutrient criteria, the EPA developed the National Nutrient Criteria Database 
to store and analyze nutrient data.     
Data  
Nutrient data for lakes, ponds and reservoirs throughout the United States were 
downloaded from the EPA national Nutrient Criteria Database (U.S. EPA, 2004c).  This 
database contains ambient data from EPA’s Legacy STOrage and RETrieval (STORET) 
data system, the United States Geological Survey’s National Stream Quality Accounting 
Network (NASQAN) data and National Water Quality Assessment (NAWQA) data, and 
from other relevant sources such as universities, states and tribes.  The nutrient data 
consist of measurements for both stressor variables (such as total nitrogen and total 
phosphorus), and response variables (such as chlorophyll-a, dissolved oxygen and Secchi 
depth).  The complete list of water quality parameters obtained is presented in Table 1.    
Table 1 STORET Codes for Water Quality Data in National Criteria Database (U.S. 
EPA 2004c) 
STORET   
CODE Abbreviation Full Name  
00010 TEMP TEMPERATURE, WATER (DEGREES CENTIGRADE) 
00011 TF TEMPERATURE, WATER (DEGREES FAHRENHEIT) 
00060 MDS FLOW, STREAM, MEAN DAILY                       CFS 
00061 ISF FLOW, STREAM, INSTANTANEOUS                    CFS 
00070 TURBjcu TURBIDITY, (JACKSON CANDLE UNITS) 
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table continued  
00076 TURBIDITY TURBIDITY,HACH TURBIDIMETER (FORMAZIN ) 
00077 SECCHIin TRANSPARENCY, SECCHI DISC (INCHES) 
00078 SECCHI TRANSPARENCY, SECCHI DISC (METERS) 
00094 CF SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE,FIELD (UMHOS/CM @ 25C)
00095 COND SPECIFIC CONDUCTANCE (UMHOS/CM @ 25C) 
00300 DO OXYGEN, DISSOLVED                             MG/L 
00301 Dosat OXYGEN, DISSOLVED, PERCENT OF SAT         % 
00400 pH PH (STANDARD UNITS) 
00403 pHSU PH, LAB, STANDARD UNITS                         SU 
00409 ALKueq ALKALINITY,TOTAL,LOW LEVEL GRAN ANA  UEQ/L
00410 ALK ALKALINITY, TOTAL (MG/L AS CACO3) 
00415 ALKP ALKALINITY, PHENOLPHTHALEIN (MG/L) 
00417   ALKALINITY,FIXED ENDPT TITRA, USGS LAB MG/L 
00500 TS RESIDUE, TOTAL (MG/L) 
00530 RTN RESIDUE, TOTAL NONFILTRABLE (MG/L) 
00600 TN NITROGEN, TOTAL (MG/L AS N) 
00605 TON NITROGEN, ORGANIC, TOTAL (MG/L AS N) 
00608 NH3D NITROGEN, AMMONIA, DISSOLVED (MG/L AS N) 
00610 NH3 NITROGEN, AMMONIA, TOTAL (MG/L AS N) 
00615 NO2 NITRITE NITROGEN, TOTAL (MG/L AS N) 
00618 ND NITRATE NITROGEN, DISSOLVED (MG/L AS N) 
00620 NO3 NITRATE NITROGEN, TOTAL (MG/L AS N) 
00623 NKD NITROGEN, KJELDAHL, DISSOLVED (MG/L AS N) 
00625 TKN NITROGEN, KJELDAHL, TOTAL, (MG/L AS N) 
00630 NO2NO3 NITRITE PLUS NITRATE, TOTAL 1 DET. (MG/L AS N) 
00631 NND NITRITE PLUS NITRATE, DISS. 1 DET. (MG/L AS N) 
00660 OPO4 PHOSPHATE, ORTHO (MG/L AS PO4) 
00665 TP PHOSPHORUS, TOTAL (MG/L AS P) 
00666 DP PHOSPHORUS, DISSOLVED (MG/L AS P) 
00669 PTR PHOSPHORUS, TOTAL HYDROLYZABLE (MG/L AS P)
00671 OPD PHOS, DISSOLVED ORTHOPHOSPHATE (MG/L AS P) 
00680   CARBON, TOTAL ORGANIC (MG/L AS C) 
00915 ALKmg CALCIUM, DISSOLVED (MG/L AS CA) 
00955 SIL SILICA, DISSOLVED (MG/L AS SI02) 
32209 CHLA CHLOROPHYLL A UG/L FLUOROM CORRECTED 
32210 CHLAtri CHLOROPHYLL-A UG/L TRICHROMATIC UNCOR 
32211 CHLAphyt CHLOROPHYLL-A UG/L SPECPHOTO ACID. METH. 
32230 CHLAspec CHLOROPHYLL A (MG/L)    [sic], in ug/L 
49701 Sdunfil TRANSPARENCY, SECCHI DISK, WATER                FT 
70300 DSE RESIDUE,TOTAL FILTRABLE (DRIED AT 180C),MG/L 
70301 DS 
SOLIDS, DISSOLVED-SUM OF CONSTITUENTS 
(MG/L) 
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table continued  
70331 FSS SUSPENDED SED SIEVE DIAMETER,% FINER THAN .062MM 
70507 POT PHOSPHORUS,IN TOTAL ORTHOPHOSPHATE (MG/L AS P) 
80154 TSS SUSP. SEDIMENT CONCENTRATION-EVAP. AT 110C (MG/L) 
82078 TURBf/TURBLAB TURBIDITY,FIELD NEPHELOMETRIC TURBIDITY UNITS,NTU
82079 TURBLAB TURBIDITY,LAB NEPHELOMETRIC TURBIDITY UNITS, NTU 
 
Lake, Pond and Reservoir Definitions 
Water quality parameters were collected for lakes, ponds and reservoirs 
throughout the United States.  The EPA defines lakes as natural and artificial 
impoundments with a surface area greater than 10 acres and a mean water residence time 
of 14 or more days.  The purpose of impoundment differentiates a reservoir from a man-
made lake.  If the primary purpose of the impoundment is other than recreation or fishing, 
the impoundment is classified as a reservoir.   Merriam-Webster’s definition of a pond is 
a body of water usually smaller than a lake. 
In the Nutrient Criteria Database, the EPA classified lakes and ponds together as 
one waterbody type (waterbody type = 4), and reservoirs as another waterbody type 
(waterbody type = 5).     
Ecoregions 
Geographic divisions were used by EPA to group regions of similar water bodies 
together into ecoregions.  Ecoregions classify regions according to assumed relative 
homogeneity of ecological characteristics.  EPA has created hierarchies of ecoregions 
across the U.S. with various levels of aggregation and resolution (Omernik, 1987).  An 
aggregation of ecoregions comparable in quality and type was created for the National 
Nutrient Criteria Program, and shown in Figure 1 (U.S. EPA, 2000).     
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Due to geographical and climatic variability across the United States, a single 
nutrient criterion is not sensible; different levels of stressors will produce different 
responses at various locations.  Therefore, the EPA takes into account this variability by 
using ecoregion classification in the development of nutrient criteria.   
Data Quality 
Nutrient Criteria Database Quality Assurance 
EPA states that quality assurance measures were performed to ensure data quality.  
Data contained in the EPA’s Nutrient Criteria Database were quality checked through the 
following methods (U.S. EPA, 2004b):  
• Sampled locations were verified 
• Duplicate samples were deleted 
• Data points collected by or downstream to effluent discharge points 
were deleted 
• Corresponding station identifications (Ids), Hydrologic Code Unit 
(HUC) codes, county, and ecoregions were verified 
• States verified that EPA or Standard Methods were used in sampling and 
analysis of nutrient data  
 
Data Assimilation 
Lakes, ponds and reservoir data for each ecoregion were input to SAS® in a 
standard format, and merged into two datasets; one containing lakes and ponds data, the 
other containing reservoir data (Appendix B: SAS® Readall Storets Code, SAS® Merge 
to Reservoir Dataset, SAS® Merge to Lake Dataset).  There were 600184 observations in 
the lakes and ponds dataset, and 58672 observations in the reservoirs dataset.  Data were 
referenced by date and location; therefore, one observation includes all data 
measurements collected at a specific date and location.  Data from the different 




Figure 1:  Level III Ecoregions (U.S. EPA 2004a) Source: EPA1 
1 Copy of Permission in Appendix A
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resulted in 2361 duplicates being removed.  The combined lakes, ponds and reservoirs 
dataset contained 656495 observations.  (Appendix B: SAS® Merge to Lakes and 
Reservoirs Dataset).     
Descriptive Statistics 
Summary statistics of the merged lakes and ponds, and reservoirs datasets from 
the means procedure in SAS® were computed (Table 2).  Many stressor and response 
data were obtained.  However, the number (N) of data values is not uniform.  Waterbody 
type, described by the variable WATERBODY_TYPE_ID was collected for 656495 
observations.  However, longitude, described by the variable LONGITUDE, was only 
collected at 578811 observations.  Missing value codes are in the dataset, as shown by the 
-9999.00 minimum value of sample depth.   
Table 2 Summary Statistics of Combined Lakes, Ponds and Reservoirs Data   
Variable N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum
WATERBODY_TYPE_ID 656495 4.09 0.29 4.00 5.00
ECOREGION_ID 656495 9.30 2.82 1.00 14.00
EPA_ECOREGION_ID 656495 62.06 15.72 1.00 84.00
SAMPLING_DATE 654350 11605.90 1963.36 -2709.00 14890.00
SAMPLE_DEPTH 449940 -1427.12 3505.34 -9999.00 4116.40
LATITUDE 578639 37.45 7.42 25.19 49.08
LONGITUDE 578811 -86.01 9.50 -124.65 -67.30
CENTR_LAT 252082 20.76 21.05 0.00 48.36
CENTR_LONG 252082 -37.29 37.41 -123.17 0.00
HYDROLOGIC_UNIT_CODE 478001 5492787.64 2883025.50 1060002.00 18070304.00
TP 353358 0.11 3.45 0.00 1486.00
ALK 45461 45.98 90.15 0.00 2440.00
DP 16353 2.43 6.02 0.00 235.00
NO2 33349 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.33
DO 164533 7.80 24.97 -0.19 7400.00
DOsat 57580 696.38 111246.58 -2.40 24500000.00
TKN 126421 0.89 0.82 0.00 62.60
TON 75832 2.68 323.18 -0.06 88888.00
NO3 95063 3.56 499.80 -0.01 88888.00
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table continued  
TN 167762 2.18 308.07 -9999.00 88889.00
TURBIDITY 57912 7.72 14.48 0.00 1340.00
COND 88645 571.85 2808.17 -10.00 318000.00
TURBjcu 1254 21.16 25.85 0.70 280.00
TURBf 24661 9.07 44.59 0.00 2190.10
NH3 83352 0.12 0.22 0.00 4.40
CHLA 30762 9.02 15.27 0.00 607.00
CHLAtri 82509 47.50 562.48 0.00 104000.00
CHLAphyt 39284 20.06 26.83 0.00 254.52
SECCHI 268467 9.04 33.93 0.00 674.00
SECCHIin 91817 56.10 45.89 1.00 288.00
NO2NO3 114358 0.35 2.23 -0.06 650.00
TEMP 247439 20.00 43.75 -3.00 17000.00
pH 121546 8.76 361.23 0.00 88888.00
TURBLAB 29531 10.81 15.83 0.00 197.00
DS 61271088.71 1319.53 -348.00 25400.00
TF 495 56.14 14.52 32.00 81.00
TS 8561 652.56 772.86 0.00 11552.00
pHSU 24583 6.84 0.97 2.60 10.10
OPO4 1630 0.14 0.22 -0.01 1.83
ALKueq 143 233.62 336.42 -51.80 1897.53
CHLAspec 35356 10.12 13.10 0.00 247.00
TSS 43919 16.37 444.12 -12.00 88888.00
ALKmg 34199 59.61 967.59 0.00 88888.00
POT 377 0.25 4.84 0.00 94.00
ISF 554 262.85 730.94 0.00 5900.00
OPD 5484 4.04 19.17 0.00 335.00
NH3D 463 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.20
NND 481 0.21 0.22 0.00 2.80
SIL 3439 1.56 1.18 0.05 6.72
PTR 10265 18.61 18.89 0.00 129.61
DSE 492 6.41 13.61 0.00 175.00
CF 19431 96.39 89.46 1.60 1750.00
RTN 4211 4.79 12.88 0.00 476.00
NKD 1067 0.32 0.66 0.02 2.00
ALKP 4 12.00 0.00 12.00 12.00
ND 1210 0.09 0.13 0.01 0.94
FSS 10 161.40 13.14 150.00 191.00
SDunfil 133 5.92 6.12 0.58 47.50
MDS 25 18.86 24.00 0.60 87.00
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Error Checking of Merged Dataset 
Missing values, negative measurements of concentration, extreme values, and 
instances with missing value codes were removed from concentration variables for the 
merged lakes, ponds and reservoirs dataset (Appendix B: SAS® Merged Dataset Missing 
Value Check by Ecoregion).  A table of missing value codes is shown in Appendix D. 
Quality Assurance Analysis 
EPA computed summary statistics for lakes, ponds and reservoirs data in the 
Nutrient Criteria Database for each of the 14 ecoregions (U.S. EPA, 2002c).  To ensure 
quality of the data downloading process, summary statistics were computed and 
compared to the EPA summary statistics provided for each ecoregion.  SAS® code is 
provided in Appendix B: SAS® Summary Statistics Code, Compare to EPA.  EPA 
computed statistics by season in each ecoregion; therefore, a season variable was 
constructed for comparison of our results to those of EPA.  Summary statistics by 
ecoregion are shown in Appendix C.   
Exact data aggregation scales used to compute statistical summaries of the data 
for each of the 14 ecoregions were not provided by EPA.  Summary statistics calculated 
were very close to EPA results, although not exact probably due to slightly differing data 
aggregation scales.  The number of data points for a variable for the ecoregion by season 
often matched exactly.  Therefore, we concluded that data integrity was assured; the data 
were correctly downloaded from the database and merged into the dataset used for this 
project. 
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Water Quality Characteristics Analyzed 
Effective management of cultural eutrophication includes monitoring and 
analyzing variables that provide early warning of declining trophic conditions.  Total 
phosphorus and total nitrogen are considered by EPA to be two causal variables, and 
chlorophyll-a an early indicator response variable of eutrophication.  These three 
variables were selected as the causal and response variables for analysis in this study.  
Latitude and Longitude were included as measures of geographic location of monitoring 
sites.  
New Chlorophyll-a, New TN 
A non-missing dataset was created out of values where observations for total 
phosphorus, nitrogen, and chlorophyll-a existed simultaneously.  The non-missing dataset 
was needed for appropriate linear model estimation.  Total phosphorus (TP), is a measure 
of all forms of particulate or dissolved phosphorus in a sample.  Observations for TP 
contained the most data values (n = 98169) of the three variables.  Although other 
measurements of phosphorus existed in the dataset (i.e. dissolved phosphorus, 
phosphorus dissolved orthophosphate), this study used only the TP measure of 
phosphorus.    
Where non-missing total phosphorus values existed, but chlorophyll and or 
nitrogen values did not exist, approximations of these values were calculated from other 
measures of nitrogen or chlorophyll-a that existed in the data (Appendix B:  SAS® 
Reduced Dataset). 
For chlorophyll, there were four possible sources, CHLAphyt  (chlorophyll-a 
µg/L spectrophotometric acid. meth., chlorophyll source = 1, STORET code = 32211), 
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CHLA (chlorophyll-a µg/L fluorometric corrected, chlorophyll source = 2, STORET 
code = 32209), CHLAtri (chlorophyll-a µg/L trichromatic uncorrected, chlorophyll 
source = 3, STORET code = 32210) and CHLAspec (chlorophyll-a (mg/L [sic], µg/L), 
chlorophyll source = 4, STORET code = 32230).  When non-missing total phosphorus 
values existed, CHLAphyt was used if it was available.  If not available, CHLA was used 
as the chlorophyll source.  When both CHLAphyt and CHLA were missing and CHLAtri 
was available, it was used as the chlorophyll source.  When CHLAphyt, CHLA and 
CHLAtri were all missing, CHLSspec was used as the chlorophyll source.  The number 
of chlorophyll values taken from each source type is summarized in Table 4. 
For nitrogen, there were three possible sources, TKN (nitrogen, kjeldahl, total, 
(mg/L as N), nitrogen source = 1, STORET code = 00625), TN (nitrogen, total (mg/L as 
N), nitrogen source = 2, STORET code = 00600) and NO2NO3 (nitrite plus nitrate, total 
1 det. (mg/L as N), nitrogen source = 3, STORET code = 00630) plus TON(nitrogen, 
organic, total (mg/L as N).  When total phosphorus data existed, TKN was used if 
available.  If TKN was not available, TN was used as nitrogen source.  If both TKN and 
TN were unavailable, but NO2NO3 and TON were available, the nitrogen source was 
approximated by adding NO2NO3 and TON.  The corresponding source of each Nitrogen 
and Chlorophyll data was saved as a categorical variable and included in the dataset.  The 
nitrogen values taken from each source type are summarized in Table 5. 
Summary statistics of the error checked data containing only non-missing values 
for TP, newTN and newCHLA are presented in Table 3 (Appendix :  SAS® Merged 
Dataset Error Checking).  From the 656495 observations in the preliminary merged lakes, 
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ponds and reservoirs dataset, only approximately 1/7 observations (n = 98169) contained 
concentration measurements of TP, newTN and newCHLA simultaneously.    
 
Table 3 Merged Lakes and Ponds, and Reservoirs Dataset Error Checked 
Variable N Mean Std Dev Minimum Maximum
WATERBODY_TYPE_ID 98169 4.12 0.32 4.00 5.00
ECOREGION_ID 98169 10.30 2.69 1.00 14.00
EPA_ECOREGION_ID 98169 65.97 16.30 1.00 83.00
SAMPLING_DATE 98167 12415.39 800.47 9783.00 14873.00
SAMPLE_DEPTH 40758 6.21 23.77 0.03 4116.40
LATITUDE 98169 33.38 6.62 26.43 48.13
LONGITUDE 98169 -85.15 8.59 -124.51 -73.16
CENTR_LAT 6067 33.06 6.37 26.57 48.34
CENTR_LONG 6067 -83.79 5.16 -113.08 -73.74
HYDROLOGIC_UNIT_CODE 86306 4297484.59 2481102.19 2040204.00 18010206.00
TP 98169 0.08 0.75 0.00 28.00
ALK 2335 46.82 31.62 2.75 200.00
DP 3476 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.09
NO2 10724 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.27
DO 23114 8.08 2.75 0.01 17.00
DOsat 283 69.69 33.07 1.70 112.80
TKN 46241 0.91 0.71 0.01 5.50
TON 4950 0.86 0.62 0.01 3.79
NO3 10695 1.20 12.31 0.00 166.00
TN 56040 0.83 0.59 0.01 5.59
TURBIDITY 19331 8.01 12.41 0.25 182.00
COND 3885 121.58 117.07 11.60 875.00
TURBjcu 129 4.94 3.11 1.30 20.90
TURBf 1596 16.22 32.28 0.10 631.00
NH3 24251 0.07 0.14 0.00 2.10
CHLA 10947 10.70 15.56 0.06 154.10
CHLAtri 65675 38.67 456.41 0.01 77000.00
CHLAphyt 18968 18.25 24.52 0.00 159.09
SECCHI 36984 27.11 72.25 0.05 674.00
SECCHIin 40738 64.99 46.55 1.00 264.00
NO2NO3 27570 0.26 0.75 0.00 10.20
TEMP 43374 20.42 6.82 0.10 32.40
pH 6466 7.42 0.69 3.80 13.90
TURBLAB 12631 8.53 10.76 0.10 190.00
DS 0 . . . . 
TF 0 . . . . 
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table continued 
TS 1741 129.07 82.13 21.00 654.00
pHSU 5592 7.08 0.70 5.33 9.10
OPO4 0 . . . . 
ALKueq 0 . . . . 
CHLAspec 5691 16.00 11.70 0.84 62.71
TSS 8713 5.52 7.48 0.09 299.25
ALKmg 1079 50.21 10.38 21.30 104.50
POT 226 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03
ISF 0 . . . . 
OPD 2432 0.19 0.98 0.00 9.00
NH3D 108 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.03
NND 108 0.33 0.07 0.30 0.70
SIL 3027 1.56 1.19 0.08 6.72
PTR 5153 24.75 22.63 0.00 129.61
DSE 4 1.18 0.51 0.60 1.60
CF 5592 97.14 57.59 21.00 360.00
RTN 0 . . . . 
NKD 653 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.30
ALKP 0 . . . . 
ND 0 . . . . 
FSS 0 . . . . 
SDunfil 0 . . . . 
MDS 16 17.00 19.28 2.00 84.00
newCHLA 98169 29.63 373.67 0.00 77000.00
CHLAsrc 98169 2.56 0.87 1.00 4.00
newTN 98169 0.84 0.65 0.01 7.06
newTNsrc 98169 1.55 0.54 1.00 3.00
 
Geographical Distribution of newCHLA and newTN by Source Type   
To determine the geographical distribution of each source type, the latitude and 
longitude values for each source were plotted on a map of the continental U.S.  Two 
observations did not contain latitude and longitude information, and therefore these were 
not included in the following geographical distribution tables and figures.  Figure 2 
through Figure 5 show the geographical distributions of chlorophyll source types 
CHLAphyt, CHLA, CHLAphyt and CHLAtri, respectively.  Source 3, CHLAtri contains 
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the most data values (62563 out of 98167).  The best spatial distribution is provided by 
Source 3, CHLAphyt.  A composite plot of all four chlorophyll source distributions is 
shown in Figure 6.  Figure 7 through Figure 9 show the geographical distributions of 
nitrogen source types TKN, TN and NO2NO3, respectively.  Source 2, TN, contains the 
largest number of observations, and has a very limited geographic distribution.  A 
composite plot of all three nitrogen source distributions is shown in Figure 10.  There 
appear to be geographical dependencies for both the different chlorophyll and different 
nitrogen source types.    
 
Table 4 Chlorophyll Values by Source Type (total number = 98167) 
Chlorophyll Source Type 
  CHLAphyt CHLA CHLAtri CHLAspec 
Source Number 1 2 3 4 
STORET Code 32211 32209 32210 32230 
Number (n) 18968 10945 62563 5691 
 
 
Table 5 Nitrogen Values by Source Type (total number = 98167) 
Nitrogen Source Type 
  TKN TN NO2NO3+TON 
Source Number 1 2 3 
STORET Code 00625 00600 00630 
Number (n) 46241 49792 2134 
 
The combined chlorophyll source variable, consisting of the aggregation of 
chlorophyll sources 1-4 described above, was named newCHLA.  The combined nitrogen 
source variable, consisting of the aggregation of nitrogen source 1-3 described above, 
was named newTN.  TP was used as an abbreviation of total phosphorous.  Log 10 
transformed values of these three variables were named logTP, lognewCHLA and 
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lognewTN.  Summary statistics of logTP, lognewCHLA and lognewTN are presented in 
Table 6.  Summary plots of logTP, lognewTN and lognewCHLA show a nearly normal 
distribution for each parameter, with non-normality in the tails (Figure 11, Figure 12, and 
Figure 13).  LognewCHLA shows a particularly heavy left tail. 
 
 
newCHLA source 1: CHLAphyt
 
Figure 2 Geographical Distribution of Chlorophyll from Source 1, CHLAphyt, 
STORET = 32211 (number from CHLAphyt = 18968, total number = 98167) 
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newCHLA source 2: CHLA
 
Figure 3 Geographical Distribution of Chlorophyll from Source 2, CHLA, STO
= 32209 (number from CHLA = 10945, total number = 98167) 
RET 
 
newCHLA source 3: CHLAtri
 
Figure 4 Geographical Distribution of Chlorophyll from Source 3, CHLAtri, 






newCHLA source 4: CHLSspec
Figure 5 Geographical Distribution of Chlorophyll from Source 4, CHLSspec, 




896Figure 6 Geographical Distributio rce Type, CHLAphyt = Source 1, STORET = 32211, n = 1 8; 
CHLA = Source 2, STORET = 32209, n = 10945; CHLAtri = Source 3, STORET  = 32210, n = 62563; CHLSspec = Source 4, 
STORET = 32230, n = 5691 (total n = 98167) 




newTN source 1: TKN
Nitrogen from Source 1, TKN, STORET = Figure 7 Geographical Distribution of 
00625 (number from TKN = 46241, total number = 98167) 
newTN source 2: TN
Figure 8 Geographical Distribution of Nitrogen from Source 2, TN, STORET = 




newTN source 1: NO2NO3
 
Figure 9 Geographical Distribution of Nitrogen from Source 3, NO2NO3, STORET 
= 00630 (number from NO2NO3 = 2134, total number = 98167) 
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KN Sou ce 1, TO ET  006 4, n  462 1; T  = 
 n = 816 ) 
Figure 10 Geographical Distribution of Nitrogen by Source Type, T = r  S R = 2 = 4 N
Source 2, STORET = 00600, n = 49792; NO2NO3 = Source 3, STORET = 00630, n = 2134 (total  9 7
25 
 
able 6 S mmary Statistics of LogTP, LognewTN, and LognewCHLA 
    Summary Statistics     
T u
  
  Min 1st Qu. Mean Median 3rd Qu. Max Number 
logTP -3.00 -2.00 -1.60 -1.70 -1.30 1.45 98169 
lognewCHLA -3.08 0.48 0.80 0.89 1.34 4.89 98169 

































































etry Plot and Quantile-Quantile Plot 
(number = 98169) 
Figure 11:  LogTP Histogram, Boxplot, Symm
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Plot (number = 98169) 
 
Figure 12:  NewLogTN Histogram, Boxplot, Symmetry Plot and Quantile-Quantile 





























































istogram, Boxplot, Symmetry Plot and Quantile-
69) 
Figure 13:  NewLogCHLA H
Quantile Plot (number = 981
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Training and Test Data Sets 
Observations containing concentrations of logTP, lognewTN, and lognewCHLA 
were randomly assigned into training or test datasets for model validation (Appendix B,  
SAS® Reduced Dataset).  The training set of data was randomly chosen from the full 
dataset.  The test dataset was withheld from use in estimating the model, but used to 
evaluat od
e 
h are shown in Figure 
 and test datasets each show spatial distributions which 
are repres
e the performance of the m el with “out of sample” data.  These two datasets 
were used in model estimation (training) and model confirmation (test).  There were 
98167 observations where logTP, lognewTN, lognewCHLA, latitude and longitude wer
non-missing (Figure 14).  The training dataset contained 48916 observations (Figure 12).  
The test dataset contained 48251 instances, the locations of whic
13.  The randomly split training
entative of the complete dataset.       
All Training and Test Set Data Points, n = 98167
 




All Training Set Data Points (rand=0), n = 48916
All Training Set Data Points, n = 48916 
  
 
Figure 15:  TP, NewTN, NewCHLA Training Set Data (number =48916) 
All Test Set Data Points (rand=1), n = 49251
All Test Data Points, n = 49251 
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Figure 16:  TP, NewTN, NewCHLA Test Set Data (number = 49251) 
Chapter 3 Methods 
Classification and Regression Tree Model 
Simple parametric models are often inadequate for describing complex datasets, 
when the simple structure is not constant over the dataset.  One useful method in 
empirical modeling of complex datasets is to first separate the data into partitions through 
use of splitting rules on single predictor variables, and then describe the localized subsets 
of data with simple models.  Tree models, some of which use binary trees to describe 
portions in the dataset, provide a comprehensive method for representing complex 
datasets.         
A CART (Classification and Regression Tree) model describes the relationship 
between a response variable, y, given a set of predictor variables, x.  The method 
estimates and represents the conditional distribution of a response variable from multiple 
predictors by recursively partitioning the predictors into subsets that produce an 
increasingly homogeneous distribution of response.  Each observation comprising the 
predictor variables is linked to a unique bottom node through the tree structure (Chipman 
et al., 1997). 
A CART model consists of a binary tree Τ with b terminal nodes, and a parameter 
Θ = (θ1,…, θb ), which links the value θi to the ith terminal node.  Splitting rules are 
chosen which determine, for each observation, the assignment to left or right child nodes.  
Predictor space is hereby divided into homogenous regions, defined by all previous splits 
(Chipman et al., 1998, Chipman et al., 1997).    
Finding the best tree for a given dataset is difficult.  One common approach is to 
sequentially step through splitting rules attempting to maximize a fitting criterion.  This 
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sequential method generates a range of trees, each similar to the previous tree.  The 
us resultant models 
(Chipman et al., 1997). 
Further discussion about CART models may be found in the book by Breiman, 
Friedman, Olshen and Stone (1984), and papers by Clark and Pregibon (1992) and 
Lamon and Stow (1999, 2004).         
Bayesian CART Model 
fitting criterion is used to compare goodness of fit of the vario
 Chipman et al. (1997) present a Bayesian approach for finding CART models, 
termed BCART.  Bayesian analysis allows the inclusion of prior information with 
information from observations through the likelihood function.  The combination of prior 
and current information is achieved through the use of Bayes’s Theorem such that: 
 
)()|(),( ΤΤΘ=ΤΘ ppp . 
 
Specification of )|( ΤΘp  and )(Τp can be done independently.  Starting with a 
top node, random draws from the prior determine splitting rules, randomly “growing” a 
tree.  A search for the best tree is undertaken through specification of the prior and a 
stochastic search.  From previous information, a prior is selected which guides the 
stochastic search to an increasingly better CART model to describe the data.        
Bayesian TREED Model 
A “treed regression” model is a term coined by Alexander and Grimshaw (19
and appropriated by Chipman et al., (2000).  Treed models are very similar to CART 
models, except for the description of the terminal nodes.  Terminal nodes in CART 
96) 
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models are described by single values, such as mean or proportion; in TREED models
terminal n
, 
odes may be described by linear regressions. 
Nutrie
of separate linear submodels to each partition.  Within each 
s.  The Bayesian 
approach incorporated this choice of prior, uncertainty surrounding the model space, and 
erro ia o s incorporated in model predictions.  The posterior 
distr on e odels that better fit the data.  
Markov Chain Monte Carlo Posterior Exploration was used as a search algorithm to 
estim th te n (Chipman et al., 2002).  The Bayes factor, here a ratio 
of log-likelihoods, provided a goodness of fit criterion for comparison of resultant models 
(Jeff , 196 . 
M D
a m riteria Database study, summarized in Table 6, was fit 
using BTREED.  Predictor variables included:  latitude, longitude, waterbody type ID, 
month, source of newTN, source of newCHLA, lognewTN and logTP.  The endpoint 
cho a C phic location was included for regionalization of nutrient 
criteria.  Th urc  and CHLA were included as predictor variables in the 
tre on o ir impact on the resultant treed model.   
nt Criteria Database Study Using BTREED Model 
For this study, the Bayesian TREED model approach was used.  The approach 
allowed use of the composite dataset, combined with prior information, to estimate 
models linking environmental stressors to biological responses, while quantifying 
uncertainty of the model predictions.  The Treed model structure allowed partitioning of 
data into subsets, and fitting 
terminal node, the model structure is richly descriptive and homogenou
r var nces f r subset model
ibuti  guid d a stochastic search, by focusing on m
ate e pos rior distributio
reys 3)   
odel ata 
D ta fro  the Nutrient C
sen w s new HLA.  Geogra
e so e types of TN
e porti , T, t  determine the
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Input Parameters to Bayesian Treed Model 
h  m cy to grow is defined by the equation: 
|depth = d) = α(1+d)-β 
wh is a f tree growth from splitting a node, and β determines the 
rate at which propensity to split decreases with increased tree size (Chipman et al., 2002).  
To estimate how choice of the prior on α and β affects the model, a range of alpha and 
bet  sp e
p ra ayesian Treed Model were as follows:  A treed linear 
reg n p (base parameter for tree prior) ranged from 0.5 to 0.95; 
bet e am rior) ranged from 0.5 to 2.0; 3, 0.11955 specified the 
for he c u nd node models; 1000 prior draws, 500 iterations for the 
me i i tarts for the chain; 1 dependent variable; 8 independent 
var ; e  specified as ordinal -- latitude, longitude, lognewTN and 
logTP; independent variables used in tree – latitude, longitude, waterbody type, month, 
sou w so A; independent variables used in end node model – 
log N P lit distance for each independent variable, 0.00001, 0.01, 
1, 1, 0.0001; -99 as the seed for random number generator; 40 the size of the largest tree 
kept and printed; 48916 training observations, 49251 test observations. 
Range of Parameters Alpha and Beta
T e teed odel’s tenden
Pr(node splits
ere α  the b se probability o
a was ecifi d.   
In ut pa meters to the B
ressio was s ecified; alpha 
a (pow r par eter for tree p
m of t onj gate prior for e
tropol s algor thm, and 20 res
iables  indep ndent variables
rce ne TN, urce newCHL
newT , logT ; Minimum sp
 
l d s to BCART, corresponding to the base and power 
par r h pectively.  To determine the impact of alpha and beta 
val  anges of alpha and beta were chosen, and BTREED was 
n with the combinations of these ranges.  An alpha range from 0.5 to 0.95 with a step of 
A pha an  beta are input
amete s for t e tree prior, res
ues on the BTREED result, r
ru
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0.09 was chosen, and a beta range from 0.5 to 2.0 with a step of 0.2.  S-PLUS® code was 
Input to BCART.      
 
  






model results, using Bayes factors to com
hypothesis testing, the quantity of the Baye
results, estim
factor is a likelihood ratio if prior m




elihood of Range of Tree Parameters 
Jeffreys (1935) developed statistical tests to compare predictions of different 
pare posterior probabilities.  In this form of 
s factor can be compared among model 
ating which model is favored as a representation of the data.  The Bayes 
odel probabilities are assumed equal.  Jeffreys (1961) 
 results.  A difference in log10 likelihood 
 ½ to 1 is substantial, from 1 to 2 is strong, and greater 
than 2 is decisive evidence.  This evidence can be interpreted to be either against a null 
hypothesis, or in favor of the null hypothesis (Kass and Raftery, 1995).  In this study, the 
Bayes factor of log-likelihood was compared among competing models, to determine the 
most likely model fit for the data among the competing models, and as an estimation of 
model uncertainty.     
hood for the best-fit tree of each alpha 
and beta combination.   Best log-likelihood of the various alpha-beta combinations were 
com lihood, Alpha, Beta); results are presented 
in Table 7.  The highest log-likelihood of 103406.2 was found for alpha = 0.68 and beta = 
0.5.  The second-highest log-likelihood was 103132.5, for alpha = 0.77 and beta = 1.1, a 
difference of 273.7, in log-likelihood between models, providing highly decisive 
evidence that the highest log-likelihood model better represents the data.  The third-
highest log-likelihood result of 103132.5 for alpha = 0.95 and beta = 1.25 does not differ 
in log-likelihood from the second-highest model.  Therefore there is no evidence that one 
 0 to ½ is insignificant, from
BTREED produces the highest log-likeli
pared (Appendix : S-PLUS® Plot log-like
model better represents the data between the second and third-highest log-likelihood 
models
of 
Alpha Beta Likelihood 
.   
A contour plot of alpha and beta ranges versus log-likelihood is shown in Figure 
17.  The surface is displayed with a three-dimensional surface plot in Figure 18.  Figure 
19 shows a multipanel plot of the three dimensional plot of alpha and beta ranges versus 
log-likelihood for the data grid surface.  The surface plots show an irregular surface, 
which could be due to the algorithm reaching local maxima, but not a global maximum 
log-likelihood in its search. 
Table 7 Log-Likelihood Values for Alpha and Beta Value Ranges 
Log-
0.5 0.5 102313.555 
0.5 0.65 102850.1079 
0.5 0.8 102270.0111 
0.5 0.95 102344.0276 
0.5 1.1 102255.678 
0.5 1.25 102845.3083 
0.5 1.4 102315.5594 
0.5 1.55 102215.9618 
0.5 1.7 102888.5934 
0.5 1.85 102823.3574 
0.5 2 103046.7599 
0.59 0.5 102443.2324 
0.59 0.65 102403.9918 
0.59 0.8 102655.1078 
0.59 0.95 102994.9213 
0.59 1.1 102710.8576 
0.59 1.25 102815.5313 
0.59 1.4 102467.2984 
0.59 1.55 102944.96 
0.59 1.7 102315.9738 
0.59 1.85 102297.1678 
0.59 2 102330.6037 
0.68 0.5 103406.172 
0.68 0.65 102609.1426 
0.68 0.8 102392.4147 
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table continued  
0.68 0.95 102780.8241 
0.68 1.1 102536.4033 
0.68 1.25 102904.3401 
0.68 1.4 102555.5126 
0.68 1.55 102572.6972 
0.68 1.7 102865.3066 
0.68 1.85 103031.8297 
0.68 2 103065.6794 
0.77 0.5 102664.9604 
0.77 0.65 103057.5736 
0.77 0.8 102605.4219 
0.77 0.95 102897.4839 
0.77 1.1 103132.5071 
0.77 1.25 102702.7972 
0.77 1.4 102605.9321 
0.77 1.55 102545.4119 
0.77 1.7 102749.3288 
0.77 1.85 102744.5464 
0.77 2 102346.8205 
0.86 0.5 102416.3482 
0.86 0.65 102577.3742 
0.86 0.8 102886.834 
0.86 0.95 102765.6644 
0.86 1.1 102994.9213 
0.86 1.25 103053.7393 
0.86 1.4 102817.6447 
0.86 1.55 102731.104 
0.86 1.7 102738.1221 
0.86 1.85 102575.1911 
0.86 2 102432.3122 
0.95 0.5 103075.4884 
0.95 0.65 102750.8397 
0.95 0.8 102935.4926 
0.95 0.95 102599.6276 
0.95 1.1 102495.8581 
0.95 1.25 103132.5071 
0.95 1.4 102584.7284 
0.95 1.55 102306.2801 
0.95 1.7 103016.5013 
0.95 1.85 102523.8605 

























Figure 19 Alpha, Beta versus Log-Likelihood Multi-Panel Surface Plot, X-angle rotated from 60 to 300 degrees 
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Bayesian TREED Model Results
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The TREED model with the highest log-likelihood (alpha = 0.68, beta = 0.5 and 
Log-Likelihood = 103406.17) is graphically displayed in Figure 20.  There are 36 bottom 
nodes in this tree, representing 36 disjoint regions of predictor space.  The tree branches 
out where different linear model coefficients occur, organizing the data into categories.  
The first split is on waterbody type, with reservoirs (n = 5875) splitting to the left, and 
lakes and ponds (n = 43041) to the right.  For reservoirs, chlorophyll source type is the 
first split, separating the first three chlorophyll source types from the fourth.  Latitude 
less th 13 is the first split for the lakes and ponds data.  Two additional subsequent 
splits on geographic location suggest the importance of regional factors in eutrophication 
for lakes and ponds.   
The TREED model with the second highest log-likelihood (alpha = 0.77, beta = 
1.1 and Log-Likelihood = 103132.5071) is graphically displayed in Figure 21.  There are 
29 bottom nodes in this tree, representing 29 disjoint regions of predictor space.  The first 
split is on chlorophyll source, which for the highest log-likelihood tree was the first split 
for reservoirs data.  Again, the separation of chlorophyll source is between the first three 
sources and the fourth.  Month and latitude are the subsequent splits for the dataset.  For 
latitude > 34.6, and chlorophyll source 4, the data is next split on waterbody type, which 
was the primary split in the highest log-likelihood model.    
For the third highest log-likelihood (alpha = 0.95, beta = 1.25 and Log-Likelihood 
= 103132.5071), the identical model was chosen as that for the second highest log-
likelihood result displayed in Figure 21.  This indicates that the same model was chosen 
as best with different input parameters for alpha and beta.    
an 23.
 It is possible to have two different trees, constructed in a different manner, but 
with roughly similar sets of variables in the end nodes, due to the overall similar 
conditions leading to the endnode.  Since BCART method uses a stochastic search 
technique, it is expected that very similar, common partitions would be produced by the 
trees in the searched grid on alpha and beta.  Given the complexity of the three highest 
log-likelihood trees, it is difficult to determine whether similar partitioning of the data is 
produced among the three trees.    
Tradeoff between Size of Tree and Model Fit 
The tradeoff between size of tree and model fit as measured by log-likelihood was 
compared, and is shown graphically in Figure 22 (Appendix : S-PLUS® Plot Node 
Numbers vs. Log-Likelihood).  The data show a series of plateaus, at 8, 12 and again at 
18 nodes, where additional nodes indicate diminishing returns in added gain for 
additional increases in model size. 
Partial Residual Plots 
Partial residual plots for the model with the highest log-likelihood (alpha = 0.68, 
e test set data are shown in Figure 29 
rough Figure 31.   
Partial residual plots for the model with the second-highest log-likelihood (alpha 
r the nodes of the test set data are shown in Figure 
8 through Figure 41.
beta = 0.5), for the end node models of the training set data are shown in Figure 24 
through Figure 28.  Partial plots for the nodes of th
th
= 0.77, beta = 1.1), for the end node models of the training set data are shown in Figure 
34 through Figure 37.  Partial plots fo
3
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Figure 20 Dendogram of BTREED Highest Log-Likelihood Model (alpha = 0.68, beta = 0.5, Log-Likelihood = 







































































































Figure 21 Dendogram of BTREED Second-Highest Log-Likelihood Model (alpha = 0.77, beta = 1.1, Log-
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Figure 24 Partial Residual Plots for Terminal Nodes 1-8 of the Highest Log-
Likelihood Bayesian Treed Model (alpha = 0.69. beta = 0.5), Training Dataset.  Solid 
Lines are Bayesian Regression Coefficients, Dotted Lines are Ordinary Least 





Figure 25 Partial Residual Plots for Terminal Nodes 9-15 of the Highest Log-
Likelihood Bayesian Treed Model (alpha = 0.69. beta = 0.5), Training Dataset.  Solid
Lines are Bayesian Regression Coefficients, Dotted Lines are Ordinary Least 






Figure 26 Partial Residual Plots for Terminal Nodes 17-25 of the Highest Log-
Likelihood Bayesian Treed Model (alpha = 0.69. beta = 0.5), Training Dataset.  So
Lines are Bayesian Regression Coefficients, Dotted Lines are Ordinary Least 





Figure 27 Partial Residual Plots for Terminal Nodes 18-34 of the Highest Log-
Likelihood Bayesian Treed Model (alpha = 0.69. beta = 0.5), Training Dataset.  Solid 
Lines are Bayesian Regression Coefficients, Dotted Lines are Ordinary Least 




Figure 28 Partial Residual Plots for Terminal Nodes 35 and 36 of the Highest Log-
Likelih  
Lines are Bayesian Regression Coeffici
 
ood Bayesian Treed Model (alpha = 0.69. beta = 0.5), Training Dataset.  Solid
ents, Dotted Lines are Ordinary Least 
Squares (OLS) Estimates of these Coefficients 
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Figure Par e ots for Terminal Nodes 1-8 of the Highest Log-
Likelihood Bayesian Treed Model (alpha = 0.69. beta = 0.5), Test Dataset.  Solid 
Lines are Bayesian Regression Coefficients, Dotted Lines are Ordinary Least 
Squar LS m hese Coefficients 
 29 tial R sidual Pl
es (O ) Esti ates of t
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Figure 30 Partial Resid al Plots for Terminal Nodes 9-16 of the Highest Log-
Likelihood Bayesian Treed Model (alpha = 0.69. beta = 0.5), Test Dataset.  Solid 
L e si n Co  Dotted Lines a y Least 
Squares (OLS) Estimates of these Coefficients 
 
u
an Regressioines ar  Baye e s,fficient re Ordinar
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Figure 31 Partial Residual Plots for Terminal Nodes 17-25 of the Highest Log-
Lines are Bayesian Regression Coefficients, Dotted Lines are Ordinary Least 
 
 
Likelihood Bayesian Treed Model (alpha = 0.69. beta = 0.5), Test Dataset.  Solid 
Squares (OLS) Estimates of these Coefficients 
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Figure 32 Partial Residual Plots for Terminal Nodes 26-34 of the Highest Log-
Likelihood Bayesian Treed Model (alpha = 0.69. beta = 0.5), Test Dataset.  Sol
Lines are Bayesian Regression Coefficients, Dotted Lines are Ordinary Least 




Figure 33 Partial Residual Plots for Terminal Node 35 and 36 of the Highest Log-
Lines are Bayesian Regression Coefficients, Dotted Lines are Ordinary Least 
   
Likelihood Bayesian Treed Model (alpha = 0.69. beta = 0.5), Test Dataset.  Solid 






















































































































































































































partial plot for Node 8 logTP 
beta= 0.179271
 
Figure 34 Partial Residual Plots for Terminal Nodes 1-8 of the Second Highest Log-
Likelihood Bayesian Treed Model (alpha = 0.77, beta = 1.1), T
Lines are Bayesian Regression Coefficients, Dotted Lines are Ordinar
raining Dataset.  Solid 
y Least 
 













































































































































































































partial plot for Node 16 logTP 
 
Figure 35 Partial Residual Plots for Terminal Nodes 9-16 of the Second Highest 
Solid Lines are Bayesian Regression Coefficients, Dotted Lines are Ordinary Least 
beta= -0.350094
Log-Likelihood Bayesian Treed Model (alpha = 0.77, beta = 1.1), Training Dataset.  
















































































































































































































partial plot for Node 25 logTP 
beta= 0.151495
 
Figure 36 Partial Residual Plots for Terminal Nodes 17-25 of the Second Highest 
Log-Likelihood Bayesian Treed Model (alpha = 0.77, beta = 1.1), Training Dataset.  
Solid Lines are Bayesian Regression Coefficients, Dotted Lines are Ordinary Least 













































partial plot for Node 27 lognewTN 
beta= 0.221694
logTP


































































Log-Li et.  
Solid Lines are Bayesian Regression Coefficients, Dotted Lines are Ordinary Least 
 
 
Figure 37 Partial Residual Plots for Terminal Nodes 26-29 of the Second Highest 
kelihood Bayesian Treed Model (alpha = 0.77, beta = 1.1), Training Datas




















































































































































































































partial plot for Node 8 logTP 
beta= 0.179271
Figure r Terminal Nodes 1-8 of the Second Highest Log-
ikelihood Bayesian Treed Model (alpha = 0.77, beta = 1.1), Test Dataset.  Solid 
ines are Bayesian Regression Coefficients, Dotted Lines are Ordinary Least 
Squares (OLS) Estimates of these Coefficients 
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partial plot for Node 10 logTP 
beta= 0.213968























































































partial plot for Node 14 lognewTN 
beta= 0.183881
































































partial plot for Node 16 logTP 
beta= -0.350094
 
Figure 39 Partial Residual Plots for Terminal Nodes 9-16 of the Second Highest 
Log-Likelihood Bayesian Treed Model (alpha = 0.77, beta = 1.1), Test Dataset.  Solid 
Lines are Bayesian Regression Coefficients, Dotted Lines are Ordinary Least 
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partial plot for Node 19 logTP 
beta= -0.002072


















































partial plot for Node 21 logTP 
beta= 0.353551


























partial plot for Node 
























partial plot for Node 23 logTP 
beta= 0.257603
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partial plot for Node 25 logTP 
beta= 0.151495
 
des 17-25 of the Second Highest 
 0.77, beta = 1.1), Test Dataset.  Solid 
cients, Dotted Lines are Ordinary Least 
Figure 40 Partial Residual Plots for Terminal No
Log-Likelihood Bayesian Treed Model (alpha =
Lines are Bayesian Regression Coeffi






































partial plot for Node 27 lognewTN 
beta= 0.221694


















































partial plot for Node
beta= 0.08





partial plot for Node 29 logT











l Plots for Terminal Nodes 26-29 of the Second Highest 
lid 
tted Lines are Ordinary Least 
quares (OLS) Estimates 
Figure 41 Partial Residua
Log-Likelihood Bayesian Treed Model (alpha = 0.77, beta = 1.1), Test Dataset.  So
Lines are Bayesian Regression Coefficients, Do
S
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BTREED models are a correlative method of modeling; therefore caution must be 
ed to fit them.   
odel fit of 
odel for the test dataset of the highest log-likelihood model (alpha = 
able 8 Summary of Mean Square Error (MSE) of Endnodes in Bayesian Treed 
used when applying these models outside of the range of data us
Uncertainty Quantification 
Table 8 summarizes the Mean Square Error (MSE), or differences in m
the each endnode m
068, beta = 0.5).   
T
Model (alpha = 0.68, beta = 0.5, test dataset) 
Node n MSE 
1 1073 0.0011 
2 123 0.00115 
3 385 0.00027 
4 179 0.0006 
5 124 0.00042 
6 492 0.00066 
7 397 0.00037 
8 64 0.00088 
9 272 0.00322 
10 256 0.00509 
11 160 0.00266 
12 576 0.00533 
13 1747 0.00489 
14 3099 0.00228 
15 1185 0.00288 
16 2230 0.002 
17 2411 0.00316 
18 1780 0.00193 
19 4372 0.00211 
20 4331 0.00294 
21 4075 0.00253 
23 2344 0.00183 
24 2495 0.0018 
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table continued  
25 70 0.00398 
26 2517 0.00547 
27 2328 0.00537 
28 1432 0.00608 
29 2274 0.00281 
30 65 0.0052 
31 91 0.00636 
33 1791 0.00335 
34 902 0.00298 
35 234 0.00123 
36 3377 0.00316 
 
 
Table 9 summarizes the Mean Square Error (MSE) and Median Absolute 
s in model fit of the training dataset and test 
sian Treed models.  As expected, 
or the test dataset fits, since the training 
set.  The MSE of the training set data 
Log-likelihood, MSE  and MAD are three 
ities information about the goodness of fit of 
nd MAD can also be made between models 
SE) of Training Dataset and Test 
ith Highest Log-Likelihoods (alpha = 
SE MAD 
Deviation (MAD), which represent difference
dataset fits for the four highest log-likelihood Baye
MSE for the training datasets are lower than f
dataset predictions are used in fitting the test data
increases inversely with log-likelihood values.  
measures that independently provide quant
the model.  Comparisons between MSE a
created using different methods. 
Table 9 Summary of Mean Square Error (M
els wDataset Fits for Four Bayesian Treed Mod
0.68, beta = 0.5, test dataset) 
Alpha Beta Likelihood M
Log-





      Test Dataset Test Dataset 
0.68 0.5 103406.172 0.132879738 0.211658203
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table continued  
      0.133093518 0.215529469
0.77 1.1 103132.5071 0.133118598 0.217179786
      0.133607948 0.221282549
0.95 1.25 103132.5071 0.133118598 0.217179786
      0.133607948 0.221282549
0.95 0.5 103075.4884 0.13343784 0.218309398




Chapter 5 Discussion 
The tree structure of model results provides valuable information for TMDL 
estimation.  Interaction effects of predictor and response variables are identified by splits 
corresponding to differentiated regions where specific interactions occur.  These defined 




m versus a global maximum.  The complexity of the structures made it difficult 
ificant, and whether the overall 
tructure of the distinct models separated the same general observations into similar 
.  In future analysis, multiple BTREED runs, maintaining the same input 




uctural complexity in the tree portion of the models is partially a result of the 
ly two predictor variables are 
sed -- total phosphorus and nitrogen.  This creates a disadvantage that variability not 
regions of data-space, wh
establishing nutrient criteria.   
 Interpretation of the model results was complicated because of their com
structures.  It was expected that models constructed over a range of alpha and beta wo
be similar, if a global log-likelihood maximum was located by the algorithm.  Substa
differences in results might indicate that the algorithm was at a local log-likelihood 
mumaxi
to determine if the difference in tree structures was sign
tree s
partitions
parameters could be comp
maximum.  The BTREED algorithm uses a stochastic search, producing some va
in results; however, if a global maximum is chosen, the results from co
should essentially remain constant.  It appears that a global maximum was not attaine
from the model runs presented.  Increasing the number of iterations of the stochastic 
search algorithm would likely produce higher log-likelihood results.   
Str
large dataset analyzed, and also partly because at present, on
u
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explained by total phosphorus or nitrogen is described by complex tree structure, while 
imple.  One method for creating less complex trees includes 
 variability could 
 
were 
aphical dependence could be incorporated with other geographical information into 
   
The source of CHLA and TN was often used to split nodes in the treed models.  
sts that different source types differed enough to classify observations in 
r, it is unclear whether the different predictor spaces determined 




th categorical and continuous variables were used as inputs to the model.  For 
tegorical variable newTN, three choices are provided as splitting points (this 
ariable was comprised of three separate nitrogen sources).  However, values for 
ch as longitude were included with a minimum spacing of 0.01.  
lit points for the longitude variable.  A uniform prior 
ariable.  This translates to a greater chance of categorical values 
the end node models are s
creating and using a different set of predictor variables.  If a new set of predictor 
variables were established, for example incorporating ecoregion, more
be explained by the end node models, in turn producing less complex and more easily
interpretable tree structures.  The source type variables (for newTN and newCHLA) 
shown to contain geographical dependence; with a different set of predictors, this 
geogr
one predictor variable that represents geographic space.
This sugge
distinct regions.  Howeve
by source type were a factor of the geographical dependence of the source types.
source types, such as Source 2, TN for nitrogen (Figure 8) contained v
geographical distribution.  Further investigation is needed, perhaps incorporating new
predictor variables representing geographical space to determine if alternative nitrog





This created hundreds of possible sp
is applied to each input v
 66




rch on the impact of prior on the choice of split points might incorporate adjusting 
Investigation of input parameters and their impact on resultant models should also 
.  In this thesis, the effect varying input parameters alpha and beta 
while other input parameter values were kept constant.  Ideally, 
plored.  
 in this analysis, 
ight 
The Nutrient Criteria Database yielded a preliminary dataset containing 656495 
P, newTN and newCHLA used 
r this study, contained only approximately 1/7 of these observations.  This non-missing 
TP measurements as the phosphorus source.  Incorporation of 




range (three for newTN).  For continuous variables, the prior probability is spread ov
hundreds of possibilities, decreasing the probability of choosing those values for a sp
relative to categorical variables with relatively few choices for candidate splits.  Furth
resea
the minimum spacing of continuous variables.   
 
be further addressed
values were investigated, 
the effect of different values for all input parameters would simultaneously be ex
With the gridded method of varying the parameters alpha and beta used
details might be missing if the global maximum is between the grid points on the 
parameter-space searched.  An optimization technique for varying parameter inputs m
be better suited for finding the highest log-likelihood result.        
 
observations; the non-missing dataset of non-missing T
fo
dataset used only 
alternative measures of ph
concomitant increased tree complexity may also result, such as seen with the new
newCHLA.    
 For this study, all available data observations of the non-missing TP, newTN 
newCHLA dataset were used.  Some locations had a much higher number of observa
 67
overall than others.  The impact of uneven observation numbers might be addressed in 
 work, through the use of different aggregation of scales.  Mean or median values 
 to normalize the impact of 
neven number of observations across waterbodies and regions.   
e various treed model results, waterbody type (either reservoir or 
ant predictor variable.  For the highest log-liklihood model, it 
.  This 
to consideration.  
 their 
TMDL estimation is mandated to protect designated uses of waterbodies.  
rough surrogate measures, such as 
vels of nutrient concentrations in the water.  The nutrients N and P analyzed in this 
essential to ecosystems, and not inherently harmful or toxic.  However, excess 




 level of chlorophyll-a, levels of the nutrients N and P can be calculated using 
 linear models. Probability distributions around the variable of interest provide 
future
of all observations at a particular location could be used
u
 From th
lake/pond) was an import
was the first split, and was also important in the other high log-likelihood models
suggests that effective TMDL setting should take the waterbody type in
Source of nitrogen and source of chlorophyll-a were also important predictors in 
partitioning the tree space.  The importance of these predictors might be due more to
geographical dependence than the source measurement method.  
 
Determination of adequate use protection is provided th
le
study are 
levels of these nutrients c
eutrophication.  Quantification of this relationship between nutrient levels and di
indicators of eutrophication, such as chlorophyll-a, is essential to usefu
estimation.  The BTREED approach produced linear models that quantify the link 
between stressors, including N and P, to chlorophyll-a.  Each endnode contains a line




valuable uncertainty information, useful to decision makers for estimating probabilities of 
aterbody use. exceedence related to w
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in those do
When you come to this web site to browse, you do so anonymously. EPA does not collect 
identifying information about you. We collect only sum ] 
 the numbers of individuals who visit our web site and what those individuals look 
t. This government computer system uses industry-standard software to create summary 
 which are used for such things as assessing what information is of most and 
g technical design specifications, and identifying system 






performance or problem areas.  
Where identifying informati
that information is used only for responding to your comment or question and is not m
available for other purposes. See our comments notice of use.  
For site security purposes and to ensure that this service remains availab
this government computer system employs industry-standard methods 
network traffic to identif
le to all users, 
to monitor 
hibited and may be punishable under the Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 
ation presented here, please 
rd them to us through the address on our Comments Page
y unauthorized attempts to upload or change information, or 
otherwise cause damage.  
No other attempts are made to identify individual users or their usage habits. Raw data 
logs are used for no other purposes and are scheduled for regular destruction in 
accordance with National Archives and Records Administration guidelines.  
Unauthorized attempts to upload information or change information on this service are 
strictly pro
1986.  
If you have any questions or comments about the inform
forwa .  
or information about accessing information about yourself that may be in EPA record systems, 














DALL_STORETS_EPARSVRS_FMT  Imports *.CSV EPA data file.  Field  
 formatted for consistency throughout states.  All Data Fields 
/   
llowing are directions for importing data into SAS .  If Proc  
port Code used (below), then file is read in using code */ 
zipped csv from download */ 
S */ 
 list:  Comma separated values, .csv */ 
) using Browse */ 
a.  After the merge of all datasets, lengths will be adjusted 
ging requires equal  
dded keeping of additional data columns  
de for various ecoregions.  Changes that need to be made: 
place where data set will be stored 









/* Import Data into SA
/* Select a data source from
/* Select File Location (*.csv
/* Choose the SAS destination:  */ 
/* Library: Work, Member: res14_5 (resXX (XX = Abrev. of State) */ 
 
/*  After 02/10/04, data is read in directly using following code 
 
/* %% EPA Project Angelina Freeman 10/24/03*/ 
/* %% Modified by Angelina Freeman 02/10/04 
/*    Changed to read in ecoregion data 
/*    Data is now read directly from .csv data file 
engths for character fields are set to 255 to ensure reading in of /*    L
/*    all dat
/*    to the maximum data field length per column.  Mer
engths so data does not become truncated. /*    l
    A/*
 
/* To run co
   libname directory is 
   changes res14_5 to resXX
   indicates waterbody type. 
/****************************************************************
/* Set SAS options */ 
 
dm'log;clear;output;clear'; 
title1 "Reading in Data, Formatting EPA Project"; 
options nodate nocenter pageno=1 ls=78 ps=55; 
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/* Assign libname for data set */ 
libname epalakes "C:\Documents and Settings\afreem8.LSU\My 
******************************************************************/ 
etting all character lengths to 256 to ensure reading in of all  
* data in column 
************************************************************/ 
                     
 and Settings\afreem8.LSU\My 
SOVER DSD 
 
DY_ID_ $256. ; 
TERBODY_NAME $256. ;  
ormat STATION_ID_ $256. ; 
  informat STATION_ID $256. ; 
mat STATE $256. ; 
 informat ECOREGION_ID best32. ; 
        informat ECOREGION_NAME $256. ; 
        informat EPA_ECOREGION_ID best32. ; 
at EPA_ECOREGION_NAME $256. ; 
E_ID_ $256. ; 
ID $256. ; 
ME $256. ; 
_DEPTH best32. ; 
TASOURCE_NAME $256. ; 
AMETER_NAME $256. ; 
ITS $256. ; 
nformat REMARK_CODE $256. ; 
  informat DETECTION_LIMIT best32. ; 











data epalakes.res14_5;       
 
%let _EFIERR_ = 0; /* set the ERROR detection macro variable */ 
       infile 'C:\Documents




          informat WATERBODY_TYPE_ID best32. ; 
          informat WA
          informat WATERBODY_TYPE $256. ;  
          inf
        
          infor
          informat COUNTY $256. ; 
         
  
  
          inform
          informat SAMPL
          informat SAMPLE_
          informat AGENCY_NA
          informat SAMPLING_DATE mmddyy10. ; 
          informat SAMPLE
          informat DATASOURCE_NAME $256. ; 
          informat SUB_DA
          informat PARAMETER_ID best32. ; 
          informat PAR
          informat STORET_CODE best32. ; 
          informat UN
          informat REPORTED_VALUE best32. ; 
          i
        
          infor
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          informat STANDARD_UNITS $256. ; 
          informat ANALYSIS_METHOD $256. ; 
        informat LATITUDE best32. ; 
        informat LONGITUDE best32. ; 
at CENTR_LAT best32. ; 
_LONG best32. ; 
GIC_UNIT_CODE best32. ; 
 $256. ; 
ESC $256. ; 
ODY_TYPE_ID best32. ; 
RBODY_TYPE $256. ;  
TION_ID $256. ; 
ormat COUNTY $256. ; 
  format ECOREGION_ID best32. ; 
at ECOREGION_NAME $256. ; 
  format EPA_ECOREGION_NAME $256. ; 
        format SAMPLE_ID_ $256. ; 
        format SAMPLE_ID $256. ; 
at AGENCY_NAME $256. ; 
NG_DATE mmddyy10. ; 
EPTH best32. ; 
_NAME $256. ; 
ER_ID best32. ; 
CODE best32. ; 
TED_VALUE best32. ; 
ECTION_LIMIT best32. ; 
  format STANDARD_UNITS $256. ; 
at ANALYSIS_METHOD $256. ; 
  format LONGITUDE best32. ; 
        format CENTR_LAT best32. ; 
        format CENTR_LONG best32. ; 
t HYDROLOGIC_UNIT_CODE best32. ; 
_HUC $256. ; 
UNTY $256. ; 
  
  
          inform
          informat CENTR
          informat HYDROLO
          informat ASSIGN_HUC
          informat ASSIGN_COUNTY $256. ; 
          informat FLAG_D
          format WATERBODY_ID_ $256. ; 
          format WATERB
          format WATERBODY_NAME $256. ; 
          format WATE
          format STATION_ID_ $256. ; 
          format STA
          format STATE $256. ; 
          f
        
          form
          format EPA_ECOREGION_ID best32. ; 
        
  
  
          form
          format SAMPLI
          format SAMPLE_D
          format DATASOURCE
          format SUB_DATASOURCE_NAME $256. ; 
          format PARAMET
          format PARAMETER_NAME $256. ; 
          format STORET_
          format UNITS $256. ; 
          format REPOR
          format REMARK_CODE $256. ; 
          format DET
          format STANDARD_VALUE best32. ; 
        
          form
          format LATITUDE best32. ; 
        
  
  
          forma
          format ASSIGN
          format ASSIGN_CO
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        COUNTY $ 
           ECOREGION_ID 
  ECOREGION_NAME $ 
           EPA_ECOREGION_NAME $ 
                 SAMPLE_ID_ $ 









      STANDARD_UNITS $ 
          ANALYSIS_METHOD $ 
 LATITUDE 
          CENTR_LAT  
                CENTR_LONG  






     
       input 
                   WATERBODY_ID_ $ 
                   WATERBO
                   WATERBODY_NAME $ 
                   WATER
                   STATION_ID_ $ 
                   STAT
                   STATE $ 
           
        
                 
                   EPA_ECOREGION_ID 
        
  
  
                  A
                  SAMPLING
                  SAMPLE_DEP
                  DATASOURCE_N
                  SUB_DATASOURCE_NAME $ 
                  PARAMETER
                  PARAMETER_NAME $ 
                  STORET_CO
                  UNITS $ 
                  REPORT
                  REMARK_CODE $ 
                  DETEC
                  STANDARD_VALUE 
            
        
                 
                  LONGITUDE 
        
  
  
                  A
                  ASSIGN_C
                  FLAG_DESC $
      ; 
      if _ERROR_ then call symput('_EFIERR_',1);  /* set ERROR detection macr
variable */ 











eep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
TYPE  
ION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
REGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
TH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LAT 




eep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
DY_TYPE  
ION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
COREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
TH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LAT 
CODE ASSIGN_HUC ASSIGN_COUNTY FLAG_DESC TF; 
/* Consecutively read in Water Quality Parameters of Interest 















































eep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
ATERBODY_TYPE  
D_ STATION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
 






eep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
ATERBODY_TYPE  
_ID_ STATION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
 


















SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LA
CENTR_LONG  


















SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LA
CENTR_LONG  














STATION_ID_ STATION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
TH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LAT 





RBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
  






RBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
  
























EPA_ECOREGION_ID EPA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_
AGENCY_NAME 
SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE C
CENTR_LONG  
















EPA_ECOREGION_ID EPA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_
AGENCY_NAME 
SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE C
CENTR_LONG  
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ODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
  






ERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
  











EPA_ECOREGION_ID EPA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_
AGENCY_NAME 
SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE C
CENTR_LONG  
















EPA_ECOREGION_ID EPA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_
AGENCY_NAME 
SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE C
CENTR_LONG  












BODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
  






ODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
  
















EPA_ECOREGION_ID EPA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_
AGENCY_NAME 
SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE C
CENTR_LONG  
















EPA_ECOREGION_ID EPA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_
AGENCY_NAME 
SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE C
CENTR_LONG  














STATION_ID_ STATION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
EGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
TH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LAT 




eep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
YPE  
ION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
EGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
TH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LAT 




eep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
ATERBODY_TYPE  
_ STATION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
 












































SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LA
CENTR_LONG  
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eep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
ATERBODY_TYPE  
ID_ STATION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
 






eep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
ATERBODY_TYPE  
_ID_ STATION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
 



















SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LA
CENTR_LONG  


















SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LA
CENTR_LONG  












eep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
ION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
TH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LAT 





RBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
  



































EPA_ECOREGION_ID EPA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_
AGENCY_NAME 
SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE C
CENTR_LONG  












keep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
  







ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
ATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
PA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
MPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LAT 




DY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
  





EPA_ECOREGION_ID EPA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_
AGENCY_NAME 
SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE C
CENTR_LONG  



































EPA_ECOREGION_ID EPA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_
AGENCY_NAME 
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eep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
TATION_ID_ STATION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
PA_ECOREGION_ID EPA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
GIC_UNIT_CODE ASSIGN_HUC ASSIGN_COUNTY FLAG_DESC 
ata NH3; 
 STORET_CODE=610; 
ODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
ERBODY_TYPE  
_ STATION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
EGION_NAME 
PA_ECOREGION_ID EPA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
GENCY_NAME 
MPLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LAT 
CENTR_LONG  




















































EGION_ID EPA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
NTR_LAT 



























eep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME k
WATERBODY_TYPE  


















eep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
TATION_ID_ STATION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
PA_ECOREGION_ID EPA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
AMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LAT 
GIC_UNIT_CODE ASSIGN_HUC ASSIGN_COUNTY FLAG_DESC 
 
n; 
STATION_ID SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_ID; 
D=REPORTED_VALUE; 
eep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
WATERBODY_TYPE  
STATION_ID_ STATION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
ECOREGION_NAME 
EPA_ECOREGION_ID EPA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
AGENCY_NAME 
SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LAT 
CENTR_LONG  












keep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
WATERBODY_TYPE  

































E SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LAT 
UC ASSIGN_COUNTY FLAG_DESC 
Y_NAME 
EGION_ID 
A_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
UDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LAT 
  
SSIGN_COUNTY FLAG_DESC 
SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LAT 
ENTR_LONG  C














TATION_ID_ STATION_ID STATE COUNTY ECORS
E
















keep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBOD
WATERBODY_TYPE  






























keep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
WATERBODY_TYPE  
STATION_ID_ STATION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
ECOREGION_NAME 
EPA_ECOREGION_ID EPA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
AGENCY_NAME 
SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LAT 
CENTR_LONG  
HYDROLOGIC_UNIT_CODE ASSIGN_HUC ASSIGN_COUNTY FLAG_DESC TP; 
run; 
proc sort; 
















STATION_ID_ STATION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
EC
EPA_ECOREGION_ID EPA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
AGENCY_NAME 











_CODE ASSIGN_HUC ASSIGN_COUNTY FLAG_DESC DP; 
; 
_ID 
 LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LAT 
DP=REPORTED_VALUE; 
eep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME k
WATERBODY_TYPE  
_ STATION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID STATION_ID
ECOREGION_NAME 
NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMEPA_ECOREGION_ID EPA_ECOREGION_
AGENCY_NAME 













eep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME k
WATERBODY_TYPE  
STATION_ID_ STATION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION
COREGION_NAME E
















keep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
WATERBODY_TYPE  
STATION_ID_ STATION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
COREGION_NAME E
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EPA_ECOREGION_ID EPA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
AGENCY_NAME 
SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LAT 
YDROLOGIC_UNIT_CODE ASSIGN_HUC ASSIGN_COUNTY FLAG_DESC 
g; 
mg=REPORTED_VALUE; 
eep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
EGION_NAME 
GION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
PLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LAT 
ENTR_LONG  
LKmg; 









UDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LAT 
ENTR



































keep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATE
W RBODY_TYPE  
STATION_ID_ STATION_ID STATE C
E GION_NAME 
EPA_ECOREGION_ID EPA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPL
AGENCY_NAME 
SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATIT











PA_E ON_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 








eep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
ION_ID 
COREGION_NAME 










W RBODY_TYPE  




















STATION_ID_ STATION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREG
E

















keep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
WATERBODY_TYPE  
STATION_ID_ STATION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
ECOREGION_NAME 












_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
PLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LAT 
ENTR_LONG  
























keep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WAT
W

















STATION_ID_ STATION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
ECOREGION_NAME 
PA_ECOREGION_ID EPA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
GENCY_NAME 
MPLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LAT 
YDROLOGIC_UNIT_CODE ASSIGN_HUC ASSIGN_COUNTY FLAG_DESC 
eep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
  
ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
ME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
GENCY_NAME 




TATION_ID_ STATION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
AME 
PA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 



















































eep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
 STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
PA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
LONGITUDE CENTR_LAT 





DROLOGIC_UNIT_CODE ASSIGN_HUC ASSIGN_COUNTY FLAG_DESC 
y STATION_ID SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_ID; 
p



























keep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
WATERBODY_TYPE  
STATION_ID_ STATION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
ECOREGION_NAME 
EPA_ECOREGION_ID EPA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
AGENCY_NAME 















WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
ATERBODY_TYPE  
N_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 








ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
ATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LAT 













SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_
CENTR_LONG  











keep WATERBODY_ID_ WATERBODY_TYPE_ID WATERBODY_NAME 
WATERBO





















STATION_ID_ STATION_ID STATE COUNTY ECOREGION_ID 
ECOREGION_NAME 
EPA_ECOREGION_ID EPA_ECOREGION_NAME SAMPLE_ID_ SAMPLE_ID 
_DATE SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE CENTR_LAT 
C 
sort; 




ALK DP NO2 DO DOsat TKN TON NO3 TN TURBIDITY COND TURBjcu 
3D NND 





















TURBf NH3 CHLA CHLAtri CHLAphyt SECCHI SECCHIin NO2NO3 TEMP pH 
TURBlab 
DS TF TS pHSU OPO4 ALKueq CHLAspec TSS ALKmg POT ISF OPD NH
SIL 
PTR DSE
















SAS® Merge to Reservoir Dataset 
*********************************************************************/ 
 SAS data files stored in libname directory 
erged to resall dataset 
ed Data Set is saved 
 EPA Project Angelina Freeman 10/24/03 */ 
Ecoregion versus State Data */ 
 ecoregions:  Changes that need to be made: 
e where data set will be stored 
/ 
******************************************************************/ 
ame epares "C:\Documents and Settings\afreem8.LSU\My 
ocuments\EPA\Data_by_Ecoregion\SAS _LakesnRes_Data";  
 
data res_f; 
  merge  epares.res1_5_1 epares.res2_5_1 epares.res3_5_1 
       epares.res4_5_1 epares.res5_5_1 epares.res6_5_1 
       epares.res7_5_1 epares.res8_5_1 epares.res9_5_1 
       epares.res10_5_1 epares.res11_5_1 epares.res12_5_1 
       epares.res13_5_1 epares.res14_5_1; 
  by STATION_ID SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_ID ; 
run; 
proc means data = res_f; 
title2 'proc means of res_f (resall merged)';  
run; 
proc contents; 




/* MERGE2RESALL reads in
Ecoregion data is m
Merg
%%
/* Modified 2/10/04 
 
/* To run code for various
   libname directory is plac
   merge statement:  list reservoir data from ecoregions to merge  */ 
 
/* Set SAS options */ 
dm'log;clear;output;clear'; 
title1 "EPA Project Merge Reservoir State Datasets"; 





/* Set libname */ 
/* Define data set name 
Merge datasets stored in libname directory 










 Set data to two-stage name in order to save. 
**************************************************************/ 
*********************************************************************/ 
pares.resall;                                                                                             
LAtri 
                                      
ON TN CHLA COND pH ALKueq CHLAspec TSS ALKmg TURBjcu OPD DSE 













proc univariate plots data=e
var TP NO2 DO TKN NH3 NO2NO3 TEMP NO3 TURBIDITY TURBf CH
SECCHI SECCHIin TURBLAB TF CHLAphyt  
 T
DOsat ISF ALK DP POT NH3D NND SIL                                         




S  Merge to Lake DataseAS® t 
**************************************/ 
irectory 
gion data is merged to lakeall dataset 
 Data */ 
ade: 
ata from ecoregions to merge  */ 
Datasets"; 




ments\EPA\Data_by_Ecoregion\SAS _LakesnRes_Data";  
epalakes.lake5_4_1 epalakes.lake6_4_1 
 
 'proc means of lake_f (lakeall merged)';  
; 
ke_f (lakeall merged)';  
/********************************
 
/* MERGE2LAKEALL reads in SAS data files stored in libname d
Ecore
Merged Data Set is saved 
%% EPA Project Angelina Freeman 10/24/03 */ 
/* Modified 2/10/04 Ecoregion versus State
 
/* To run code for various ecoregions:  Changes that need to be m
   libname directory is place where data set will be stored 
   merge statement:  list lakes d
 
/* Set SAS options */ 
dm'log;clear;output;clear'; 
title1 "EPA Project Merge Lake State 





/* Set libname */ 
/* Define data set name 
Merge datasets stored in libname directory 








  merge  epalakes.lake1_4_1 epalakes.lake2_4_1 epalakes.lake3_4_1 
       epalakes.lake4_4_1 
       epalakes.lake7_4_1 epalakes.lake8_4_1 epalakes.lake9_4_1 
       epalakes.lake10_4_1 epalakes.lake11_4_1 epalakes.lake12_4_1 
       epalakes.lake13_4_1 epalakes.lake14_4_1; 
  by STATION_ID SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_ID ;
run; 
















a=epalakes.lakeall;                                                                                             
 NH3 NO2NO3 TEMP NO3 TURBIDITY TURBf CHLAtri 
TURBLAB TF CHLAphyt                                        
 TN CHLA COND pH ALKueq CHLAspec TSS ALKmg TURBjcu OPD DSE 
 NH3D NND SIL                                         












proc univariate plots dat
var TP NO2 DO TKN
SECCHI SECCHIin 
 TON
DOsat ISF ALK DP POT




SAS® Merge to Lakes and Reservoirs Dataset 
****************************************/ 
SAS data files stored in libnames  
ataset is merged with Merged Lakes dataset 
is saved as lakenres.SAS  
na Freeman 11/07/03 */ 
 02/11/04 
t SAS options */ 
eservoir and Lake Ecoregion Datasets"; 
 pageno=1 ls=78 ps=55; 
*************************************/ 







use lake dataset has a '4'.  Not certain 
nd not also reservoir data)*/ 
/******************************
 
/* MERGE_RESALL_AND_LAKEALL reads in 
/* directories 
/* Merged Reservoir d
/* Merged Data Set 
/* %% EPA Project created by Angeli
























  merge lknres.resall lknres.lakeall; 






/* Check for duplicates, drop duplicates 
 
/*WATERBODY_TYPE_ID left out beca
that this contained only lakes and ponds (a
/* Test result is that ALL WATERBODY_TYPE_ID values are 4 for lake dataset */ 
 
 103
/* 2/17/04 Try leaving out Waterbody_Name and Waterbody_ID_  for data entered 
******************************************************************/ 
s added 2/10 */ 
TATION_ID SAMPLING_DATE SAMPLE_ID STATE COUNTY 
BODY_ID_ AGENCY_NAME   
_UNIT_CODE  
 ALK DP NO2 DO DOsat TKN TON NO3 TN TURBIDITY COND TURBjcu  
yt SECCHI SECCHIin NO2NO3 TEMP pH 
eq CHLAspec TSS ALKmg POT ISF OPD NH3D NND SIL 
R DSE CF RTN NKD ALKP ND FSS SDunfil MDS DS OPO4; 
means data = lakenres_blanks; 
lakeall and epa.resall datasets)';  
kenres_blanks; 
 'proc contents of epa.lakenres (Combined epa.lakeall and epa.resall datasets)';  
******************************************************************/ 
er fields 
e maximum length in column, and set length to  
s value.   
******************************************************************/ 
ENCY_NAME_t = trim(AGENCY_NAME); 
Y); 
COUNTY_t = trim(COUNTY); 
REGION_NAME); 
t = trim(EPA_ECOREGION_NAME); 
SAMPLE_ID_t = trim(SAMPLE_ID); 
STATION_ID_t = trim(STATION_ID); 




/* Without additional column heading
proc sort nodupkey; 
  by S
    ECOREGION_ID EPA_ECOREGION_ID WATER
    SAMPLE_DEPTH LATITUDE LONGITUDE HYDROLOGIC
    TP
    TURBf NH3 CHLA CHLAtri CHLAph
TURBlab 
    TF TS pHSU ALKu




  title2 'proc means of lakenres (Combined epa.
run; 






/* Remove Trailing blanks of charact
/* Trim field, determin
/* thi





  set lakenres_blanks; 
    AG
 ASSIGN_COUNTY_t = trim(ASSIGN_COUNT
 ASSIGN_HUC_t = trim(ASSIGN_HUC); 
 
 ECOREGION_NAME_t = trim(ECO
 EPA_ECOREGION_NAME_
 FLAG_DESC_t = trim(FLAG_DESC); 
 
 SAMPLE_ID_t_ = trim(SAMPLE_ID_); 
 STATE_t = trim(STATE); 
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 STATION_ID_t_ = trim(STATION_ID_); 
(WATERBODY_ID_); 
NAME); 
WATERBODY_TYPE_t = trim(WATERBODY_TYPE); 
len2 = length(ASSIGN_COUNTY_t); 
len3 = length(ASSIGN_HUC_t); 
len4 = length(COUNTY_t); 




len10 = length(STATE_t); 





lues set to found from proc means of trimmed dataset 
***********************************************/ 
at ok, even though read in as $255??? AMF */ 
knres.lakenres; 
 ASSIGN_COUNTY length = $23 informat = $23. format = $23.; 
 informat = $8. format = $8.; 
 informat = $27. format = $27.; 
NAME length = $59 informat = $59. format = $59.; 
 EPA_ECOREGION_NAME length = $ 50 informat = $50. format = $50.; 
256. format = $256.; 
 SAMPLE_ID_ length = $20 informat = $20. format = $20.; 
 WATERBODY_ID_t_ = trim
 WATERBODY_NAME_t = trim(WATERBODY_
 
   





 len6 = length(EPA_E
 len7 = length(FLAG_D
 len8 = length(
 len9 = length(SAMPLE_ID_t_); 
 
 len11 = length(STATION_ID_t); 
 len12 = length(STATION_ID_t_); 
 
 len14 = length(WATERB




proc contents data = lakenres_trim; 
run; 









 /*Is re-setting inform
data l
   
attrib AGENCY_NAME length = $33 informat = $33. format = $33.; 
attrib
attrib ASSIGN_HUC length = $8
attrib COUNTY length = $27
attrib ECOREGION_
attrib
attrib FLAG_DESC length = $256 informat = $
attrib SAMPLE_ID length = $15  informat = $15. format = $15.; 
attrib
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attrib STATE length = $2 informat = $2. format = $2.; 
 $23 informat = $23. format = $23.; 
 length = $26 informat = $26. format = $26.; 
 WATERBODY_ID_ length = $12 informat = $12. format = $12.; 
ormat = $48. format = $48.; 
12.; 
E_t ASSIGN_COUNTY_t  
C_t COUNTY_t ECOREGION_NAME_t  
A_ECOREGION_NAME_t FLAG_DESC_t SAMPLE_ID_t 
ID_t  
ME_t  
WATERBODY_TYPE_t len1 len2 len3 len4 len5 len6 
2 len13 len14 len15; 
contents ; 
********************************************/ 
set (original, no blanks trimmed)  
********************************/ 
knres.lakenres_blanks; 
                                           
P NO2 DO TKN NH3 NO2NO3 TEMP NO3 TURBIDITY TURBf CHLAtri 
F CHLAphyt                                        
LKueq CHLAspec TSS ALKmg TURBjcu OPD DSE 
OT NH3D NND SIL                                         
 TS pHSU CF RTN NKD ALKP ND FSS SDunfil MDS    
attrib STATION_ID length =
attrib STATION_ID_
attrib
attrib WATERBODY_NAME length = $48 inf
attrib WATERBODY_TYPE length = $12 informat = $12. format = $
 
  set lakenres_trim; 
 drop AGENCY_NAM
 ASSIGN_HU
    EP
 SAMPLE_ID_t_  STATE_t STATION_
 STATION_ID_t_  WATERBODY_ID_t_ WATERBODY_NA
 



















proc univariate plots data=epares.resall;                                                  
var T
SECCHI SECCHIin TURBLAB T
 TON TN CHLA COND pH A





SAS® Summary Statistics Code, Compare to EPA 
****************************************************/ 
a file stored in libname  
ed File of All Ecoregion Lake and Reservoir Data 
s of epares dataset to EPA summary  
ngelina Freeman 11/05/03 */ 
 Modified by Angelina Freeman 02/13/04 
 Consolidated code (took out separate sections for each ecoregion) 
 %% Created directory to save data 
 
m 'log
"EPA Project Comparison of Lake and Reservoir Merged dataset to EPA Outputs"; 
55; 
******************************************************************/ 
 Set libname to read data */ 
e   
ading in Missing Value Code removed Dataset*/ 
********************************/ 
ments\EPA\Data_by_Ecoregion\SAS _LakesnRes_Data\Merged Dataset Error 












/* EPARES_COMPARE2EPA reads in SAS dat
directory 
Merg
Code Compares Summary statistic
statistics */ 
/* %% EPA Project A
/* %%
/* %% Changed to Ecoregional Datasets 




/* Set SAS options */
d ;clear;output;clear'; 
title1




/* Set libname to save data */ 
 
/* Define data set nam
/* Re
/**************************************







/* Create season variable to compare data to EPA published results */
/****
 
data lnrallck ;   
  set epalnr.lnr_mis_v
      m
      year1 = year(SAMPLING_DATE); 
    if year1 >= 1990 and year1 <= 1999 ; 
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      ecoregion_idnum = ECOREGION_ID +0;                /* changes from character to 
URBf  TURBLAB  TF  COND  ALKueq  ALKmg  TURBjcu   DSE   
LK  DP   
P  ND  FSS  SDunfil  MDS  
NTY    HYDROLOGIC_UNIT_CODE  SAMPLE_DEPTH  SAMPLE_ID   
TATION_ID  WATERBODY_TYPE_ID    ; 
 WATERBODY_ID_ OPD NH3D  from list AMF 2/17/04 */  
 <= 8  and month1 >= 4 and month1 <= 
oregion_idnum >= 6 and ecoregion_idnum <= 8 and month1 >= 6 and month1 <= 8 
d ecoregion_idnum <= 8 and month1 >= 9 and month1 <= 
ll" ;                                              
oregion_idnum >= 6 and ecoregion_idnum <= 8 and month1 >= 11 or month1 <= 3 
oregion_idnum >=1 and ecoregion_idnum<=5 and month1 >= 3 and month1 <= 5 
 ecoregion_idnum<=5 and month1 >= 6 and month1 <= 8 
" ;  
oregion_idnum >=1 and ecoregion_idnum<=5 and month1 >= 9 and month1 <= 11 
2 or month1 <= 2 
eason = " wint" ;  
 ecoregion_idnum<=14 and month1 >= 3 and month1 <= 5 
 ;            
oregion_idnum >=9 and ecoregion_idnum<=14 and month1 >= 6 and month1 <= 8 
9 and month1 <= 
en season = " fall" ;         
egion_idnum<=14 and month1 >= 12 or month1 <= 2 
rror Checking for false ecoregion_idnum or month1 */ 




drop TURBIDITY  T
ISF  A
  POT   NND  SIL  PTR  CF  RTN  NKD  ALK
AGENCY_NAME   
  COU
  SAMPLING_DATE  STATE  S
 
   /* Removed
 
  if ecoregion_idnum >= 6 and ecoregion_idnum
5 then season = " sprg" ;         
  if ec
then season = " summ" ;  
  if ecoregion_idnum >= 6 an
10 then season = " fa
  if ec
then season = " wint" ;  
 
  if ec
then season = " sprg" ;            
  if ecoregion_idnum >=1 and
then season = " summ
  if ec
then season = " fall" ;         
  if ecoregion_idnum >=1 and ecoregion_idnum<=5 and month1 >= 1
then s
 
  if ecoregion_idnum >=9 and
then season = " sprg"
  if ec
then season = " summ" ;  
  if ecoregion_idnum >=9 and ecoregion_idnum<=14 and month1 >= 
11 th
  if ecoregion_idnum >=9 and ecor
then season = " wint" ;  
   
  /* E
  if ecoregion_idnum >=15 or ecoregion_idnum <




proc sort data = lnrallc
 108
by ecoregion_idnum season waterbody_id_; 
means data = lnrallck; 
t; 
P TKN TON TN NH3 NO2NO3 pH pHSU CHLA CHLAtri CHLAphyt SECCHI 
t out = ecomed median = medTP medTKN medTON medTN medNH3 
medSECCHI medCHLAspec medOPD 
 = nTP  nTKN nTON nTN nNH3 nNO2NO3 npH npHSU nCHLA nCHLAtri 
oregion_idnum season waterbody_id_ ; 
 medpHSU 
HLA 
edCHLAtri medCHLAphyt medSECCHI medCHLAspec medOPD medNH3D 
edDO; 
by  ecoregion_idnum season; 
output out = ecomedmed median = medTPmed medTKNmed medTONmed medTNmed 
medNH3med  
medNO2NO3med medpHmed medpHSUmed medCHLAmed medCHLAtmed 
medCHLApmed 
medSECHImed medCHLAsmed medOPDmed medNH3Dmed medDOmed 
n=nTP nTKN nTON nTN nNH3 nNO2NO3 npH npHSU nCHLA nCHLAt nCHLAp 
nSECHI 
nCHLAs nOPD nNH3D nDO 
mean = meanTP meanTKN meanTON meanTN meanNH3 meanNO2NO3 meanpH 
meanpHSU meanCHLA 
meanCHLAt meanCHLAp meanSECHI meanCHLAs meanOPD meanNH3D meanDO 
min=minTP minTKN minTON minTN minNH3 minNO2NO3 minpH minpHSU 
minCHLA  
minCHLAt minCHLAp minSECHI minCHLAs minOPD minNH3D minDO 
max=maxTP maxTKN maxTON maxTN maxNH3 maxNO2NO3 maxpH maxpHSU 
maxCHLA  
maxCHLAt maxCHLAp maxSECHI maxCHLAs maxOPD maxNH3D maxDO 








CHLAspec OPD NH3D DO; 
by  ecoregion_idnum season waterbody_id_; 
outpu
medNO2NO3 medpH medpHSU 
medCHLA medCHLAtri medCHLAphyt 
medNH3d medDO    
       n
nCHLAphyt nSECCHI 
nCHLAspec nOPD nNH3D nDO ; 
id  ec
run; 
proc means data = ecomed; 
run; 
 
proc univariate data = ecomed noprint; 





stdCHLAt stdCHLAp stdSECHI stdCHLAs stdOPD stdNH3D stdDO 
cv = cvTP cvTKN cvTON cvTN cvNH3 cvNO2NO3 cvpH cvpHSU cvCHLA cvCHLAt  
CHLAp cvSECHI cvCHLAs cvOPD cvNH3D cvDO 
5CHLAt  
TP p95TKN p95TON p95TN p95NH3 p95NO2NO3 p95pH p95pHSU 
 p95NH3D p95DO; 
 Set SAS options */ 
ear'; 
son of Lake and Reservoir Merged dataset to EPA Outputs"; 
roc print data = ecomedmed; 
KN maxTKN stdTKN cvTKN p5TKN medTKNmed 
ason nTON meanTON minTON maxTON stdTON cvTON p5TON medTONmed 
ason nNH3 meanNH3 minNH3 maxNH3 stdNH3 cvNH3 p5NH3 medNH3med 
NO3 
U meanpHSU minpHSU maxpHSU stdpHSU cvpHSU p5pHSU 
edpHSUmed p95pHSU 
LA maxCHLA stdCHLA cvCHLA p5CHLA 
n nCHLAt meanCHLAt minCHLAt maxCHLAt stdCHLAt cvCHLAt p5CHLAt 
edCHLAtmed p95CHLAt 
edSECHImed p95SECHI 
eanCHLAs minCHLAs maxCHLAs stdCHLAs cvCHLAs p5CHLAs 
HLAs 
maxOPD stdOPD cvOPD p5OPD medOPDmed 
NH3D maxNH3D stdNH3D cvNH3D p5NH3D 
edNH
maxDO stdDO cvDO p5DO medDOmed p95DO; 
cv
p5 = p5TP p5TKN p5TON p5TN p5NH3 p5NO2NO3 p5pH p5pHSU p5CHLA 
p
p5CHLAp p5SECHI p5CHLAs p5OPD p5NH3D p5DO 
p95 = p95
p95CHLA  







options nodate nocenter pageno=1 ls=73 ps=55; 
 
p
var season nTP meanTP minTP maxTP stdTP cvTP p5TP medTPmed p95TP 




season nTN meanTN minTN maxTN stdTN cvTN p5TN medTNmed p95TN 
se
p95NH3 
season nNO2NO3 meanNO2NO3 minNO2NO3 maxNO2NO3 stdNO2NO3 cvNO2
p5NO2NO3 medNO2NO3med p95NO2NO3 
season npH meanpH minpH maxpH stdpH cvpH p5pH medpHmed p95pH 
season npHS
m




season nCHLAp meanCHLAp minCHLAp maxCHLAp stdCHLAp cvCHLAp 
p5CHLAp medCHLApmed p95CHLAp 




season nOPD meanOPD minOPD 
p95OPD 
season nNH3D meanNH3D min
m 3Dmed p95NH3D 











  ecoregion_idnum = 1; 
 stdTP @60 cvTP 
5TP; 
60 cvTKN @70 p5TKN @80 medTKNmed @100 p95TKN; 
 nTON @20 meanTON @30 minTON @40 maxTON @50 stdTON 
 p5TON @80 medTONmed @100 p95TON; 
@1 season @10 nTN @20 meanTN @30 minTN @40 maxTN @50 stdTN @60 
NH3 @40 maxNH3 @50 stdNH3 
H3; 
O3 @30 minNO2NO3 @40 
axNO 70 p5NO2NO3 @80 










put @1 season @10 nTP @20 meanTP @30 minTP @40 maxTP @50
@70 p5TP @80 medTPmed @100 p9
put @1 season @10 nTKN @20 meanTKN @30 minTKN @40 maxTKN @50 stdTKN 
@
put @1 season @10
@60 cvTON @70
put 
cvTN @70 p5TN @80 medTNmed @100 p95TN; 
put @1 season @10 nNH3 @20 meanNH3 @30 min
@60 cvNH3 @70 p5NH3 @80 medNH3med @100 p95N
put @1 season @10 nNO2NO3 @20 meanNO2N








SAS® Merged Dataset Missing Value Check by Ecoregion 
**** *********************************************/ 
CK reads in SAS data file stored in libname  
erged d Reservoir Data 
places with . 
ariables, replaces with .  
 in some variables, replaces with . 
19/04 */ 
m 'log




bnam d Settings\afreem8.LSU\My 
ocum S _LakesnRes_Data\Merged Datasets\";  
8.LSU\My 
ments\EPA\Data_by_Ecoregion\SAS _LakesnRes_Data\Merged Dataset Error 
means data = epalnr.lakenres; 
tle2 "Proc Means of Lakes and Reservoirs Dataset -- original data "; 
******************************************/ 
issing value) */ 
***************/ 
 lnr_mis_val; 
  if NO3 = 88888 then NO3 = . ; 
8 then TON = . ; 
en TN = . ; 






M  File of All Ecoregion Lake an
Code Searches for Missing Value codes, re
Code Searches for negative, 0 values, in some v
Code Searches for extreme values
/* %% EPA Project Angelina Freeman 2/
 
/* Set SAS options */ 
d ;clear;output;clear'; 
title1"EPA Project Lake and Reservoir
options nodate nocenter pageno=1 l
 
/* **********************
/* Set libname to read data */ 
/* Set libname to save data */ 
 
/* Define data set name */ 
/* *************************
 
li e epalnr "C:\Documents an
D ents\EPA\Data_by_Ecoregion\SA













  set epalnr.lakenres; 
  
    if TON = 8888
    if TN  = 88889 th
 if TN = 99999 then T
    if TN = -9999 then TN = .; 
 112
 if TN = 88888 then TN = .; 
    if pH = 88888 then pH = . ; 
    if TSS = 88888 then TSS = .; 
    if ALKmg = 88888 then ALKmg = .; 
hen SAMPLE_DEPTH = .; 
n; 
roc m
 "Missing Values Codes Removed "; 
n; 
ot appear to.  */ 
nr_mis_val_extr_DOsat; 
t lnr_mis_val; 
 then DOsat = .; 
 DOsat = .; 
hen DOsat = .; 
sat = 13558 then DOsat = .; 
at = .; 
en DOsat = .; 
sat = 12043 then DOsat = .; 
Osat = .; 
 then DOsat = .; 
sat = 9545 then DOsat = .; 
DOsat = 9524 then DOsat = .; 
DOsat = 9057 then DOsat = .; 
n; 
proc means data = lnr_mis_val_extr_DOsat; 
title2 "Missing Values Codes Removed, and DOsat's 12 highest values removed "; 
run; 
 
/* Data containing missing value codes */ 
/* 
data lnr_mis_val_only; 
  set epalnr.lakenres; 
    if NO3 = 88888 or TON = 88888 or TN = 88889 or TN = 99999 or TN = -9999 or TN 
= 88888 
    or pH = 88888 or TSS = 88888 or ALKmg = 88888; 
run; 





  set epalnr.lakenres; 
 if SAMPLE_DEPTH = -9999 t
ru
 




/* Check to see if DOsat contains missing value codes.  Does 
   n
data l
se
if DOsat = 24500000
if DOsat = 10600000 then
if DOsat = 49850 t
if DO
if DOsat = 13086 then DOs
if DOsat = 13028 th
if DO
if DOsat = 11988 then D






    if NO3 = 88888 ; 
run; 
oc means data = lnr_mis_val_NO3; 
 88888; 
r_mis_val_TON; 




2 "Data for TN Missing Values 1"; 
n; 
roc m
2 "Data for TN Missing Values 2"; 
roc m
tle2 "Data for TN Missing Values 3"; 
n; 
eans data = lnr_mis_val_TN4; 
2 "Data for TN Missing Values 4"; 
val_pH; 
palnr.lakenres; 
8;     
pr




  set epalnr.lakenres; 
    if TON =
run; 





  set epalnr.lakenres; 
    if TN  = 88889 ;  
run; 
data lnr_mis_val_TN2; 
  set epalnr.lakenres; 
    if TN = 99999 ; 
run; 
data lnr_mis_val_TN3; 
  set epalnr.lakenres; 
    if TN = -9999; 
run; 
d
  set epalnr.lakenres; 
    if TN =  88888 ; 
ru
p eans data = lnr_mis_val_TN1; 
title
ru
p eans data = lnr_mis_val_TN2; 
title
run; 








  set e
    if pH = 8888
 114
run; 
proc means data = lnr_mis_val_pH; 
2 "Data for pH Missing Values"; 
nr_mis_val_TSS; 
t epalnr.lakenres; 
  if TSS = 88888; 




roc m val_ALKmg; 







oregion7 Missing Values"; 
ta lnr_mis_val_SAMPLE_DEPTH8_4; 
AMPLE_DEPTH; 
region_id = 8 and WATERBODY_TYPE_ID = 4; 
; 
proc means data = lnr_mis_val_SAMPLE_DEPTH8_4; 

















  set epalnr.lakenres; 
    if ALKmg = 88888; 
ru
p eans data = lnr_mis_





    if SAMPLE_DEPTH = -9999
run; 
 
proc means data = lnr_mis_val_SAMPLE_DEPTH; 




if ecoregion_id = 7; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_mis_val_SAMPLE_DEPTH7; 








proc means data = lnr_mis_val_SAMPLE_DEPTH8_5; 
data lnr_mis_val_SAMPLE_DEPTH9; 
t lnr_mis_val_SAMPLE_DEPTH; 
ecoregion_id = 9; 
n; 




 data = lnr_mis_val_SAMPLE_DEPTH10; 










if ecoregion_id = 10; 
run; 
proc means




if ecoregion_id = 11; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_mis_val_SAMPLE_DEPTH11; 




if ecoregion_id = 12; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_mis_val_SAMPLE_DEPTH12; 




if ecoregion_id = 13; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_mis_val_SAMPLE_DEPTH13; 




if ecoregion_id = 14 and WATERBODY_TYPE_ID = 4; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_mis_val_SAMPLE_DEPTH14_4; 





if ecoregion_id = 14 and WATERBODY_TYPE_ID = 5; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_mis_val_SAMPLE_DEPTH14_5; 
title2 "Data for SAMPLE_DEPTH Ecoregion14_5 Missing Values"; 
n; 











 if WATERBODY_ID_ = "-9995" ; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_w




if ecoregion_id = 2; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9995_2; 




if ecoregion_id = 3; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9995_3; 




if ecoregion_id = 4; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9995_4; 




if ecoregion_id = 5; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9995_5; 





if ecoregion_id = 6; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9995_6; 




 ecoregion_id = 9; 
n; 






if ecoregion_id = 7; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9995_7; 




if ecoregion_id = 8; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9995_8; 











if ecoregion_id = 10; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9995_10; 




if ecoregion_id = 11; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9995_11; 




if ecoregion_id = 12; 
run; 
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proc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9995_12; 




if ecoregion_id = 13; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9995_13; 






roc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9994_3; 
tle2 "Data for WATERBODY_ID_ Missing Values -9994 ECO 3"; 
ata lnr_waterbody_id_9994_4; 
4; 
 ecoregion_id = 4; 
 
set lnr_waterbody_id_9995; 
if ecoregion_id = 14; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9995_14; 




  set epalnr.lakenres; 
 if WATERBODY_ID_ = "-9994" ; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9994; 





if ecoregion_id = 2; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9994_2; 













proc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9994_4; 





if ecoregion_id = 5; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9994_5; 




if ecoregion_id = 6; 
run; 
roc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9994_6; 
tle2 "Data for WATERBODY_ID_ Missing Values -9994 ECO 6"; 
ata lnr_waterbody_id_9994_7; 
_9994; 









 = 10; 
n; 









proc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9994_




if ecoregion_id = 8; 
run; 
p




if ecoregion_id = 9; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9994_9; 






proc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9994_10; 




if ecoregion_id = 11; 
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run; 
proc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9994_11; 
tle2 "Data for WATERBODY_ID_ Missing Values -9994 ECO 11"; 
n; 
ata lnr_waterbody_id_9994_13; 








if ecoregion_id = 12; 
ru
proc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9994_12; 




if ecoregion_id = 13; 
run; 





if ecoregion_id = 14; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_waterbody_id_9994_14; 





 SAS® Merged Dataset Error Checking 
 
/**********************************************************************/ 
erged File of All Ecoregion Lake and Reservoir Data 
ith . 
bles, replaces with .  
replaces with . 
 Project Lake and Reservoir Merged dataset -- Error Checking"; 
ptions nodate nocenter pageno=1 ls=90 ps=55; 
****************/ 
 
bname epalnr "C:\Documents and Settings\afreem8.LSU\My 
ata\Merged Datasets\";  
\My 
a\Merged Dataset Error 
***************************/ 




  if NO3 = 88888 then NO3 = . ; 
  if TN  = 88889 then TN = . ; 
 then TN = .; 
999 then TN = .; 
 
/* LAKENRES_ERROR_CHECK reads in SAS data file stored in libname  
directory 
M
Code Searches for Missing Value codes, replaces w
Code Searches for negative, 0 values, in some varia
Code Searches for extreme values in some variables, 
/* %% EPA Project Angelina Freeman 2/19/04 */ 
 






/* Set libname to read data */ 
/* Set libname to save data */ 
 









proc means data = epalnr.lakenres; 










    if TON = 88888 then TON = . ; 
  
 if TN = 99999
    if TN = -9
 122
 if TN = 88888 then TN = .; 
en ALKmg = .; 







   
if CENTR_LAT = 0 then CENTR_LAT = .; 
NG = 0 then CENTR_LONG = .; 
if LATITUDE = 0 then LATITUDE = .; 
if LONGITUDE = 0 then LONGITUDE = .; 
if ALK <= 0 then ALK = .; 
if TKN <= 0 then TKN = .; 
hen TN = .; 
if TURBIDITY <=0 then TURBIDITY = .; 
if CHLA <=0 then CHLA = .; 
CHI <=0 then SECCHI = .; 
if SECCHIin <=0 then SECCHIin = .; 
    if pH = 88888 then pH = . ; 
    if TSS = 88888 then TSS = .; 




proc means data = lnr_mis_val; 





/* Error Check for Values less than or equal to 0 (spec












    if TP <= 0 then TP = .; 
 
 if DP <= 0 then DP = .; 
 if NO2 <= 0 then NO2 = .; 
 if DO <= 0 then DO = .; 
 if DOsat <= 0 then DOsat = .; 
 
 if TON <= 0 then TON = .; 
 if NO3 <= 0 then NO3 = .; 
 if TN <=0 t
 
 if COND <=0 then COND = .; 
 if TURBjcu <=0 then TURBjcu = .; 
 if TURBf <=0 then TURBf = .; 
 if NH3 <=0 then NH3 = .; 
 
 if CHLAtri <=0 then CHLAtri = .; 




 if NO2NO3 <=0 then NO2NO3 = .; 
 if pH <= 0 then pH = .; 
 if TURBLAB <=0 then TURBLAB = .; 
 if DS <=0 then DS = .; 
 if TF <=0 then TF = .; 
 OPO4 <=0 then OPO4 = .; 
if ALKueq <=0 then ALKueq = .; 
if ISF <=0 then ISF = .; 
ND <=0 then NND = .; 
if SIL <=0 then SIL = .; 
if NKD <=0 then NKD = .; 
if FSS <=0 then FSS = .; 




 Replace with '.' (missing value) 
rom DAS code data correction.txt  
riate was run on variables of interest, ranges from data 
 Values modified from the data with Dr. Lamon's advice on ranges 
 if TS <=0 then TS = .; 
 if pHSU <=0 then pHSU = .; 
 if
 
 if CHLAspec <=0 then CHLAspec = .; 
 if TSS <=0 then TSS = .; 
 if ALKmg <=0 then ALKmg = .; 
 if POT <=0 then POT = .; 
 
 if OPD <=0 then OPD = .; 
 if NH3D <=0 then NH3D = .; 
 if N
 
 if PTR <=0 then PTR = .; 
 if DSE <=0 then DSE = .; 
 if CF <=0 then CF = .; 
 if RTN <=0 then RTN = .; 
 
 if ALKP <=0 then ALKP = .; 
 if ND <=0 then ND = .; 
 
 
    if MDS <=0 then MDS = .; 
run; 
proc means data = lnr_mv_0neg; 




/* Error Check for extreme values  
/*







  set lnr_mv_0neg; 
    if TP >= 50 then TP = .; 
 if DO >= 25 then DO = .; 
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 if TKN >=30 then TKN  = .; 
O3 >= 800 then NO3 = .; 




 if NO2NO3 >= 30 then NO2NO3 = .; 
 if TEMP >= 40 then TEMP = .; 
 if N
 
 if TN >= 3000 then TN = .; 
 if pH >= 14 then pH = .; 
 if DOsat >= 300 then DOsat = .; 
run; 
 
proc means data = lnr_errckd; 




/* Save Datasets */ 
data lnr_err.lnr_mis_val; 
  set lnr_mis_val; 
r
data lnr_err.lnr_mv_0neg; 
  set lnr_mv_0neg; 
run; 
d






 SAS® Reduced Dataset 
bname epa "C:\Documents and Settings\afreem8.LSU\My 
a_by_Ecoregion\SAS _LakesnRes_Data\Merged Dataset Error 
 TKN CHLA"; 
bname lnr "C:\Documents and Settings\afreem8.LSU\My 
es_Data\Merged Dataset Error 
_TN; 
set lnr.lnr_errckd; 
  if CHLAphyt = . and CHLA ^= . then CHLAsrc=2; 
i ^= . then newCHLA=CHLAtri ; 
 CHLA = . and CHLAtri = . and CHLAspec ^= . then 
ewCHLA=(CHLAspec/1000) ; 
ec ^= . then 
  if TKN = . and TN ^= . then newTN=TN; 
rc=2; 
  if TKN = . and TN = . and NO2NO3 ^= . and TON ^=. then newTN=TON+NO2NO3; 
ewTNsrc=3; 
HLA_TN dataset */ 
if LATITUDE ^= . then newLAT = LATITUDE;  
if LATITUDE = . and CENTR_LAT ^= . then newLAT = CENTR_LAT; 
   
if LONGITUDE = . and CENTR_LONG ^= . then newLONG = CENTR_LONG; 













    if CHLAphyt ^= . then newCHLA=CHLAphyt ; 
    if CHLAphyt ^= . then CHLAsrc=1; 
    if CHLAphyt = . and CHLA ^= . then newCHLA=CHLA ; 
  
    if CHLAphyt = . and CHLA = . and CHLAtr
    if CHLAphyt = . and CHLA = . and CHLAtri ^= . then CHLAsrc=3; 
    if CHLAphyt = . and
n
    if CHLAphyt = . and CHLA = . and CHLAtri = . and CHLAsp
CHLAsrc=4; 
    if TKN ^= . then newTN=TKN; 
    if TKN ^= . then newTNsrc=1; 
  
    if TKN = . and TN ^= . then newTNs
 
  
    if TKN = . and TN = . and NO2NO3 ^= . and TON ^=. then n
 




















proc univariate data=epa.lnr_errckd; 






     WATERBODY_TYPE_ID EPA_ECOREGION_ID ;   






  set lnr_newCHLA_TN; 
ru
 
/* No LATITUDE or LONGITUDE missing in lnr_newCHLA_TN dataset */ 
/* 
d
  set lnr_newCHLA_TN; 
 
 if LATITUDE = .;  






  set lnr_newCHLA_TN; 
  keep newCHLA CHLAsrc TP newTN newTNsrc LATITUDE LONGITUDE 






   outfile='C:\Documents and Settings\afreem8.LSU\My 
Documents\EPA\Data_by_Ecoregion\SAS _LakesnRes_Data\Merged Data
Checked new TKN CHLA\lnr_new' 
   dbms=dlm; 
  





ummary Statistics by Ecoregion and Season 
PA Project Comparison of Lake and Reservoir Merged dataset to EPA Outputs       1 
imum 
ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ
EGION_ID  520608    60.5587601    15.3196596     1.0000000    84.0000000 
ATITUDE          483890    37.6703995     7.3490800    25.7134760    49.0833380 
80   -67.3011100 
  48.3600000 
0             0 
0000 
O2                33200     0.0084078     0.0163199             0     0.3300000 
00       1168.00 
  117186     0.9048645     0.7886750             0    22.5000000 
ON                46878     1.4095114     4.2597113    -0.0600000   474.6000000 
000000 
000 
          0   607.0000000 
HLAtri            81933    39.1297600   187.2229140             0       8300.00 
  0   254.5200000 
   55.5611448    45.3203209     1.0000000   264.0000000 
O2NO3            102410     0.3674048     2.3261098    -0.0600000   650.0000000 
5.00 
HSU               13921     7.1480246     0.7866338     3.6000000    10.1000000 
0     0.9640000 
  32705    11.7415247    23.5477687   -12.0000000       1926.00 








The MEANS Procedure 
 
Variable               N          Mean       Std Dev       Minimum       Max
ƒ
ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ 
ECOREGION_ID      520608     9.1489086     2.7727009     1.0000000    14.0000000 
EPA_ECOR
L
LONGITUDE         483935   -86.9446740     8.8531495  -124.65383
CENTR_LAT         157196    19.8253839    20.7251224             0  
CENTR_LONG        157196   -37.0273694    38.3283372  -123.170000
TP                294872     0.0725699     0.3139593             0    59.000
N
DO                125937     7.6912972     9.3997126    -0.19000
DOsat              32177    88.3092626   194.2718595    -2.4000000      13558.00 
TKN             
T
NO3                61393     0.1798064     1.5863593    -0.0100000   219.0
TN                136731     1.0616560     2.8377019    -0.1000000   474.9000
NH3                77222     0.1171907     0.2317626             0     4.4000000 
CHLA               28462     8.7761904    14.8868801   
C
CHLAphyt           39284    20.0564493    26.8296978           
SECCHI            227548     9.7237735    36.6236745             0   674.0000000 
SECCHIin           91087 
N
TEMP              181018    19.9378587     8.5068634    -3.0000000       195
pH                 59465     7.4017660     5.0222323             0   861.0000000 
DS                  2752       1223.27   886.0023012  -348.0000000      11488.00 
TS                  6089   685.4266267   832.3758505             0      11552.00 
p
OPO4                 302     0.0703510     0.1405056    -0.014000
CHLAspec           21881    11.6170664    12.5073876             0   247.0000000 
TSS              
O
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NH3D                 354     0.0147458     0.0088146             0     0.0300000 
month1            520608     6.8683040     2.4923129     1.0000000    12.0000000 
00000 
ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ
d dataset to EPA Outputs       2 
ariable         Label                                      N            Mean 
ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ
ƒƒƒƒ 
TP              number of nonmissing values, TP        23465      12.5664607 
r of nonmissing values, TKN       23465       4.9940763 
   number of nonmissing values, TON       23465       1.9977839 
TN              number of nonmissing values, TN        23465       5.8270190 
3       23465       3.2909440 
     number of nonmissing values, pH        23465       2.5341999 




CHLAspec        number of nonmissing values, CHLAspec  23465       0.9324952 
PD       23465       0.1493288 
 nonmissing values, DO        23465       5.3670147 





edNO2NO3        the median, NO2NO3                      8037       0.2498162 
           4459       6.8255156 
edCHLA          the median, CHLA                        1778      10.7528563 
9.4638766 
  17.6645866 
  3.1064146 
  5.2628979 
year1             520608       1993.43     2.2739701       1990.00       1999.00 






EPA Project Comparison of Lake and Reservoir Merge
 





ecoregion_idnum                                         23465       8.9721287 
n
nTKN             numbe
nTON          
n
nNH3             number of nonmissing values, NH
nNO2NO3          number of nonmissing values, NO2NO3    23465       4.3643725 
npH         
n
nCHLA            number of nonmissing values, CHLA      23465       1.2129555
nCHLAtri         number of nonmissing values, CHLAtri   23465       3.4917111 
nCHLAphyt        number of nonmissing values, CHLAphyt  23465       1.6741530
nSECCHI          number of nonmissing values, SECCHI    23465       9.6973365
n
nOPD             number of nonmissing values, O
nNH3D            number of nonmissing values, NH3D      23465       0.0150863 
nDO              number of
m
medTKN           the median, TKN                         9518       0.
medTON           the median, TON                         2191       1.40
medTN            the median, TN                          5183       1.0931402
medNH3           the median, NH3                         7842       0.080
m
medpH            the median, pH               
medpHSU          the median, pHSU                         179       7.9545810 
m
medCHLAtri       the median, CHLAtri                     5582      1
medCHLAphyt      the median, CHLAphyt                    4523    
medSECCHI        the median, SECCHI                     12145     
medCHLAspec      the median, CHLAspec                    1420     
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medOPD           the median, OPD                           98       0.0242755 
edNH3d          the median, NH3D                           7       0.0085714 
edDO            the median, DO                          8380       8.0534180 
ƒ
ƒƒƒƒ 
ariable         Label                                       Std Dev       Minimum 
ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ
TP              number of nonmissing values, TP          38.0632261             0 
 0 
 
NO2NO3          number of nonmissing values, NO2NO3      27.9830712             0 
, pH          27.2401422             0 
            number of nonmissing values, CHLA        14.5344050             0 
CHLAtri         number of nonmissing values, CHLAtri     13.4759491             0 
ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ
aset to EPA Outputs       3 
he MEANS Procedure 
ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ
CHLAphyt        number of nonmissing values, CHLAphyt    14.6714161             0 
CHI      35.8290459             0 
             number of nonmissing values, OPD         10.2807188             0 
NH3D            number of nonmissing values, NH3D         1.5672592             0 
        0 
057             0 
edTN            the median, TN                            6.1074784             0 
61             0 
      the median, pH                            0.9796942     3.5000000 









ecoregion_idnum                                            2.9978525     1.0000000 
n
nTKN             number of nonmissing values, TKN         28.8999416            
nTON             number of nonmissing values, TON         17.0817985             0
nTN              number of nonmissing values, TN          22.6338227             0 
nNH3             number of nonmissing values, NH3         13.0823807             0 
n
npH              number of nonmissing values
















nSECCHI          number of nonmissing values, SEC
nCHLAspec        number of nonmissing values, CHLAspec    15.7442848             0 
nOPD
n
nDO              number of nonmissing values, DO          28.5009894     
medTP            the median, TP                            0.8594324             0 
medTKN           the median, TKN                           0.6843055             0 
medTON           the median, TON                           8.2972
m
medNH3           the median, NH3                           0.14215
medNO2NO3        the median, NO2NO3                        0.8833157    -0.0150000 
medpH      
m
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edCHLAspec      the median, CHLAspec                      6.7346420     0.3000000 
                         0.0356031             0 
the median, DO                            2.3223970             0 
ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ
ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ 
coregion_idnum                                           14.0000000 
TP              number of nonmissing values, TP             1525.00 
TKN             number of nonmissing values, TKN            1552.00 
TN              number of nonmissing values, TN         930.0000000 
 of nonmissing values, NH3        660.0000000 
       number of nonmissing values, NO2NO3         1631.00 
pH              number of nonmissing values, pH             2597.00 
CHLAtri         number of nonmissing values, CHLAtri    541.0000000 
CHI         1148.00 
         1389.00 
NH3D            number of nonmissing values, NH3D       232.0000000 
62.00 
         the median, TKN                          10.6000000 
edTON           the median, TON                         230.0000000 
 2.0700000 
ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ 
he MEANS Procedure 
ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ 
   42.8000000 
medCHLAtri       the median, CHLAtri                      45.3959613             
medCHLAphyt      the median, CHLAphyt                     23.8726283            
medSECCHI        the median, SECCHI                       10.1822735            
m
medOPD           the median, OPD  
medNH3d          the median, NH3D                          0.0106904             0 









nTON             number of nonmissing values, TON        652.0000000 
n
nNH3             number
nNO2NO3   
n
npHSU            number of nonmissing values, pHSU           1025.00 
nCHLA            number of nonmissing values, CHLA       954.0000000 
n
nCHLAphyt        number of nonmissing values, CHLAphyt       1452.00 
nSECCHI          number of nonmissing values, SEC
nCHLAspec        number of nonmissing values, CHLAspec       1025.00 
nOPD             number of nonmissing values, OPD   
n
nDO              number of nonmissing values, DO             10
medTP            the median, TP                           59.0000000 
medTKN  
m
medTN            the median, TN                          230.1000000 









Variable         Label                                       Maximum 
ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ
medNO2NO3        the median, NO2NO3                    
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medpH            the median, pH                            9.6000000 
000000 
 median, CHLAtri                         1450.00 
edCHLAphyt      the median, CHLAphyt                    155.6000000 
edDO            the median, DO                           19.2000000 
ƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒƒ 
tputs       5 
 
1  fall   4  0.1375 0.025 0.25 0.11391 82.8421 0.025 0.1375  0.25  fall    2 
50  0.15  sprg    2 
00  0.37  summ    2 
 0.28  wint    3 
           min  max                         med                     mean min 
bs meanTKN  TKN  TKN  stdTKN  cvTKN  p5TKN TKNmed p95TKN season nTON  
ON TON 
1 0.60000 0.50 0.70 0.14142 23.5702  0.50  0.60   0.70   fall    0    .   . 
 0.14142 31.4270  0.35  0.45   0.55   sprg    0    .   . 
.20 1.30 0.07071  5.6569  1.20  1.25   1.30   summ    0    .   . 
4 0.83333 0.40 1.20 0.40415 48.4974  0.40  0.90   1.20   wint    0    .   . 
 TON TON p5TON TONmed p95TON season nTN  TN   TN  TN  TN cvTN 
5TN TNmed 
. 
    . 
4  .   .   .    .      .      .    wint   0    .   .   .   .    .    .    . 
                                min  max                           med 
medpHSU          the median, pHSU                         10.1
medCHLA          the median, CHLA                        126.2000000 
medCHLAtri       the
m
medSECCHI        the median, SECCHI                      395.0000000 
medCHLAspec      the median, CHLAspec                     96.9000000 
medOPD           the median, OPD                           0.1400000 











                             max                         med 
Obs season nTP meanTP minTP  TP   stdTP    cvTP   p5TP  TPmed p95TP season nTKN
 
  
  2  sprg   3  0.1050 0.050 0.15 0.05074 48.3281 0.050 0.11
  3  summ   4  0.2000 0.050 0.37 0.16618 83.0913 0.050 0.19







  2 0.45000 0.35 0.55
  3 1.25000 1
  
 




  1  .   .   .    .      .      .    fall   0    .   .   .   .    .    .    
  2  .   .   .    .      .      .    sprg   0    .   .   .   .    .    .    . 




Obs p95TN season nNH3  meanNH3  NH3  NH3   stdNH3    cvNH3 p5NH3 NH3med 
p95NH3 
 
  1   .    fall    2  0.035000 0.03 0.040 0.007071  20.203  0.03 0.0350  0.040 
3  0.02 0.0225  0.025 
0.02 0.0200  0.020 
7  0.01 0.0400  0.140 
          med 
3 
O2NO3med 
4  wint     2   0.49000  0.280  0.700 0.29698 60.6092   0.280    0.4900 
                       meanp minp maxp                       medp p95p 
.085 6.50 7.67 0.82731 11.6770 6.50 7.085 7.67  fall 
2   0.375    sprg   1  7.700 7.70 7.70  .        .     7.70 7.700 7.70  sprg 
3   0.020    summ   2  7.505 7.30 7.71 0.28991  3.8629 7.30 7.505 7.71  summ 
 .     7.55 7.550 7.55  wint 
      6 
ontinued) 
   HSU  HSU  HSU HSU HSU HSUmed  HSU season CHLA   CHLA   
HLA CHLA 
4  0    .     .    .    .   .   .     .     .   wint    0    .      .      . 
stdCHLA  cvCHLA p5CHLA CHLAmed p95CHLA season CHLAt CHLAt CHLAt 
HLAt CHLAt 
  2   .    sprg    2  0.022500 0.02 0.025 0.003536  15.71
  3   .    summ    2  0.020000 0.02 0.020 0.000000   0.000  
  4   .    wint    3  0.063333 0.01 0.140 0.068069 107.47
 
              n     mean    min    max    std      cv     
Obs season NO2NO3  NO2NO3 NO2NO3 NO2NO3  NO2NO3  NO2NO3 p5NO2NO
N
 
  1  fall     3   0.10333  0.060  0.130 0.03786 36.6381   0.060    0.1200 
  2  sprg     2   0.31250  0.250  0.375 0.08839 28.2843   0.250    0.3125 




Obs p95NO2NO3 season npH   H     H    H   stdpH    cvpH  p5pH  Hmed   H  season 
 
  1   0.130    fall   2  7
  
  









     np meanp minp maxp stdp cvp p5p  medp  p95p          n    mean   min   max 
Obs HSU  HSU
C
 
  1  0    .     .    .    .   .   .     .     .   fall    3   6.1667 0.800 10.0 
  2  0    .     .    .    .   .   .     .     .   sprg    3   9.2277 4.883 14.0 
  3  0    .     .    .    .   .   .     .     .   summ    4  13.6530 0.600 21.4 
  
 




  1 4.78783 77.6405  0.800   7.700   10.0   fall    0     .     .     .     . 
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  2 4.57352 49.5631  4.883   8.800   14.0   sprg    0     .     .     .     . 
  3 9.13260 66.8908  0.600  16.306   21.4   summ    0     .     .     .     . 
4  .        .       .       .        .    wint    0     .     .     .     . 
At p5CHLAt CHLAtmed p95CHLAt season CHLAp CHLAp CHLAp CHLAp 
HLAp CHLAp 
4   .      .        .        .     wint    0     .     .     .     .     . 
LAp CHLApmed p95CHLAp season SECHI  SECHI  SECHI SECHI  SECHI  
vSECHI 
4    .        .        .     wint    4   0.25500  0.00  0.46 0.20091  78.790 
SECHI SECHImed p95SECHI season CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs 
HLAs p5CHLAs 
4   0.00    0.280    0.46    wint    0     .     .     .     .     .      . 
     med                        mean min max std  cv         med 
95OPD season 
    fall    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    fall 
2     .        .     sprg    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    sprg 
mm 








  1   .      .        .        .     fall    0     .     .     .     .     . 
  2   .      .        .        .     sprg    0     .     .     .     .     . 
  3   .      .        .        .     summ    0     .     .     .     .     . 
  
 




  1    .        .        .     fall    6   0.95167  0.23  3.00 1.07678 113.147 
  2    .        .        .     sprg    6   1.85333  0.30  5.60 2.15194 116.112 
  3    .        .        .     summ    7   1.87857  0.21  5.00 1.99263 106.072 
  
 




  1   0.23    0.450    3.00    fall    0     .     .     .     .     .      . 
  2   0.30    0.735    5.60    sprg    0     .     .     .     .     .      . 




Obs CHLAsmed p95CHLAs season nOPD  OPD OPD OPD OPD OPD p5OPD OPDmed 
p
 
  1     .        . 
  
  3     .        .     summ    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    su










      n  mean  min  max  std  cv           med 
bs NH3D NH3D NH3D NH3D NH3D NH3D p5NH3D NH3Dmed p95NH3D season 
4 
3   0    .    .    .    .    .     .      .       .     summ   4   9.0100  8.04 
5 
                            med 
bs  DO      stdDO       cvDO      p5DO     DOmed    p95DO 
 
4 12.8    1.09602     9.1145    11.25    12.025     12.8 
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                                                         med 
TP  TPmed p95TP season 
0.039983  .000 0.525 0.06910 172.816 .005 0.0160  0.18  fall 
6  sprg  117 0.047714  .005 0.980 0.10216 214.119 .005 0.0200  0.17  sprg 
m 
bs nTKN meanTKN  TKN  TKN  stdTKN  cvTKN  p5TKN TKNmed p95TKN season 
 0.61994 111.743 0.060 0.3475  2.28   fall   12  0.70083 
6   67 0.60396 0.02 3.89 0.75294 124.668 0.100 0.3500  1.65   sprg   16  1.00500 
00  1.10   summ   12  0.60958 
0  2.90   wint    2  1.54000 
ax 
bs  TON  TON   stdTON  cvTON  p5TON TONmed p95TON season nTN  meanTN 
inTN  TN 
O
nDO  meanDO minDO 
 
  1   0    .    .    .    .    .     .      .       .     fall   4   9.3900  7.46 
  2   0    .    .    .    .    .     .      .       .     sprg   3  10.6633  9.5
  
  4   0    .    .    .    .    .     .      .       .     wint   2  12.0250 11.2
 
     max         
O
 
  1 11.6    1.71009    18.2118     7.46     9.250     11.6 
  2 11.4    0.98845     9.2696     9.54    11.050     11.4 











Obs season nTP  meanTP  minTP maxTP  stdTP    cvTP  p5
 
  5  fall  229 
  
  7  summ  316 0.035293  .000 0.490 0.05283 149.688 .005 0.0185  0.13  sum
  8  wint   50 0.077450  .004 0.450 0.12128 156.595 .004 0.0300  0.41  wint 
 




  5   96 0.55479 0.05 3.00
  
  7  181 0.43835 0.05 3.02 0.41922  95.636 0.075 0.35
  8   27 0.67889 0.02 4.30 0.97110 143.042 0.060 0.200
 





  5 0.00 2.750 0.92697 132.266  0.00 0.2225  2.750  fall   53 0.48312 0.044 3.08 
  6 0.05 3.790 0.99639  99.143  0.05 0.6500  3.790  sprg   39 0.70692 0.070 3.97 
9 118.440  0.09 0.3500  2.745  summ   47 0.42694 0.020 3.06 
0 1.75362 113.872  0.30 1.5400  2.780  wint   14 0.64129 0.082 2.94 
64617 0.000 0.810 0.11917 
354 0.002 0.825 0.13132 
58 0.000 0.355 0.05803 






                                 minp maxp 
 p95NO2NO3 season npH  meanpH   H    H   
dpH 
2    fall   99 7.19131 5.20 8.80 0.61569 
3    sprg   21 7.21119 6.65 7.80 0.35421 
4    summ  132 7.26970 5.90 8.90 0.69426 
8 170.301   0.015   0.05000     1.30    wint   10 7.17350 6.80 7.53 0.21533 
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coregion_idnum=2 
ontinued) 
bs   cvpH  p5pH  Hmed  p95pH season HSU   HSU    HSU   HSU  stdpHSU  cvpHSU 
 
8 3.00174 6.80 7.1725 7.530  wint   0   .       .     .     .       . 
  7 0.09 2.745 0.7219
  8 0.30 2.78
 
                            med                              min   max 
Obs  stdTN    cvTN   p5TN  TNmed p95TN season nNH3  meanNH3  NH3   NH3   
stdNH3 
 
  5 0.58757 121.619 0.059 0.2775  1.50  fall   115 0.0
  6 0.80974 114.544 0.070 0.4355  3.02  sprg    72 0.082
  7 0.50699 118.750 0.032 0.2865  1.20  summ   180 0.0366
  8 0.87715 136.779 0.082 0.2000  2.94  wint    22 0.089
 
                    med                   n     mean    min    max    s
Obs  cvNH3  p5NH3 NH3med p95NH3 season NO2NO3  NO2NO3 NO2NO3 NO2NO3  
NO2NO3 
 
  5 184.426 0.002  0.020  0.31   fall    124  0.05016  0.000 0.9165
  6 159.458 0.002  0.035  0.31   sprg     54  0.07649  0.001 0.9800 
  7 158.311 0.000  0.020  0.17   summ    156  0.03657  0.000 0.6000 
  8 130.457 0.010  0.050  0.30   wint     14  0.20361  0.015 1.3000 
 
       cv               med
Obs  NO2NO3 p5NO2NO3 NO2NO3med
st
 
  5 270.059   0.001   0.00900     0.1
  6 201.159   0.005   0.03000     0.4










                  medp                np  meanp   minp  maxp 
O
 
  5 8.56156 6.00 7.2000 8.525  fall   8  7.64688 6.965 8.155 0.41070 5.37077 
  6 4.91200 6.79 7.2000 7.730  sprg   0   .       .     .     .       . 




     p5p   medp   p95p          n    mean   min  max 
Obs  HSU  HSUmed  HSU  season CHLA   CHLA  CHLA CHLA stdCHLA  cvCHLA 
5CHLA 
8  .      .     .     wint     8 4.24375 0.90 14.4  4.2531 100.220  0.90 
LAmed p95CHLA season CHLAt  CHLAt  CHLAt CHLAt  CHLAt  cvCHLAt 
5CHLAt 
8   3.20    14.4   wint    10   76.484 4.010   410 142.811 186.719  4.010 
Atmed p95CHLAt season CHLAp  CHLAp  CHLAp  CHLAp  CHLAp  
vCHLAp p5CHLAp 
8  11.850    410.0   wint     9  5.21556  0.65 12.250 3.75589  72.013   0.65 
HLAp season SECHI  SECHI  SECHI SECHI  SECHI  cvSECHI 
5SECHI 
8   4.75     12.25   wint    29  3.33500   1     5.6 1.53102 45.9077   1.09 
 p95SECHI season CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs 
5CHLAs CHLAsmed 
8  3.5000    5.60    wint    0     .     .     .     .     .      .        . 
p
 
  5 6.965  7.62  8.155  fall    81 7.84944 0.29 59.5 12.0633 153.684  0.40 
  6  .      .     .     sprg    27 9.81759 0.30 41.3 10.3672 105.598  1.96 
  7 7.330  7.78  8.480  summ   129 6.69632 0.07 71.0 10.3348 154.335  0.30 
  
 




  5   2.30    38.0   fall    22  129.684 0.540  1400 395.444 304.929  0.980 
  6   6.15    29.8   sprg    25  111.228 1.095  1450 367.107 330.051  1.370 
  7   2.90    25.0   summ    41   50.174 0.000   880 187.464 373.630  0.425 
  
 




  5   3.655   1300.0   fall    71  6.11148  0.30 51.220 9.88282 161.709   0.50 
  6   5.395   1200.0   sprg    35  5.40943  0.56 19.875 4.73523  87.537   0.90 
  7   3.890     90.7   summ   101  4.32139  0.45 34.800 5.40218 125.010   0.70 
  
 




  5   3.00     18.97   fall   206  3.40276   0    13.2 2.27619 66.8924   0.80 
  6   4.05     15.40   sprg    88  2.74864   0     7.8 1.77033 64.4074   0.40 
  7   2.60     11.20   summ   314  3.50536   0    16.5 2.27789 64.9830   0.97 
  
 




  5  3.0000    7.60    fall    0     .     .     .     .     .      .        . 
  6  2.3675    5.75    sprg    0     .     .     .     .     .      .        . 
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num=2 
ontinued) 
bs p95CHLAs season nOPD  meanOPD OPD  OPD   stdOPD   cvOPD  p5OPD 
7     .     summ   29  0.006828  0  0.042 0.009776 143.188   0   0.0025  0.028 
0  0.020 
max  std  cv           med 
bs season NH3D NH3D NH3D NH3D NH3D NH3D p5NH3D NH3Dmed p95NH3D 
7743 
7  summ    1    0    0    0    .    .     0      0       0     summ  276 7.55786 
207 
                                  med 
bs minDO    maxDO     stdDO       cvDO      p5DO     DOmed     p95DO 
8  5.0     16.70    2.46366    24.8551    6.200    10.650    13.300 
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                            max                       med 
TPmed p95TP season nTKN 
.08575  .000 0.76 0.13281 154.886 .005 0.035 0.390  fall    64 










  5     .     fall   19  0.016447  0  0.114 0.029079 176.800   0   0.0045  0.114 
  6     .     sprg   12  0.010750  0  0.033 0.010584  98.457   0   0.0080  0.033 
  
  8     .     wint    2  0.010000  0  0.020 0.014142 141.421   0   0.010
 
             n  mean  min  
O
season nDO  meanDO 
 
  5  fall    1    0    0    0    .    .     0      0       0     fall  190 7.66482 
  6  sprg    1    0    0    0    .    .     0      0       0     sprg   68 8.0
  
  8  wint    1    0    0    0    .    .     0      0       0     wint   29 9.91
 
                     
O
 
  5  0.3     13.90    2.24013    29.2262    3.145     7.900    11.100 
  6  0.3     12.77    2.70161    33.4464    1.500     8.775    11.180 











Obs season nTP  meanTP minTP  TP   stdTP    cvTP  p5TP 
 
  9  fall   91 0
 1
 11  summ  167 0.07759  .005 1.20 0.13854 178.558 .005 0.034 0.257  summ   1
 138
 12  wint   39 0.11595  .005 0.80 0.15667 135.117 .005 0.077 0.620  wint    30 
 
             min   max                         med 
Obs meanTKN  TKN   TKN  stdTKN  cvTKN  p5TKN TKNmed p95TKN season nTON 
7928  77.587  0.10 0.5075  1.400  fall    9  0.31056 
0 0.57303 0.050 3.51 0.66340 115.770  0.05 0.3800  1.860  sprg   19  0.77842 
.420  summ   12  0.56417 
295  wint    2  0.12000 
bs  TON  TON   stdTON   cvTON p5TON TONmed p95TON season nTN  meanTN 
inTN 
0 0.00 3.360 0.84562 108.633  0.00  0.430  3.360  sprg   22 1.03227 0.165 
4 116.143  0.00  0.425  2.500  summ   18 0.90194 0.155 
0 0.00000   0.000  0.12  0.120  0.120  wint    6 0.78500 0.360 
9 2.350 0.53064 78.3738 0.180 0.500 2.350  fall    78 0.059679 0.00 0.435 
91 0.057582 0.01 0.420 
23 0.058984 0.00 1.500 
070455 0.01 0.410 
                          med                   n     mean    min    max 
3 NH3med p95NH3 season NO2NO3  NO2NO3 NO2NO3 




    std      cv               med                                 minp maxp 
O3 p5NO2NO3 NO2NO3med p95NO2NO3 season npH  meanpH   
 1.7250   fall    8 8.39375 8.00 9.05 
  2.8900   sprg    8 8.30250 7.94 8.70 
  0.7300   summ   30 8.19983 6.30 9.51 
 1.8875   wint    8 8.17875 8.00 8.60 
meanTON 
 
  9 0.61773 0.050 2.65 0.4
 1
 11 0.58541 0.050 3.19 0.52102  89.001  0.10 0.4500  1
 12 0.71933 0.075 2.93 0.66121  91.920  0.10 0.5275  2.
 




  9 0.08 0.815 0.29047  93.532  0.08  0.200  0.815  fall   17 0.67706 0.180 
 1
 11 0.00 2.500 0.6552
 12 0.12 0.12
 
                                 med                              min  max 
Obs maxTN  stdTN    cvTN   p5TN TNmed p95TN season nNH3  meanNH3  NH3  NH3 
 
  
 10 3.640 0.89273 86.4819 0.230 0.555 2.680  sprg    
 11 2.415 0.70745 78.4363 0.155 0.700 2.415  summ   1
 12 2.320 0.75757 96.5055 0.360 0.505 2.320  wint    33 0.
 
  




 10 0.07689 133.534  0.02  0.02   0.200  sprg    37   0.48432  0.003 
 11 0.14548 246.636  0.01  0.02   0.220  summ    49   0.14632  0.001 
 12 0.08907 126.421  0.01  0.05   0.275  wint    20   0.46200  0.010  1.9
 
  
Obs  NO2NO3  NO2N
H    H 
 
  9 0.44727 233.975   0.005    0.075    
 10 0.88988 183.736   0.007    0.060   
 11 0.36438 249.034   0.003    0.030   









p minp maxp stdp cvp p5p 
 








                           medp  p95p         np mean
Obs  stdpH    cvpH   p5pH  Hmed    H  season HSU  HSU   HSU  HSU  HSU HSU HSU
 
  9 0.34455 4.10480 8.000 8.3000 9.05  fall   0    .     .    .    .   .   . 
 10 0.27017 3.25410 7.940 8.2650 8.70  sprg   0    .     .    .    .   .   . 
 11 0.62233 7.58949 7.275 8.2075 9.30  summ   0    .     .    .    .   .   . 
 12 0.20560 2.51378 8.000 8.1350 8.60  wint   0    .     .    .    .   .   . 
 
     medp  p95p          n    mean   min  max
Obs HSUmed  HSU season CHLA   CHLA  CHLA CHLA stdCHLA  cvCHLA p5CHLA 
CHLAm
 
  9    .     .   fall    3  18.6833 5.25 44.0 21.9386 117.423  5.25    6.8 
 10    .     .   sprg    2   5.2000 4.40  6.0  1.1314  21.757  4.40    5.2 
 11    .     .   summ   25   9.5140 0.70 47.6 13.4545 141.418  0.90    3.8 
 12    .     .   wint    2   3.6000 2.70  4.5  1.2728  35.355  2.70    3.6 
 
                     n     mean   min   max    std                      med 
Obs p95CHLA season CHLAt  CHLAt  CHLAt CHLAt  CHLAt  cvCHLAt p5CHL
CHLAtmed 
 
  9   44.0   fall     7   4.9357  0.40 11.15  4.2214  85.527   0.40     4.25 
 10    6.0   sprg    11   8.1036  0.95 42.08 12.9778 160.148   0.95     2.76 
 11   40.5   summ    18  17.7369  1.06 71.00 19.9958 112.736   1.06    12.67 
 12    4.5   wint     0    .       .     .     .        .       .        . 
 
                      n     mean   min   max    std                      m
Obs p95CHLAt season CHLAp  CHLAp  CHLAp CHLAp  CHLAp  cvCHLAp 
p5CH
 
  9   11.15   fall    51   7.8481  0.4  83.40 12.3786 157.727  0.500     4.55 
 10   42.08   sprg    56   5.6521  0.3  38.69  7.5507 133.589  0.755     2.72 
 11   71.00   summ    83   7.2109  0.0  62.50 10.4087 144.347  1.145     3.00 
 12     .     wint     7  16.4514  0.2  29.90 12.3706  75.194  0.200    12.50 
 
                      n     mean   min   max    std                      me




  9   22.05   fall    60  2.13425  0.10 7.000 1.45118 67.9950  0.2025   2.10 







50  0.140 
2  wint    8  0.055500 0.0150 0.120 0.038359  69.116 0.0150 0.05200  0.120 
H3D NH3D NH3D NH3D NH3D NH3D p5NH3D NH3Dmed p95NH3D 
ason nDO  meanDO 
2  wint    0    .    .    .    .    .     .      .       .     wint   22 9.81136 
   maxDO     stdDO       cvDO     p5DO     DOmed    p95DO 
 11   27.10   summ   118  2.08220  0.05 7.800 1.39974 67.2242  0.2700   1.85
 12   29.90   wint    10  1.53600  0.50 3.585 1.02157 66.5083  0.5000   1.10
 
                      n    mean  min   max   std    cv             med 
Obs p95SECHI season CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs p5CHLAs 
CHLAs
 
  9   4.700   fall    0     .     .     .     .     .      .        .        . 
 10   4.000   sprg    0     .     .     .     .     .      .        .        . 
 11   4.600   summ    0     .     .     .     .     .      .        .        . 









                                 max                            med 
Obs season nOPD  meanOPD minOPD  OPD   stdOPD   cvOPD   p5OPD  OPDmed 
p
 
  9  fall    8  0.055938 0.0035 0.138 0.049871  89.155 0.0035 0.04325  
 10  sprg    8  0.038250 0.0060 0.110 0.031838  83.236 0.0060 0.02950  
 11  summ    8  0.055250 0.0030 0.140 0.066650 120.633 0.0030 0.012
 1
 




  9  fall    0    .    .    .    .    .     .      .       .     fall   67 7.44030 
 10  sprg    0    .    .    .    .    .     .      .       .     sprg   70 8.49779 
 11  summ    0    .    .    .    .    .     .      .       .     summ  115 7.11587 
 1
 
                                                      med 
Obs minDO 
 
  9  0.50    14.70    2.36083    31.7303     2.1     7.500    10.80 
 10  2.20    13.00    1.74349    20.5169     6.3     8.375    11.32 
 11  1.05    11.05    1.64316    23.0914     3.7     7.050     9.50 
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bs season nTP  meanTP  minTP maxTP  stdTP    cvTP   p5TP TPmed p95TP season 
 0.063424  .005 0.570 0.09273 146.205 0.005  0.03 0.195  sprg 




.60 0.72974 90.6652 0.225  0.545  2.35   sprg    1 
5  117 0.92342 0.050 3.59 0.71963 77.9303 0.200  0.690  2.70   summ    2 
 0 
Nmed p95TON season nTN   TN 
3 0.145 0.145 0.145  .         .    0.145  0.145  0.145  fall   1  0.170 
4 0.100 0.100 0.100  .         .    0.100  0.100  0.100  sprg   1  0.525 
6  .     .     .     .         .     .      .      .     wint   0   . 
                   med                             min 
bs minTN maxTN  stdTN    cvTN   p5TN TNmed p95TN season nNH3 meanNH3  
  .         .    0.170 0.170 0.170  fall    57 0.06522 .005 
4 0.525 0.525  .         .    0.525 0.525 0.525  sprg    40 0.09094 .005 
m   100 0.10782 .005 






                                                           med 
O
 
 13  fall   71 0.091521  .005 0.545 0.11073 120.986 0.010  0.06 0.380  fall 
 14  sprg   46
 1
 16  wint   43 0.075814  .005 0.590 0.12164 160.449 0.005  0.03 0.360  win
 
                  min   max                         med 
Obs nTKN meanTKN  TKN   TKN  stdTKN  cvTKN  p5TKN TKNmed p95
n
 
 13   65 0.98123 0.205 5.20 0.88746 90.4435 0.245  0.730  3.14   fall    1 
 14   40 0.80488 0.000 3
 1
 16   45 1.03578 0.250 4.19 0.93548 90.3171 0.260  0.540  2.69   wint   
 
     mean  min   max                          med                     mean 




 15 1.805 0.230 3.380 2.22739 123.401 0.230  1.805  3.380  summ   2  1.985 
 1
 




 13 0.170 0.170
 1
 15 0.440 3.530 2.18496 110.074 0.440 1.985 3.530  sum
 16  .     .     .         .     .     .     .     wint    49 0.05485 .000 
 




 13 0.48 0.09309 142.741 0.005 0.03500  0.330  fall     57  0.16605    0 
 14 0.50 0.13491 148.350 0.005 0.03125  0.415  sprg     28  0.20009    0 
5 2.07 0.24553 227.723 0.010 0.03750  0.500  summ    100  0.58060    0 
5  0.14156    0 
med p95NO2NO3 season 
pH  meanpH 
13438 
4  1.365 0.29176 145.814  0.0125    0.1325    0.925    sprg    0  . 
mm   17 8.38618 
nt    0  . 
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ontinued) 
  minp maxp                       medp  p95p         np  meanp   minp  maxp 
bs   H    H   stdpH    cvpH  p5pH  Hmed    H  season HSU   HSU    HSU    HSU 
4  .     .   .       .       .    .       .   sprg    0  .       .      . 
0.100 
bs stdpHSU  cvpHSU  HSU  HSUmed   HSU  season CHLA CHLA CHLA CHLA 
0 8.025  8.215  8.655  fall    0    .    .    .     . 
4  .       .       .      .      .     sprg    0    .    .    .     . 
                    med                    n    mean   min   max    std 
Obs cvCHLA p5CHLA CHLAmed p95CHLA season CHLAt  CHLAt CHLAt CHLAt  
CHLAt  cvCHLAt 
 
 13    .      .      .       .     fall    1   3.0350 3.035 3.035  .        . 
 14    .      .      .       .     sprg    1   2.0350 2.035 2.035  .        . 
 15    .      .      .       .     summ    2   2.4575 1.380 3.535 1.52382 62.0067 
 16    .      .      .       .     wint    0    .      .     .     .        . 
 1
 16 0.65 0.10314 188.055 0.000 0.03000  0.180  wint     4
 
      max    std      cv               med 
Obs NO2NO3  NO2NO3  NO2NO3 p5NO2NO3 NO2NO3
n
 
 13  1.440 0.30355 182.805  0.0050    0.0600    1.190    fall    8 8.
 1
 15 42.800 4.27484 736.279  0.0045    0.0600    0.660    su












 13 7.20  8.8 0.49712 6.11139 7.20 8.3125  8.8  fall    8 8.29375 8.025  8.655 
 1
 15 7.54  9.6 0.50363 6.00547 7.54 8.3050  9.6  summ   11 8.53773 7.820 1
 16  .     .   .       .       .    .       .   wint    0  .       .      . 
 




 13 0.22488 2.7114
 1
 15 0.67876 7.95014 7.820  8.300 10.100  summ    0    .    .    .     . 




               med                     n     mean   min   max    std 
Obs p5CHLAt CHLAtmed p95CHLAt season CHLAp  CHLAp  CHLAp CHLAp  
CHLAp  cvCHLAp 
 
 13  3.035   3.0350    3.035   fall    31  19.4656  0.5  98.15 27.2702 140.094 
 14  2.035   2.0350    2.035   sprg    22   4.3180  0.5  14.80  4.4308 102.613 
 15  1.380   2.4575    3.535   summ    65  10.0709  0.5  53.95 10.5885 105.139 
 16   .       .         .      wint    18   3.0350  0.5   7.30  2.0920  68.929 
 
               med                     n     mean   min   max    std 
Obs p5CHLAp CHLApmed p95CHLAp season SECHI  SECHI  SECHI SECHI  SECHI  
cvSECHI 
 
 13   0.50    11.10    94.90   fall    43  1.21398 0.120  3.96 1.04450 86.0396 
 14   0.50     2.95    13.15   sprg    33  1.60364 0.225  4.50 1.00629 62.7507 
 15   1.12     6.85    32.05   summ    99  1.21978 0.100  4.75 0.83586 68.5257 
 16   0.50     2.30     7.30   wint    19  2.09053 0.200  6.00 1.62749 77.8509 
 
               med                     n    mean  min   max   std    cv 
Obs p5SECHI SECHImed p95SECHI season CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs 
CHLAs p5CHLAs 
 
 13  0.255    0.900    3.500   fall    0     .     .     .     .     .      . 
 14  0.300    1.500    3.250   sprg    0     .     .     .     .     .      . 
 15  0.210    1.065    2.957   summ    0     .     .     .     .     .      . 









       med                        mean min max std  cv         med 
Obs CHLAsmed p95CHLAs season nOPD  OPD OPD OPD OPD OPD p5OPD OPDmed 
p95OPD 
 
 13     .        .     fall    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      . 
 14     .        .     sprg    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      . 
 15     .        .     summ    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      . 
 16     .        .     wint    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      . 
 
             n  mean  min  max  std  cv           med 
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Obs season NH3D NH3D NH3D NH3D NH3D NH3D p5NH3D NH3Dmed p95NH3D 
season nDO 
 
 13  fall    0    .    .    .    .    .     .      .       .     fall   43 
 14  sprg    0    .    .    .    .    .     .      .       .     sprg   28 
 15  summ    0    .    .    .    .    .     .      .       .     summ   67 
 16  wint    0    .    .    .    .    .     .      .       .     wint   34 
 
                                                                 med 
Obs  meanDO    minDO    maxDO     stdDO       cvDO      p5DO    DOmed    p95DO 
 
 13 8.44581     4.65    13.25    1.57063    18.5965    6.065    8.775     10.4 
 14 8.83214     6.70    11.75    1.27789    14.4686    6.900    8.650     11.2 
 15 7.24647     0.30    15.00    2.08408    28.7599    4.000    7.545      9.6 









                                                            med 
Obs season nTP  meanTP minTP maxTP  stdTP    cvTP   p5TP   TPmed  p95TP season 
 
 17  fall   82 0.13784  .000 2.060 0.25365 184.021 0.0125 0.0600 0.4915  fall 
 18  sprg  105 0.10398  .000 0.755 0.14934 143.619 0.0000 0.0550 0.4000  sprg 
 19  summ  210 0.18670  .000 2.230 0.29736 159.269 0.0150 0.0725 0.7510  summ 
 20  wint   88 0.22941  .005 6.110 0.72342 315.342 0.0100 0.0475 1.1650  wint 
 
                  min                                med 
Obs nTKN meanTKN  TKN maxTKN  stdTKN  cvTKN  p5TKN TKNmed p95TKN 
season nTON 
 
 17   76 1.04211 0.24  6.900 0.93078  89.317 0.255  0.79   2.375  fall    0 
 18   97 1.01784 0.00  4.615 0.78896  77.513 0.295  0.80   2.450  sprg    2 
 19  186 1.17182 0.25  7.170 0.84870  72.426 0.390  0.90   2.400  summ    2 
 20   88 1.15989 0.00 10.600 1.43401 123.634 0.310  0.72   3.370  wint    0 
 
    mean  min  max                         med                     mean  min 
Obs  TON  TON  TON  stdTON  cvTON  p5TON TONmed p95TON season nTN   TN   
TN 
 
 17  .    .    .    .        .       .     .      .     fall   0   .     . 
 18 3.44 3.28 3.60 0.22627  6.5777  3.28  3.44   3.60   sprg   1  3.860 3.86 
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 19 1.08 0.53 1.63 0.77782 72.0201  0.53  1.08   1.63   summ   2  1.465 0.97 
 20  .    .    .    .        .       .     .      .     wint   0   .     . 
 
     max                       med                             min  max 
Obs  TN   stdTN    cvTN  p5TN TNmed p95TN season nNH3 meanNH3  NH3  NH3  
stdNH3 
 
 17  .    .        .      .    .      .    fall    67 0.09313 .000 0.48 0.12104 
 18 3.86  .        .     3.86 3.860  3.86  sprg    89 0.12652 .000 1.20 0.22026 
 19 1.96 0.70004 47.7840 0.97 1.465  1.96  summ   179 0.07660 .005 0.61 0.11599 
 20  .    .        .      .    .      .    wint    87 0.07660 .000 0.59 0.10160 
 
                    med                   n     mean    min    max    std 
Obs  cvNH3  p5NH3 NH3med p95NH3 season NO2NO3  NO2NO3 NO2NO3 NO2NO3  
NO2NO3 
 
 17 129.966 .0050  0.05   0.38   fall     68  0.11509    0    0.75  0.15951 
 18 174.093 .0050  0.05   0.60   sprg     76  0.18321    0    1.68  0.29613 
 19 151.419 .0075  0.03   0.40   summ    159  0.10345    0    1.50  0.20047 
 20 132.627 .0050  0.04   0.31   wint     82  0.28107    0    1.87  0.37039 
 
       cv               med                                       maxp 
Obs  NO2NO3 p5NO2NO3 NO2NO3med p95NO2NO3 season npH  meanpH minpH   H   
stdpH 
 
 17 138.602   .000     0.060     0.600    fall    5 8.44600 7.975 8.75 0.29072 
 18 161.634   .000     0.050     0.665    sprg    2 8.50000 8.500 8.50 0.00000 
 19 193.782   .000     0.020     0.500    summ   18 8.43008 7.275 8.88 0.37165 









                   medp p95p         np  meanp  minp  maxp 
Obs   cvpH   p5pH  Hmed   H  season HSU   HSU    HSU  HSU  stdpHSU  cvpHSU 
 
 17 3.44209 7.975 8.455 8.75  fall    5 8.46400 7.85 8.860 0.39455 4.66147 
 18 0.00000 8.500 8.500 8.50  sprg    2 8.43000 8.35 8.510 0.11314 1.34208 
 19 4.40866 7.275 8.490 8.88  summ   13 8.60038 7.98 9.085 0.33063 3.84433 
 20 9.20067 6.870 8.000 8.17  wint    1 8.12000 8.12 8.120  .       . 
 
     p5p  medp   p95p          n  mean  min  max                         med 
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Obs  HSU HSUmed  HSU  season CHLA CHLA CHLA CHLA stdCHLA cvCHLA 
p5CHLA CHLAmed 
 
 17 7.85  8.455 8.860  fall    0    .    .    .     .       .      .      . 
 18 8.35  8.430 8.510  sprg    0    .    .    .     .       .      .      . 
 19 7.98  8.610 9.085  summ    0    .    .    .     .       .      .      . 
 20 8.12  8.120 8.120  wint    0    .    .    .     .       .      .      . 
 
                     n    mean   min   max    std                      med 
Obs p95CHLA season CHLAt  CHLAt CHLAt CHLAt  CHLAt  cvCHLAt p5CHLAt 
CHLAtmed 
 
 17    .     fall    0     .      .     .     .        .       .       . 
 18    .     sprg    2   21.575  0.55 42.60 29.7338 137.816   0.55   21.575 
 19    .     summ    1   57.530 57.53 57.53   .        .     57.53   57.530 
 20    .     wint    0     .      .     .     .        .       .       . 
 
                      n     mean   min   max    std                      med 
Obs p95CHLAt season CHLAp  CHLAp  CHLAp CHLAp  CHLAp  cvCHLAp 
p5CHLAp CHLApmed 
 
 17     .     fall    25  14.2122  0.5   81.1 18.8500 132.632   0.50    8.400 
 18   42.60   sprg    36  10.5749  0.5   43.4 10.5264  99.542   0.50    7.615 
 19   57.53   summ   118  19.2862  0.5  122.6 21.4343 111.138   1.12   11.300 
 20     .     wint    29   7.0474  0.5   33.5  9.5033 134.849   0.50    2.725 
 
                      n     mean   min   max    std                      med 
Obs p95CHLAp season SECHI  SECHI  SECHI SECHI  SECHI  cvSECHI p5SECHI 
SECHImed 
 
 17   54.30   fall    32  1.15209  0.05  4.25 0.91171 79.1347  0.1500  0.8925 
 18   35.50   sprg    48  0.83029  0.05  3.80 0.76292 91.8857  0.1350  0.6050 
 19   64.35   summ   143  0.84502  0.10  4.00 0.66454 78.6419  0.2000  0.6500 
 20   31.80   wint    40  1.06760  0.05  5.00 0.96731 90.6057  0.1625  0.8000 
 
                      n    mean  min   max   std    cv             med 
Obs p95SECHI season CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs p5CHLAs 
CHLAsmed p95CHLAs 
 
 17   3.00    fall    0     .     .     .     .     .      .        .        . 
 18   2.50    sprg    0     .     .     .     .     .      .        .        . 
 19   2.00    summ    0     .     .     .     .     .      .        .        . 










                mean min max std  cv         med                  n  mean  min 
Obs season nOPD  OPD OPD OPD OPD OPD p5OPD OPDmed p95OPD season NH3D 
NH3D NH3D 
 
 17  fall    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    fall    0    .    . 
 18  sprg    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    sprg    0    .    . 
 19  summ    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    summ    0    .    . 
 20  wint    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    wint    0    .    . 
 
     max  std  cv           med                                     max 
Obs NH3D NH3D NH3D p5NH3D NH3Dmed p95NH3D season nDO  meanDO minDO  
DO   stdDO 
 
 17   .    .    .     .      .       .     fall   44 8.98045  3.50 14.2 2.08679 
 18   .    .    .     .      .       .     sprg   57 9.02281  0.60 13.5 2.00591 
 19   .    .    .     .      .       .     summ  135 7.27180  0.05 12.2 1.87855 
 20   .    .    .     .      .       .     wint   66 9.04394  0.50 14.0 3.26659 
 
                        med 
Obs   cvDO     p5DO    DOmed    p95DO 
 
 17 23.2370    6.60     8.7     12.60 
 18 22.2315    6.15     9.3     13.15 
 19 25.8333    4.00     7.2     10.40 









                                                          med 
Obs season nTP  meanTP minTP maxTP  stdTP    cvTP  p5TP  TPmed  p95TP season 
 
 21  fall  364 0.12922 .0055 1.075 0.15734 121.762 0.01 0.0800 0.4000  fall 
 22  sprg  325 0.09165 .0000 0.775 0.10123 110.451 0.01 0.0600 0.2700  sprg 
 23  summ  477 0.14734 .0050 1.570 0.17393 118.049 0.01 0.0900 0.4975  summ 
 24  wint  152 0.19891 .0050 1.850 0.27614 138.825 0.01 0.0925 0.7000  wint 
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                  min  max                         med 
Obs nTKN meanTKN  TKN  TKN  stdTKN  cvTKN  p5TKN TKNmed p95TKN season 
nTON meanTON 
 
 21  277 1.26814 0.17 3.99 0.73001 57.5654 0.340  1.14   2.75   fall   10  1.55600 
 22  245 1.10637 0.19 3.90 0.60016 54.2458 0.350  1.00   2.15   sprg    9  1.24111 
 23  393 1.37195 0.05 4.95 0.71774 52.3155 0.450  1.25   2.63   summ   13  1.53500 
 24  136 1.67860 0.07 5.15 1.14697 68.3291 0.275  1.38   3.73   wint   10  1.66050 
 
     min  max                          med 
Obs  TON  TON   stdTON  cvTON  p5TON TONmed p95TON season nTN  meanTN 
minTN 
 
 21 0.79 1.980 0.43367 27.8705  0.79 1.6850  1.980  fall   11 1.76318 0.880 
 22 0.50 1.910 0.41344 33.3124  0.50 1.2800  1.910  sprg    9 1.67933 0.710 
 23 0.75 2.410 0.40754 26.5497  0.75 1.4800  2.410  summ   15 1.86467 0.875 
 24 0.70 2.975 0.74358 44.7804  0.70 1.5325  2.975  wint   11 2.17591 0.810 
 
                                 med                            min  max 
Obs maxTN  stdTN    cvTN   p5TN TNmed p95TN season nNH3 meanNH3 NH3  NH3  
stdNH3 
 
 21 2.500 0.46592 26.4249 0.880 1.790 2.500  fall   275 0.12056  0  0.87 0.14038 
 22 3.425 0.77459 46.1251 0.710 1.540 3.425  sprg   247 0.09995  0  0.64 0.11693 
 23 2.610 0.44929 24.0952 0.875 1.920 2.610  summ   349 0.10174  0  0.94 0.13805 
 24 3.660 0.90367 41.5306 0.810 2.075 3.660  wint   104 0.25394  0  1.90 0.31797 
 
                     med                   n     mean    min    max    std 
Obs  cvNH3   p5NH3 NH3med p95NH3 season NO2NO3  NO2NO3 NO2NO3 
NO2NO3  NO2NO3 
 
 21 116.440 0.0075  0.080  0.440  fall    329  0.23578    0    9.125 0.72956 
 22 116.990 0.0050  0.050  0.325  sprg    298  1.32946    0    9.400 2.07775 
 23 135.688 0.0100  0.060  0.305  summ    449  0.57734    0   10.040 1.25891 
 24 125.213 0.0100  0.125  0.780  wint    121  0.42481    0    8.200 1.05436 
 
       cv               med 
Obs  NO2NO3 p5NO2NO3 NO2NO3med p95NO2NO3 season npH  meanpH minpH 
maxpH  stdpH 
 
 21 309.427   .000     0.050     1.070    fall   32 8.54656 7.955 8.980 0.26967 
 22 156.285   .005     0.255     6.035    sprg   18 8.39472 7.550 8.960 0.39909 
 23 218.055   .004     0.050     3.450    summ   77 8.45627 7.800 9.197 0.26557 










                  medp  p95p         np  meanp   minp  maxp 
Obs   cvpH  p5pH  Hmed    H  season HSU   HSU    HSU   HSU  stdpHSU  cvpHSU 
 
 21 3.15530 8.00 8.5600 8.95  fall   16 8.60313 8.025 8.990 0.25692 2.98640 
 22 4.75409 7.55 8.5075 8.96  sprg    6 8.20667 7.960 8.330 0.15642 1.90599 
 23 3.14046 8.01 8.4800 8.82  summ   39 8.53064 7.745 9.485 0.38740 4.54122 
 24 5.98711 7.30 7.9475 8.70  wint    7 7.95643 7.520 8.300 0.24583 3.08967 
 
     p5p   medp  p95p          n  mean  min  max                         med 
Obs  HSU  HSUmed  HSU season CHLA CHLA CHLA CHLA stdCHLA cvCHLA 
p5CHLA CHLAmed 
 
 21 8.025 8.5525 8.99  fall    1  16.0 16.0 16.0    .       .    16.0    16.0 
 22 7.960 8.2900 8.33  sprg    1  24.5 24.5 24.5    .       .    24.5    24.5 
 23 7.850 8.5000 9.30  summ    1  17.0 17.0 17.0    .       .    17.0    17.0 
 24 7.520 8.0050 8.30  wint    0    .    .    .     .       .      .       . 
 
                     n     mean   min    max     std                      med 
Obs p95CHLA season CHLAt  CHLAt  CHLAt  CHLAt   CHLAt  cvCHLAt p5CHLAt 
CHLAtmed 
 
 21   16.0   fall   137  33.7234 0.030 147.420 32.2453  95.617  3.150   23.180 
 22   24.5   sprg   106  22.2026 0.440 137.000 25.6600 115.572  2.360   13.530 
 23   17.0   summ   169  34.5335 0.350 136.935 30.4477  88.169  4.080   25.065 
 24     .    wint    19   9.7892 1.285  29.190  7.5528  77.154  1.285    7.150 
 
                      n     mean   min    max    std                      med 
Obs p95CHLAt season CHLAp  CHLAp  CHLAp  CHLAp  CHLAp  cvCHLAp 
p5CHLAp CHLApmed 
 
 21  110.840  fall   179  32.5744  0.39 153.53 30.4203  93.387   3.62   23.500 
 22   70.695  sprg   146  22.1215  0.41 142.40 25.4511 115.052   1.76   12.570 
 23  103.470  summ   234  32.9536  0.44 155.56 28.8586  87.573   3.82   24.125 
 24   29.190  wint    29  14.8431  0.50  68.00 15.6514 105.445   0.89    9.050 
 
                      n     mean   min   max    std                      med 
Obs p95CHLAp season SECHI  SECHI  SECHI SECHI  SECHI  cvSECHI p5SECHI 
SECHImed 
 
 21  102.220  fall   142  0.78939 0.150 3.050 0.54853 69.4877  0.225   0.62525 
 150
 22   75.205  sprg   121  1.15975 0.150 5.335 0.93568 80.6795  0.300   0.80000 
 23   95.360  summ   206  0.89331 0.175 3.660 0.57500 64.3672  0.275   0.76650 
 24   51.000  wint    56  1.43324 0.150 5.180 1.18518 82.6921  0.300   0.97250 
 
                      n    mean  min   max   std    cv             med 
Obs p95SECHI season CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs p5CHLAs 
CHLAsmed p95CHLAs 
 
 21   1.830   fall    0     .     .     .     .     .      .        .        . 
 22   2.820   sprg    0     .     .     .     .     .      .        .        . 
 23   1.830   summ    0     .     .     .     .     .      .        .        . 









                mean min max std  cv         med                  n  mean  min 
Obs season nOPD  OPD OPD OPD OPD OPD p5OPD OPDmed p95OPD season NH3D 
NH3D NH3D 
 
 21  fall    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    fall    0    .    . 
 22  sprg    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    sprg    0    .    . 
 23  summ    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    summ    0    .    . 
 24  wint    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    wint    0    .    . 
 
     max  std  cv           med 
Obs NH3D NH3D NH3D p5NH3D NH3Dmed p95NH3D season nDO  meanDO minDO  
maxDO  stdDO 
 
 21   .    .    .     .      .       .     fall  135  9.0129  0.20 14.400 2.09798 
 22   .    .    .     .      .       .     sprg  122 10.0090  4.80 13.900 1.60112 
 23   .    .    .     .      .       .     summ  220  7.7186  0.75 13.400 1.76360 
 24   .    .    .     .      .       .     wint  108  8.7538  0.45 15.405 3.69686 
 
                          med 
Obs   cvDO      p5DO     DOmed    p95DO 
 
 21 23.2776    5.600     9.050    13.00 
 22 15.9968    7.800     9.925    12.50 
 23 22.8487    5.015     7.700    10.65 










                                                           med 
Obs season nTP  meanTP  minTP maxTP  stdTP    cvTP   p5TP TPmed p95TP season 
 
 25  fall  790 0.071570 .0000 1.400 0.11032 154.139 .0080 0.035 0.255  fall 
 26  sprg  771 0.043137 .0035 0.500 0.05575 129.249 .0075 0.020 0.135  sprg 
 27  summ  919 0.072400 .0000 0.915 0.10541 145.588 .0075 0.030 0.250  summ 
 28  wint  211 0.076754 .0020 0.890 0.12723 165.766 .0065 0.030 0.320  wint 
 
                  min  max                         med 
Obs nTKN meanTKN  TKN  TKN  stdTKN  cvTKN  p5TKN TKNmed p95TKN season 
nTON 
 
 25  516 1.12279 0.10 4.85 0.72616 64.6741  0.30 0.9800  2.50   fall    3 
 26  616 0.89343 0.10 4.48 0.55141 61.7185  0.30 0.7625  2.00   sprg    5 
 27  589 1.11438 0.05 3.80 0.67910 60.9393  0.30 0.9500  2.41   summ    3 
 28  142 1.06342 0.10 4.10 0.76825 72.2434  0.25 0.9000  2.46   wint    4 
 
    mean  min max                         med                             min 
Obs  TON  TON TON  stdTON  cvTON  p5TON TONmed p95TON season nTN  
meanTN  TN 
 
 25 2.15 1.70 2.8 0.57663 26.8199  1.70  1.95    2.8   fall   38 0.98908 0.39 
 26 1.78 0.80 2.7 0.88924 49.9574  0.80  2.25    2.7   sprg   40 5.70350 0.02 
 27 2.20 1.85 2.5 0.32787 14.9033  1.85  2.25    2.5   summ   39 0.81974 0.32 
 28 1.25 0.90 1.6 0.37639 30.1109  0.90  1.25    1.6   wint   13 1.34577 0.38 
 
                                   med                             min   max 
Obs  maxTN   stdTN    cvTN  p5TN  TNmed p95TN season nNH3 meanNH3  NH3   
NH3 
 
 25   2.450  0.5328  53.867 0.40 0.7975 2.240  fall   177 0.11476 .0000 1.800 
 26 205.800 32.4544 569.027 0.04 0.4600 2.315  sprg   253 0.08234 .0000 0.940 
 27   1.745  0.3254  39.695 0.39 0.7500 1.455  summ   201 0.12373 .0000 1.200 
 28   2.920  0.8341  61.977 0.38 1.1500 2.920  wint    57 0.26275 .0045 1.005 
 
                            med                   n     mean    min    max 




 25 0.21374 186.254 0.000  0.04   0.465  fall    344  0.08268  .000    2.90 
 26 0.13525 164.261 0.000  0.03   0.310  sprg    325  0.27072  .000    5.82 
 27 0.18522 149.694 0.010  0.05   0.500  summ    388  0.18545  .000   10.00 
 28 0.28594 108.829 0.007  0.12   0.865  wint     51  0.38039  .005    3.95 
 
      std      cv               med                                 minp maxp 
Obs  NO2NO3  NO2NO3 p5NO2NO3 NO2NO3med p95NO2NO3 season npH  meanpH   
H    H 
 
 25 0.28962 350.280   0.000   0.01125     0.37    fall   7  7.86571 7.61 8.22 
 26 0.63961 236.260   0.005   0.05750     1.15    sprg   6  7.80833 7.72 7.95 
 27 0.76632 413.227   0.005   0.02000     0.82    summ   7  7.76714 7.04 8.09 









                          medp p95p         np meanp minp maxp stdp cvp p5p 
Obs  stdpH    cvpH  p5pH  Hmed   H  season HSU  HSU   HSU  HSU  HSU HSU HSU 
 
 25 0.19501 2.47923 7.61 7.860 8.22  fall   1   7.2   7.2  7.2   .   .  7.2 
 26 0.09453 1.21068 7.72 7.770 7.95  sprg   1   7.0   7.0  7.0   .   .  7.0 
 27 0.35720 4.59884 7.04 7.830 8.09  summ   1   7.2   7.2  7.2   .   .  7.2 
 28 0.29738 3.78584 7.55 7.875 8.12  wint   1   7.1   7.1  7.1   .   .  7.1 
 
     medp  p95p          n    mean   min  max                          med 
Obs HSUmed  HSU season CHLA   CHLA  CHLA CHLA stdCHLA  cvCHLA p5CHLA 
CHLAmed 
 
 25   7.2   7.2  fall   112 14.0252 0.80 87.0 16.4467 117.266  2.215  7.5625 
 26   7.0   7.0  sprg    27  5.4234 0.17 20.6  4.0432  74.551  1.030  4.6100 
 27   7.2   7.2  summ   132  9.4610 0.40 63.8 12.0637 127.510  1.100  4.2500 
 28   7.1   7.1  wint    10 10.0460 0.65 69.9 21.3414 212.436  0.650  2.6050 
 
                     n     mean   min    max     std                      med 
Obs p95CHLA season CHLAt  CHLAt  CHLAt  CHLAt   CHLAt  cvCHLAt p5CHLAt 
CHLAtmed 
 
 25  45.60   fall   322  22.2387  1.50 136.000 24.4383 109.891   3.1     12.73 
 26   9.84   sprg   356  16.7756  1.00 145.000 20.5848 122.707   2.2      9.00 
 27  31.20   summ   402  20.7288  1.20 160.000 25.4678 122.862   2.7     10.70 
 28  69.90   wint    71  11.3505  1.19  68.875 14.0613 123.883   2.0      5.55 
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                      n     mean   min   max    std                      med 
Obs p95CHLAt season CHLAp  CHLAp  CHLAp CHLAp  CHLAp  cvCHLAp 
p5CHLAp CHLApmed 
 
 25   76.0    fall   275  28.3234  1.50 154.0 31.0557 109.647   2.93    15.00 
 26   61.5    sprg   195  15.8023  0.75 139.0 19.6404 124.288   1.60     8.60 
 27   78.5    summ   345  25.0328  1.00 125.0 26.7739 106.955   2.30    13.80 
 28   43.2    wint    28   8.4102  0.50  39.1 10.5174 125.056   0.50     4.45 
 
                      n     mean   min   max    std                      med 
Obs p95CHLAp season SECHI  SECHI  SECHI SECHI  SECHI  cvSECHI p5SECHI 
SECHImed 
 
 25   99.10   fall   792  2.12201  0.1   9.95 1.47949 69.7212  0.420   1.7825 
 26   62.45   sprg   701  2.65667  0.2   7.90 1.48928 56.0582  0.685   2.4400 
 27   86.10   summ   984  2.27590  0.1   7.95 1.51254 66.4590  0.460   1.9250 
 28   32.93   wint   114  3.24772  0.3   8.75 1.79262 55.1963  0.800   3.0000 
 
                      n     mean    min    max    std                      med 
Obs p95SECHI season CHLAs  CHLAs   CHLAs  CHLAs  CHLAs  cvCHLAs 
p5CHLAs CHLAsmed 
 
 25   5.105   fall     1  12.0100 12.010 12.010   .        .     12.010  12.010 
 26   5.450   sprg     1   4.4550  4.455  4.455   .        .      4.455   4.455 
 27   5.375   summ    10   9.6275  0.920 56.870 16.8787 175.317   0.920   3.745 









                         mean min max std  cv         med                  n 
Obs p95CHLAs season nOPD  OPD OPD OPD OPD OPD p5OPD OPDmed p95OPD 
season NH3D 
 
 25  12.010   fall    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    fall    0 
 26   4.455   sprg    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    sprg    0 
 27  56.870   summ    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    summ    0 
 28    .      wint    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    wint    0 
 
    mean  min  max  std  cv           med 
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Obs NH3D NH3D NH3D NH3D NH3D p5NH3D NH3Dmed p95NH3D season nDO  
meanDO minDO 
 
 25   .    .    .    .    .     .      .       .     fall  500  7.4663  0.05 
 26   .    .    .    .    .     .      .       .     sprg  556 10.2426  0.10 
 27   .    .    .    .    .     .      .       .     summ  592  7.3315  0.05 
 28   .    .    .    .    .     .      .       .     wint  164  7.6526  0.30 
 
                                               med 
Obs maxDO     stdDO       cvDO      p5DO      DOmed    p95DO 
 
 25 14.00    2.64337    35.4037    2.3875     8.000     11.3 
 26 14.40    2.02418    19.7623    5.9000    10.600     12.7 
 27 13.70    2.65629    36.2314    0.9000     8.100     10.8 









                                                           med 
Obs season  nTP  meanTP  minTP maxTP  stdTP    cvTP  p5TP TPmed p95TP season 
 
 29  fall   681 0.020420  .001 0.385 0.03263 159.782 .005  0.01 0.050  fall 
 30  sprg   689 0.016330  .000 0.350 0.02082 127.487 .005  0.01 0.040  sprg 
 31  summ  1150 0.018311  .000 0.410 0.02524 137.852 .005  0.01 0.050  summ 
 32  wint   121 0.041810  .001 0.905 0.11397 272.587 .004  0.01 0.115  wint 
 
                  min  max                         med 
Obs nTKN meanTKN  TKN  TKN  stdTKN  cvTKN  p5TKN TKNmed p95TKN season 
nTON meanTON 
 
 29  221 0.61951 0.06 3.02 0.39121  63.149  0.22 0.5400  1.30   fall    3  0.44667 
 30  341 0.49577 0.00 2.70 0.28656  57.801  0.18 0.4500  0.97   sprg    3  0.37833 
 31  338 0.56995 0.05 2.50 0.33819  59.337  0.10 0.5000  1.17   summ    3  0.47500 
 32   72 0.66230 0.05 4.30 0.67594 102.060  0.10 0.4835  2.45   wint    3  0.32333 
 
     min   max                         med 
Obs  TON   TON  stdTON  cvTON  p5TON TONmed p95TON season nTN  meanTN 
minTN 
 
 29 0.205 0.80 0.31282 70.0350 0.205  0.335  0.80   fall   16 0.73469 0.170 
 30 0.115 0.57 0.23581 62.3297 0.115  0.450  0.57   sprg   46 0.31261 0.160 
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 31 0.190 0.77 0.29013 61.0798 0.190  0.465  0.77   summ   48 0.50027 0.134 
 32 0.050 0.56 0.25697 79.4751 0.050  0.360  0.56   wint    0  .       . 
 
     max                        med                             min 
Obs  TN   stdTN    cvTN  p5TN  TNmed  p95TN season nNH3 meanNH3 NH3 maxNH3  
stdNH3 
 
 29 2.95 0.63056 85.8265 0.17 0.63500  2.95  fall    84 0.03823  0  0.7800 0.10487 
 30 1.34 0.21910 70.0888 0.18 0.26000  0.45  sprg   206 0.05107  0  0.5500 0.08570 
 31 1.61 0.21807 43.5909 0.24 0.49725  0.77  summ   127 0.06913  0  0.8400 0.12971 
 32  .    .        .      .    .        .    wint    20 0.14718  0  0.9335 0.21670 
 
                    med                    n     mean    min    max    std 
Obs  cvNH3  p5NH3 NH3med  p95NH3 season NO2NO3  NO2NO3 NO2NO3 
NO2NO3  NO2NO3 
 
 29 274.286 .0000  0.01  0.11000  fall    223  0.04826  0.000  3.16  0.22273 
 30 167.805 .0000  0.01  0.24000  sprg    261  0.06761 -0.015  1.50  0.12093 
 31 187.615 .0000  0.02  0.34000  summ    277  0.03693  0.000  0.71  0.07864 
 32 147.239 .0025  0.07  0.67175  wint     36  0.14525  0.005  0.54  0.11998 
 
       cv               med                                 minp 
Obs  NO2NO3 p5NO2NO3 NO2NO3med p95NO2NO3 season npH  meanpH   H  
maxpH  stdpH 
 
 29 461.469   .000     0.0100    0.190    fall  319 6.74351 4.50 9.000 0.54473 
 30 178.861   .000     0.0325    0.270    sprg  188 6.51045 4.60 7.925 0.58359 
 31 212.946   .000     0.0100    0.226    summ  456 6.83490 4.60 9.000 0.53744 









                  medp               np meanp minp maxp stdp cvp p5p  medp 
Obs   cvpH  p5pH  Hmed p95pH season HSU  HSU   HSU  HSU  HSU HSU HSU 
HSUmed 
 
 29  8.0778 5.80 6.820 7.435  fall   1   6.3   6.3  6.3   .   .  6.3   6.3 
 30  8.9640 5.25 6.620 7.200  sprg   1   5.9   5.9  5.9   .   .  5.9   5.9 
 31  7.8632 5.95 6.870 7.590  summ   1   6.0   6.0  6.0   .   .  6.0   6.0 
 32 12.1192 5.00 6.295 7.755  wint   1   6.4   6.4  6.4   .   .  6.4   6.4 
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    p95p          n    mean   min                                  med 
Obs  HSU season CHLA   CHLA  CHLA maxCHLA stdCHLA  cvCHLA p5CHLA 
CHLAmed p95CHLA 
 
 29  6.3  fall    80 8.49335 0.43 103.300 13.6817 161.087  1.530  4.3625  35.60 
 30  5.9  sprg    29 5.20941 0.73  24.675  5.4598 104.807  0.970  3.6000  18.85 
 31  6.0  summ   114 5.67667 0.62  47.800  7.5243 132.548  0.785  3.4275  24.50 
 32  6.4  wint    18 4.16889 0.29  10.010  2.6638  63.897  0.290  3.4050  10.01 
 
             n     mean   min   max    std                      med 
Obs season CHLAt  CHLAt  CHLAt CHLAt  CHLAt  cvCHLAt p5CHLAt CHLAtmed 
p95CHLAt 
 
 29  fall   130  10.5258 1.990  75.7 10.2993  97.848  2.380    7.330   24.715 
 30  sprg   154  11.0800 0.720 127.0 14.4570 130.478  2.140    7.785   26.000 
 31  summ   215  10.8335 1.845 152.0 14.7552 136.200  2.040    6.425   38.100 
 32  wint    40  11.7260 1.000 139.0 25.0256 213.420  1.545    5.265   56.750 
 
             n     mean   min   max    std                      med 
Obs season CHLAp  CHLAp  CHLAp CHLAp  CHLAp  cvCHLAp p5CHLAp 
CHLApmed p95CHLAp 
 
 29  fall   151  9.70623  1.00 56.05 9.99218 102.946  2.230    6.000    30.3 
 30  sprg    96  5.40068  0.96 22.00 4.55902  84.416  1.000    3.630    16.0 
 31  summ   163  5.83509  0.50 70.05 8.22946 141.034  1.175    3.500    17.0 
 32  wint     2  2.01500  0.53  3.50 2.10011 104.224  0.530    2.015     3.5 
 
             n     mean   min   max    std                      med 
Obs season SECHI  SECHI  SECHI SECHI  SECHI  cvSECHI p5SECHI SECHImed 
p95SECHI 
 
 29  fall   1081 3.97489  0.3   16.1 2.04714 51.5017   1.22    3.70     7.70 
 30  sprg   1057 3.79667  0.3   12.9 1.78692 47.0654   1.37    3.55     7.01 
 31  summ   1585 3.96555  0.3   15.0 1.93305 48.7460   1.30    3.75     7.50 
 32  wint    117 3.82265  1.0   10.5 1.83182 47.9200   1.45    3.50     7.25 
 
             n     mean   min    max    std                      med 
Obs season CHLAs  CHLAs  CHLAs  CHLAs  CHLAs  cvCHLAs p5CHLAs 
CHLAsmed p95CHLAs 
 
 29  fall   229  5.46644  0.70 45.825 5.27848  96.561   1.45    3.84     15.19 
 30  sprg   105  4.74786  1.07 82.785 8.49853 178.997   1.45    3.18      8.86 
 31  summ   666  4.71215  0.30 66.000 5.35250 113.589   1.30    3.45     10.60 










                mean min max std  cv         med                  n  mean  min 
Obs season nOPD  OPD OPD OPD OPD OPD p5OPD OPDmed p95OPD season NH3D 
NH3D NH3D 
 
 29  fall    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    fall    0    .    . 
 30  sprg    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    sprg    0    .    . 
 31  summ    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    summ    0    .    . 
 32  wint    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    wint    0    .    . 
 
     max  std  cv           med 
Obs NH3D NH3D NH3D p5NH3D NH3Dmed p95NH3D season nDO  meanDO minDO 
maxDO  stdDO 
 
 29   .    .    .     .      .       .     fall  239 7.65079  0.0  13.05 2.21483 
 30   .    .    .     .      .       .     sprg  370 9.92368  0.0  13.60 2.07767 
 31   .    .    .     .      .       .     summ  413 7.15049  0.0  13.00 2.37794 
 32   .    .    .     .      .       .     wint   84 7.42142  0.2  14.50 3.68337 
 
                         med 
Obs   cvDO     p5DO     DOmed     p95DO 
 
 29 28.9490    3.65     8.300    10.1000 
 30 20.9365    5.65    10.400    12.1000 
 31 33.2557    1.40     8.100     9.6175 









                             max                         med 
Obs season nTP  meanTP minTP  TP  stdTP    cvTP   p5TP  TPmed p95TP season nTKN 
 
 33  fall  512 0.20012  .000  42 2.07256 1035.67 0.0060  0.04 0.285  fall   355 
 34  sprg  561 0.12540  .000  34 1.43578 1144.97 0.0100  0.04 0.185  sprg   447 
 35  summ  866 0.20069  .000  59 2.41147 1201.59 0.0075  0.04 0.250  summ   701 
 36  wint  316 0.34868  .005  52 3.61348 1036.33 0.0085  0.04 0.220  wint   254 
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             min max                         med 
Obs meanTKN  TKN TKN  stdTKN  cvTKN  p5TKN TKNmed p95TKN season nTON 
meanTON 
 
 33 0.67236 0.04 4.9 0.54994 81.7929  0.20 0.5000  1.585  fall   59  4.50142 
 34 0.59970 0.05 4.8 0.42791 71.3536  0.20 0.5000  1.360  sprg   41  1.04146 
 35 0.64600 0.04 4.6 0.47403 73.3804  0.20 0.5250  1.530  summ   57  7.06368 
 36 0.57850 0.05 5.2 0.52143 90.1340  0.19 0.4425  1.180  wint   28  9.23661 
 
     min  max                         med 
Obs  TON  TON  stdTON  cvTON  p5TON TONmed p95TON season nTN  meanTN  
minTN 
 
 33 0.084 210 27.4044 608.793  0.15  0.410   3.1   fall   61 4.54028 0.0860 
 34 0.080  26  4.0084 384.885  0.09  0.300   1.2   sprg   48 1.10573 0.1455 
 35 0.086 230 33.4973 474.219  0.11  0.340  41.0   summ   58 7.09883 0.0880 
 36 0.040 190 37.0023 400.605  0.04  0.485  57.0   wint   46 6.10785 0.2300 
 
                                  med                            min  max 
Obs  maxTN  stdTN    cvTN   p5TN TNmed p95TN season nNH3 meanNH3 NH3  NH3  
stdNH3 
 
 33 210.00 26.9406 593.369 0.245  0.50  2.55  fall   440 0.11342  0  1.70 0.20290 
 34  26.06  3.6999 334.612 0.280  0.47  1.34  sprg   490 0.06937  0  0.75 0.09295 
 35 230.10 33.2504 468.392 0.125  0.53 41.05  summ   802 0.07142  0  1.75 0.13565 
 36 190.10 28.9634 474.200 0.240  0.60  4.32  wint   259 0.06153  0  0.77 0.07910 
 
                    med                   n     mean    min    max    std 
Obs  cvNH3  p5NH3 NH3med p95NH3 season NO2NO3  NO2NO3 NO2NO3 NO2NO3  
NO2NO3 
 
 33 178.896  .005  0.040 0.5075  fall    403  0.13990    0    6.080 0.41347 
 34 133.995  .005  0.035 0.2500  sprg    457  0.28634    0    5.000 0.49188 
 35 189.940  .000  0.030 0.2750  summ    668  0.11835    0    6.665 0.41902 
 36 128.547  .005  0.040 0.1700  wint    249  0.28472    0    2.020 0.30530 
 
       cv               med                                       maxp 
Obs  NO2NO3 p5NO2NO3 NO2NO3med p95NO2NO3 season npH  meanpH minpH   H   
stdpH 
 
 33 295.552   0.004    0.040     0.535    fall   24 5.83438 4.170 8.53 1.19323 
 34 171.784   0.005    0.165     1.000    sprg   23 5.83500 3.700 8.66 1.46449 
 35 354.039   0.003    0.020     0.480    summ   28 5.79589 4.235 7.65 1.08595 










                  medp p95p         np  meanp  minp maxp                  p5p 
Obs   cvpH  p5pH  Hmed   H  season HSU   HSU    HSU  HSU stdpHSU  cvpHSU  HSU 
 
 33 20.4517 4.30 5.545 7.60  fall   6  6.94708 6.10 7.43 0.50810 7.31387 6.10 
 34 25.0983 4.30 5.925 8.50  sprg   6  6.97458 6.33 7.46 0.38948 5.58430 6.33 
 35 18.7366 4.28 5.730 7.64  summ   6  6.84167 5.85 7.42 0.54064 7.90210 5.85 
 36 12.4861 5.60 6.590 8.15  wint   6  7.02833 6.36 7.44 0.38151 5.42816 6.36 
 
      medp  p95p          n    mean   min  max                           med 
Obs  HSUmed  HSU season CHLA   CHLA  CHLA  CHLA stdCHLA  cvCHLA 
p5CHLA CHLAmed 
 
 33 7.05500 7.43  fall   171 17.0357 0.50  91.0 15.1369  88.854   2.8   11.80 
 34 7.00375 7.46  sprg   185 11.0703 0.75  65.2  9.6797  87.439   1.6    9.00 
 35 6.90500 7.42  summ   301 14.6151 0.50 112.1 15.0076 102.686   2.0    9.50 
 36 7.04875 7.44  wint    84  6.2726 0.40  60.8  8.7090 138.841   0.6    3.55 
 
                     n     mean    min    max    std                      med 
Obs p95CHLA season CHLAt  CHLAt   CHLAt  CHLAt  CHLAt  cvCHLAt p5CHLAt 
CHLAtmed 
 
 33   52.0   fall   100  26.4029 0.0000 134.98 25.1908  95.409 2.53675  18.170 
 34   27.0   sprg   102  16.6671 0.0000  81.31 17.1034 102.618 2.00000  11.335 
 35   40.0   summ   158  33.1432 1.9000 151.00 32.0635  96.742 3.00000  21.475 
 36   20.9   wint    29  10.4185 0.5915  66.30 13.1264 125.991 1.60000   5.200 
 
                      n     mean   min    max    std                      med 
Obs p95CHLAt season CHLAp  CHLAp  CHLAp  CHLAp  CHLAp  cvCHLAp 
p5CHLAp CHLApmed 
 
 33   75.670  fall   194  17.5062  0.0  138.84 21.9288 125.263   0.86     9.86 
 34   57.870  sprg   172  14.1374  0.0   78.77 14.7149 104.085   2.14     9.00 
 35  109.495  summ   357  22.2436  0.0  155.00 27.3024 122.742   2.14    12.35 
 36   30.000  wint    62   6.7288  0.5   66.85 12.2995 182.789   0.50     3.20 
 
                      n     mean   min   max    std                      med 




 33   61.55   fall   262  5.60584  0.10 395.0 32.1698 573.862  0.200   1.0000 
 34   51.40   sprg   304  4.14083  0.15 208.0 21.3002 514.395  0.300   0.9800 
 35   86.20   summ   572  3.09236  0.10 313.5 19.0329 615.480  0.275   1.0050 
 36   17.00   wint   164  5.81954  0.15 234.5 26.5318 455.908  0.300   0.8925 
 
                      n     mean    min    max     std                      med 
Obs p95SECHI season CHLAs  CHLAs   CHLAs  CHLAs   CHLAs  cvCHLAs 
p5CHLAs CHLAsmed 
 
 33   4.200   fall    4   18.3635  7.705 27.3580 8.13087 44.2774   7.705  19.1955 
 34   3.900   sprg    4   12.7551  5.293 20.9375 6.85746 53.7624   5.293  12.3950 
 35   3.250   summ    4   17.6435 10.385 25.2370 6.43361 36.4645  10.385  17.4760 









                         mean min max std  cv         med                  n 
Obs p95CHLAs season nOPD  OPD OPD OPD OPD OPD p5OPD OPDmed p95OPD 
season NH3D 
 
 33  27.3580  fall    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    fall    0 
 34  20.9375  sprg    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    sprg    0 
 35  25.2370  summ    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    summ    0 
 36  13.7350  wint    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    wint    0 
 
    mean  min  max  std  cv           med 
Obs NH3D NH3D NH3D NH3D NH3D p5NH3D NH3Dmed p95NH3D season nDO  
meanDO minDO 
 
 33   .    .    .    .    .     .      .       .     fall  276 7.47288  1.20 
 34   .    .    .    .    .     .      .       .     sprg  317 8.68144  1.35 
 35   .    .    .    .    .     .      .       .     summ  551 7.18871  0.10 
 36   .    .    .    .    .     .      .       .     wint  202 9.86396  3.40 
 
     max                                   med 
Obs  DO      stdDO       cvDO     p5DO    DOmed    p95DO 
 
 33 12.8    1.59572    21.3535     4.4      7.6      9.8 
 34 13.7    1.50035    17.2823     5.9      8.9     10.9 
 35 13.1    1.92080    26.7197     3.4      7.5     10.0 










                                                          med 
Obs season nTP  meanTP minTP maxTP  stdTP    cvTP   p5TP TPmed p95TP season 
nTKN 
 
 37  fall   30 0.11050  0.02 0.440 0.08855  80.140 0.030 0.090 0.250  fall   26 
 38  sprg   40 0.11956  0.01 0.400 0.09182  76.799 0.020 0.095 0.290  sprg   37 
 39  summ   49 0.16291  0.02 1.115 0.16554 101.613 0.030 0.130 0.335  summ   29 
 40  wint   20 0.10700  0.03 0.240 0.05340  49.902 0.035 0.115 0.215  wint   17 
 
             min   max                          med                     mean 
Obs meanTKN  TKN   TKN   stdTKN  cvTKN  p5TKN TKNmed p95TKN season 
nTON  TON 
 
 37 0.80904 0.300 1.685 0.42323 52.3128  0.30 0.7075  1.60   fall    0    . 
 38 0.82095 0.285 2.300 0.43421 52.8913  0.37 0.6900  1.85   sprg    0    . 
 39 0.87414 0.390 2.090 0.44730 51.1708  0.43 0.7950  2.00   summ    0    . 
 40 0.84529 0.450 1.460 0.27640 32.6983  0.45 0.7900  1.46   wint    0    . 
 
    min max std  cv         med                    mean min max std 
Obs TON TON TON TON p5TON TONmed p95TON season nTN  TN   TN  TN  TN 
cvTN p5TN 
 
 37  .   .   .   .    .      .      .    fall   0    .   .   .   .    .    . 
 38  .   .   .   .    .      .      .    sprg   0    .   .   .   .    .    . 
 39  .   .   .   .    .      .      .    summ   0    .   .   .   .    .    . 
 40  .   .   .   .    .      .      .    wint   0    .   .   .   .    .    . 
 
     med                             min  max                         med 
Obs TNmed p95TN season nNH3 meanNH3  NH3  NH3  stdNH3  cvNH3  p5NH3 
NH3med p95NH3 
 
 37   .     .    fall    9  0.08444 0.01 0.26 0.08963 106.144  0.01  0.04   0.260 
 38   .     .    sprg   27  0.08778 0.01 0.40 0.08595  97.916  0.01  0.07   0.275 
 39   .     .    summ   36  0.19778 0.01 0.94 0.25009 126.450  0.01  0.08   0.850 
 40   .     .    wint    7  0.05000 0.01 0.11 0.04093  81.854  0.01  0.04   0.110 
 
              n     mean    min    max    std      cv               med 
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Obs season NO2NO3  NO2NO3 NO2NO3 NO2NO3  NO2NO3  NO2NO3 p5NO2NO3 
NO2NO3med 
 
 37  fall    20   0.05875  0.005  0.260 0.06855 116.688  0.0075     0.04 
 38  sprg    33   0.25909  0.005  1.285 0.37402 144.357  0.0100     0.05 
 39  summ    47   0.04851  0.005  0.370 0.07911 163.080  0.0100     0.02 
 40  wint    19   0.20684  0.010  1.085 0.24279 117.380  0.0100     0.16 
 
                         meanp minp maxp                 medp p95p         np 
Obs p95NO2NO3 season npH   H     H    H  stdpH cvpH p5pH Hmed   H  season HSU 
 
 37   0.245    fall   0    .     .    .    .     .    .    .    .   fall   0 
 38   1.215    sprg   0    .     .    .    .     .    .    .    .   sprg   0 
 39   0.290    summ   0    .     .    .    .     .    .    .    .   summ   0 









    meanp minp maxp stdp cvp p5p  medp  p95p          n    mean   min  max 
Obs  HSU   HSU  HSU  HSU HSU HSU HSUmed  HSU season CHLA   CHLA  CHLA  
CHLA 
 
 37   .     .    .    .   .   .     .     .   fall    3  85.9667 35.4 126.2 
 38   .     .    .    .   .   .     .     .   sprg    4  48.7000  7.1  88.4 
 39   .     .    .    .   .   .     .     .   summ    3  71.6333 16.8 124.4 
 40   .     .    .    .   .   .     .     .   wint    0    .       .     . 
 
                             med                    n     mean    min     max 
Obs stdCHLA  cvCHLA p5CHLA CHLAmed p95CHLA season CHLAt  CHLAt   
CHLAt   CHLAt 
 
 37 46.2736 53.8273  35.4   96.30   126.2   fall    1    79.010  79.010  79.010 
 38 42.8936 88.0772   7.1   49.65    88.4   sprg    1    58.405  58.405  58.405 
 39 53.8298 75.1462  16.8   73.70   124.4   summ    1   114.220 114.220 114.220 
 40   .       .        .      .        .    wint    0      .       .       . 
 
     std    cv             med                     n     mean   min    max 
Obs CHLAt CHLAt p5CHLAt CHLAtmed p95CHLAt season CHLAp  CHLAp  CHLAp  
CHLAp 
 
 37   .     .    79.010   79.010   79.010  fall    5   26.2720  4.3   79.21 
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 38   .     .    58.405   58.405   58.405  sprg    5   15.5260  0.5   50.97 
 39   .     .   114.220  114.220  114.220  summ    4   33.9225  5.6  112.14 
 40   .     .      .        .        .     wint    2    1.9250  0.5    3.35 
 
      std                      med                     n     mean   min   max 
Obs  CHLAp  cvCHLAp p5CHLAp CHLApmed p95CHLAp season SECHI  SECHI  
SECHI SECHI 
 
 37 30.3186 115.403   4.3    16.600    79.21   fall    4   0.52375 0.225  1.05 
 38 20.2412 130.369   0.5     8.400    50.97   sprg    7   0.31429 0.140  0.70 
 39 52.2258 153.956   5.6     8.975   112.14   summ    6   0.33667 0.100  0.65 
 40  2.0153 104.689   0.5     1.925     3.35   wint    4   0.32625 0.200  0.45 
 
      std                      med                     n    mean  min   max 
Obs  SECHI  cvSECHI p5SECHI SECHImed p95SECHI season CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs 
CHLAs 
 
 37 0.36160 69.0410  0.225   0.4100    1.05    fall    0     .     .     . 
 38 0.21717 69.0989  0.140   0.2000    0.70    sprg    0     .     .     . 
 39 0.19919 59.1654  0.100   0.3175    0.65    summ    0     .     .     . 
 40 0.12010 36.8109  0.200   0.3275    0.45    wint    0     .     .     . 
 
     std    cv             med                        mean min max std  cv 
Obs CHLAs CHLAs p5CHLAs CHLAsmed p95CHLAs season nOPD  OPD OPD OPD 
OPD OPD p5OPD 
 
 37   .     .      .        .        .     fall    0    .   .   .   .   .    . 
 38   .     .      .        .        .     sprg    0    .   .   .   .   .    . 
 39   .     .      .        .        .     summ    0    .   .   .   .   .    . 









      med                  n  mean  min  max  std  cv           med 
Obs OPDmed p95OPD season NH3D NH3D NH3D NH3D NH3D NH3D p5NH3D 
NH3Dmed p95NH3D 
 
 37    .      .    fall    0    .    .    .    .    .     .      .       . 
 38    .      .    sprg    0    .    .    .    .    .     .      .       . 
 39    .      .    summ    0    .    .    .    .    .     .      .       . 
 40    .      .    wint    0    .    .    .    .    .     .      .       . 
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                                  max                           med 
Obs season  nDO   meanDO  minDO   DO    stdDO     cvDO   p5DO  DOmed  p95DO 
 
 37  fall    27  7.49259   2.80   9.7  1.36774  18.2546  6.10   7.70   9.60 
 38  sprg    32  7.73906   3.40  10.1  1.56250  20.1898  4.50   7.90  10.00 
 39  summ    44  6.20341   2.25  11.7  2.03334  32.7778  3.25   6.85   9.25 









                                                             med 
Obs season nTP  meanTP  minTP maxTP   stdTP    cvTP   p5TP  TPmed  p95TP season 
 
 41  fall  157 0.037363  .003 0.330 0.047951 128.337 .00500  0.02 0.1200  fall 
 42  sprg  205 0.030885  .003 0.255 0.037694 122.044 .00500  0.02 0.0950  sprg 
 43  summ  300 0.040283  .000 0.570 0.065038 161.452 .00500  0.02 0.1375  summ 
 44  wint   80 0.037844  .000 0.600 0.069626 183.984 .00775  0.02 0.1025  wint 
 
                  min  max                         med 
Obs nTKN meanTKN  TKN  TKN  stdTKN  cvTKN  p5TKN TKNmed p95TKN season 
nTON meanTON 
 
 41  103 0.50177 0.02 2.50 0.51066 101.772  0.08  0.35   1.60   fall   45  0.23989 
 42  128 0.37771 0.05 1.53 0.28590  75.694  0.06  0.30   0.94   sprg   49  0.18663 
 43  215 0.40210 0.02 1.45 0.28962  72.027  0.10  0.30   1.05   summ   51  0.23441 
 44   62 0.38029 0.05 2.50 0.53658 141.098  0.05  0.22   1.25   wint   17  0.20029 
 
     min   max                          med                             min 
Obs  TON   TON   stdTON  cvTON  p5TON TONmed p95TON season nTN  meanTN  
TN 
 
 41 0.045 0.645 0.13176 54.9238 0.070  0.220  0.48   fall    2 0.37750 0.34 
 42 0.030 0.750 0.12720 68.1569 0.050  0.160  0.42   sprg    2 1.15500 1.11 
 43 0.040 1.055 0.17307 73.8297 0.080  0.195  0.69   summ   14 0.72929 0.12 
 44 0.075 0.450 0.10784 53.8411 0.075  0.180  0.45   wint    2 0.70000 0.56 
 
                                 med                              min   max 




 41 0.415 0.05303 14.0485 0.34 0.3775 0.415  fall   146 0.094808 .0000 1.115 
 42 1.200 0.06364  5.5099 1.11 1.1550 1.200  sprg   180 0.073036 .0000 0.640 
 43 2.405 0.59692 81.8501 0.12 0.6025 2.405  summ   285 0.086067 .0000 0.940 
 44 0.840 0.19799 28.2843 0.56 0.7000 0.840  wint    70 0.043057 .0075 0.185 
 
                              med                   n     mean    min    max 
Obs  stdNH3  cvNH3   p5NH3  NH3med p95NH3 season NO2NO3  NO2NO3 NO2NO3 
NO2NO3 
 
 41 0.18086 190.759 0.01000  0.040  0.370  fall    137  0.18402  0.001  1.715 
 42 0.10489 143.612 0.00625  0.030  0.300  sprg    188  0.32736  0.003  3.750 
 43 0.14914 173.281 0.00500  0.030  0.405  summ    249  0.15156  0.003  4.100 
 44 0.03934  91.376 0.01000  0.025  0.123  wint     70  0.36379  0.010  1.500 
 
      std      cv               med                         meanp minp maxp 
Obs  NO2NO3  NO2NO3 p5NO2NO3 NO2NO3med p95NO2NO3 season npH   H     H    
H 
 
 41 0.23718 128.884  0.0100    0.0800    0.600    fall   1   6.9   6.9  6.9 
 42 0.41642 127.206  0.0200    0.2125    0.930    sprg   1   7.0   7.0  7.0 
 43 0.33577 221.538  0.0075    0.0500    0.530    summ   1   7.1   7.1  7.1 









                    medp p95p         np  meanp  minp maxp                  p5p 
Obs stdpH cvpH p5pH Hmed   H  season HSU   HSU    HSU  HSU stdpHSU  cvpHSU  
HSU 
 
 41   .     .   6.9  6.9  6.9  fall   6  7.26500 6.42 7.73 0.55766 7.67605 6.42 
 42   .     .   7.0  7.0  7.0  sprg   6  7.24833 6.54 7.73 0.49697 6.85630 6.54 
 43   .     .   7.1  7.1  7.1  summ   6  7.13917 6.38 7.55 0.51533 7.21834 6.38 
 44   .     .   7.3  7.3  7.3  wint   5  7.06400 6.47 7.46 0.48614 6.88191 6.47 
 
     medp  p95p          n    mean   min  max                           med 
Obs HSUmed  HSU season CHLA   CHLA  CHLA  CHLA stdCHLA  cvCHLA 
p5CHLA CHLAmed 
 
 41 7.5450 7.73  fall   32  6.20781 0.45 49.70 8.52572 137.339  0.90   4.075 
 42 7.5000 7.73  sprg   27  3.48148 1.00 18.95 3.58772 103.052  1.05   2.100 
 43 7.3975 7.55  summ   73  6.09384 0.50 63.50 9.71794 159.472  0.50   2.500 
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 44 7.3700 7.46  wint    4  1.73750 0.40  5.30 2.37816 136.872  0.40   0.625 
 
                     n     m
Obs p95CHLA season CHLAt  CHLAt  CHLA
CHLAt
 
 41   11.5   fall    30  11.7393 0.865 45.510 12.2466 104.321  1.050    7.110 
 42    6.8   sprg    39   7.9568 0.500 40.500 10.6871 134.314  0.760    2.770 
 43   26.5   summ
 44    5.3   wint    12   1.5677 0.500  4.632  1.2330  78.652  0.500    1.365 
 
                      n     m
Obs p95CHLAt season CHLAp  CHLAp 
p5CHLAp CHLAp
 
 41  35.750   fall    88  8.69591  0.5  38.30 7.85684  90.351   1.1    5.7725 
 42  33.210   sprg    92  7.07842  0.5  31.65 6.55926  92.666   0.5    4.8500 
 43  39.852   summ   114  9.33921  0.5  69.09 9.22627  98.791   1.2    6.1325 
 44   4.632   wint    34  2.62074  0.4  17.90 3.28794 125.459   0.5    1.6000 
 
                      n     m
Obs p95CHLAp season SECHI  SECHI  SE
SECHI
 
 41  28.000   fall    89   9.3879 0.385  293  35.3173 376.202  0.520    1.89 
 42  20.000   sprg   105   8.4898 0.195  331  36.1099 425.334  0.475    1.77 
 43  25.805   summ   161   6.3585 0.440  270  25.4947 400.956  0.700    2.30 
 44   9.550   wint    62  10.1552 0.120  343  45.1419 444.522  0.270    1.47 
 
                      n     m
Obs p95SECHI season CHLAs  CHLAs  CHLA
CHLAs
 
 41   78.00   fall    5   25.8956 6.164 36.292 13.3097 51.3976  6.164   32.830 
 42    6.55   sprg    5   14.1126 3.786 22.557  6.8659 48.6510  3.786   15.142 
 43    5.60   summ    5   21.5360 5.293 30.284 10.0321 46.5832  5.293   23.919 









                         m
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ean   min    max    std                      med 
t  CHLAt  CHLAt  cvCHLAt p5CHLAt 
med 
    54  13.3673 1.165 71.250 13.9756 104.551  1.425    7.465 
ean   min   max    std                      med 
 CHLAp CHLAp  CHLAp  cvCHLAp 
med 
ean   min   max    std                      med 
CHI SECHI  SECHI  cvSECHI p5SECHI 
med 
ean   min    max    std                      med 
s  CHLAs  CHLAs  cvCHLAs p5CHLAs 
med 
parison of Lake and Reservoir Merged dataset to EPA Outputs      37 
=11 
ean  min  max std  cv         med                  n 
 
Obs p95CHLAs season nOPD  OPD  OPD 
season NH3D 
 
 41  36.292   fall    1  0.02 0.02 0.02  .   .   0.02  0.02   0.02   fall    1 
 42  22.557   sprg    1  0.02 0.02 0.02  .   .   0.02  0.02   0.02   sprg    1 
 43  30.284   summ    1  0.02 0.02 0.02  .   .   0.02  0.02   0.02   summ    0 
 44   9.916   wint    1  0.02 0.02 0.02  .   .   0.02  0.02   0.02   wint    1 
 




 41 0.02 0.02 0.02   .    .   0.02    0.02    0.02   fall   81  7.3269  1.05 
 42 0.02 0.02 0.02   .    .   0.02    0.02    0.02   sprg  106  9.3858  5.90 
 43  .    .    .     .    .    .       .       .     summ  169  7.3421  0.70 
 44 0.02 0.02 0.02   .    .   0.02    0.02    0.02   wint   61 10.7819  6.95 
 
     m
Obs  DO      stdDO       cvDO     p5DO     DOme
 
 41 12.4    1.66885    22.7769    4.00     7.650     9.25 
 42 12.7    1.05242    11.2129    7.60     9.525    10.95 
 43 12.0    1.64564    22.4137    4.05     7.700     9.50 









                                                           m
Obs season  nTP  m
 
 45  fall  1281 0.048943   0   3.470 0.14738 301.131 .006  0.02 0.1350  fall 
 46  sprg  1302 0.048732   0   3.650 0.13408 275.133 .005  0.02 0.1635  sprg 
 47  summ  1296 0.040376   0   2.325 0.08852 219.233 .005  0.02 0.1300  summ 
 48  wint  1174 0.041259   0   0.950 0.06652 161.225 .006  0.02 0.1450  wint 
 




 45  413 1.03304 0.00 5.00 0.63554 61.5217 0.400  0.88   2.110  fall   397 
 46  420 1.04227 0.08 5.08 0.74670 71.6419 0.300  0.83   2.565  sprg   411 
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 OPD OPD OPD p5OPD OPDmed p95OPD 
ean  min  max  std  cv           med 
D NH3D NH3D NH3D NH3D p5NH3D NH3Dmed p95NH3D season nDO  
eanDO minDO 
ax                                    med 
d    p95DO 
parison of Lake and Reservoir Merged dataset to EPA Outputs      38 
=12 
ed 
eanTP  minTP maxTP  stdTP    cvTP  p5TP TPmed  p95TP season 
in  max                         med 
eanTKN  TKN  TKN  stdTKN  cvTKN  p5TKN TKNmed p95TKN season 
 
 47  422 0.98231 0.00 5.15 0.65189 66.3632 0.250  0.85   2.060  summ   405 
 48  331 0.97343 0.00 4.83 0.66613 68.4315 0.385  0.78   2.270  wint   334 
 




 45 1.24276 0.000 32.200 1.74259 140.220 0.395 0.96600  2.99   fall  1098 0.90588 
 46 1.15701 0.036 15.750 1.11602  96.457 0.290 0.87500  2.93   sprg  1087 0.91648 
 47 1.05963 0.033  4.810 0.72921  68.817 0.250 0.90000  2.41   summ  1121 0.87449 
 48 1.07801 0.032  4.435 0.71097  65.952 0.410 0.87375  2.65   wint  1047 0.88348 
 




 45 0.040 10.5700 0.67102 74.0741 0.235 0.7635  1.90  fall   358 0.057510  0 
 46 0.000  9.6925 0.73522 80.2221 0.230 0.7200  2.19  sprg   373 0.042367  0 
 47 0.040  4.8205 0.60934 69.6802 0.210 0.7450  2.03  summ   367 0.047582  0 
 48 0.034  4.6000 0.63608 71.9971 0.210 0.7400  2.00  wint   288 0.072302  0 
 
     m
Obs  NH3  s
NO2NO3 NO2NO3 
 
 45 1.16 0.10854 188.735  .003 0.0200  0.24   fall    277  0.01690    0    0.28 
 46 0.61 0.07901 186.496  .003 0.0115  0.22   sprg    272  0.03388    0    2.02 
 47 0.92 0.08966 188.443  .000 0.0200  0.16   summ    275  0.02107    0    1.81 
 48 0.99 0.12245 169.357  .003 0.0300  0.29   wint    204  0.14609    0    5.21 
 
      std      cv               m
Obs  NO2NO3  NO2NO3 p5NO2NO3 NO2NO3m
H    H 
 
 45 0.03336 197.473     0      0.0070     0.08    fall  336 6.90857 3.80 9.27 
 46 0.13817 407.814     0      0.0100     0.10    sprg  353 7.02827 3.60 9.59 
 47 0.11162 529.689     0      0.0075     0.06    summ  348 6.81882 3.50 9.50 










in                                 med 
eanTON  TON  maxTON  stdTON  cvTON  p5TON  TONmed p95TON season  
eanTN 
ed                             min 
inTN  maxTN   stdTN    cvTN   p5TN  TNmed p95TN season nNH3  meanNH3 
ax                         med                   n     mean    min    max 
tdNH3  cvNH3  p5NH3 NH3med p95NH3 season NO2NO3  NO2NO3 
ed                                 minp maxp 
ed p95NO2NO3 season npH  meanpH   
parison of Lake and Reservoir Merged dataset to EPA Outputs      39 
=12 
                          medp               np meanp minp maxp stdp cvp p5p 
Obs  stdpH    cvpH  p5pH  Hmed p95pH season HSU  HSU   HSU  HSU  HSU HSU 
HSU 
 
 45 1.00453 14.5404  5.0 7.070 8.390  fall   0    .     .    .    .   .   . 
 46 1.24988 17.7836  4.5 7.300 8.735  sprg   0    .     .    .    .   .   . 
 47 1.27229 18.6586  4.3 7.045 8.520  summ   0    .     .    .    .   .   . 
 48 0.95400 13.7261  5.1 7.150 8.190  wint   0    .     .    .    .   .   . 
 
     medp  p95p          n  mean  min  max                         med 
Obs HSUmed  HSU season CHLA CHLA CHLA CHLA stdCHLA cvCHLA p5CHLA 
CHLAmed p95CHLA 
 
 45    .     .   fall    0    .    .    .     .       .      .      .       . 
 46    .     .   sprg    0    .    .    .     .       .      .      .       . 
 47    .     .   summ    0    .    .    .     .       .      .      .       . 
 48    .     .   wint    0    .    .    .     .       .      .      .       . 
 
             n     mean   min   max    std                      med 
Obs season CHLAt  CHLAt  CHLAt CHLAt  CHLAt  cvCHLAt p5CHLAt CHLAtmed 
p95CHLAt 
 
 45  fall   697  19.3461 0.685 137.0 22.7066 117.371   2.00   10.0000  68.135 
 46  sprg   702  15.0455 0.000 141.5 20.8352 138.481   1.00    6.5000  61.380 
 47  summ   699  17.1905 0.500 151.5 21.1513 123.041   1.94    8.5000  65.500 
 48  wint   646  15.2769 0.360 135.0 19.9349 130.490   1.00    6.9625  54.270 
 
             n     mean   min    max    std                      med 
Obs season CHLAp  CHLAp  CHLAp  CHLAp  CHLAp  cvCHLAp p5CHLAp 
CHLApmed p95CHLAp 
 
 45  fall   189  23.7535   0   155.60 30.9160 130.154  0.800    9.340    98.90 
 46  sprg   217  18.9773   0   119.30 25.8816 136.382  0.405    6.420    79.30 
 47  summ   188  19.9649   0   150.60 28.2283 141.389  0.540    7.565    76.60 
 48  wint   131  17.2353   0   124.29 24.6271 142.887  0.000    6.420    60.15 
 
             n     mean   min   max    std                      med 
Obs season SECHI  SECHI  SECHI SECHI  SECHI  cvSECHI p5SECHI SECHImed 
p95SECHI 
 
 45  fall   390  1.32938  0.20 5.850 0.90351 67.9644   0.35    1.05     3.135 
 46  sprg   360  1.39793  0.10 5.225 0.99338 71.0611   0.30    1.07     3.685 
 47  summ   381  1.42983  0.21 7.100 1.06468 74.4618   0.40    1.09     3.900 
 48  wint   352  1.44641  0.27 5.700 1.00205 69.2787   0.40    1.10     3.700 
 
             n    mean  min   max   std    cv             med 
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Obs season CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs p5CHLAs CHLAsmed 
p95CHLAs season 
 
 45  fall    0     .     .     .     .     .      .        .        .     fall 
 46  sprg    0     .     .     .     .     .      .        .        .     sprg 
 47  summ    0     .     .     .     .     .      .        .        .     summ 









         mean min max std  cv         med                  n  mean  min  max 
Obs nOPD  OPD OPD OPD OPD OPD p5OPD OPDmed p95OPD season NH3D NH3D 
NH3D NH3D 
 
 45   0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    fall    0    .    .    . 
 46   0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    sprg    0    .    .    . 
 47   0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    summ    0    .    .    . 
 48   0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    wint    0    .    .    . 
 
     std  cv           med                                     max 
Obs NH3D NH3D p5NH3D NH3Dmed p95NH3D season nDO  meanDO minDO  DO   
stdDO 
 
 45   .    .     .      .       .     fall  367 6.92839  0.57 11.6 1.43134 
 46   .    .     .      .       .     sprg  386 8.00451  1.30 12.7 1.34528 
 47   .    .     .      .       .     summ  387 6.75419  0.35 19.2 1.57725 
 48   .    .     .      .       .     wint  298 8.46594  3.11 12.1 1.14436 
 
                          med 
Obs   cvDO      p5DO     DOmed    p95DO 
 
 45 20.6591    4.400    7.1100     9.09 
 46 16.8065    5.515    8.1075     9.70 
 47 23.3521    4.050    7.0000     8.40 










                                                              med 
Obs season nTP  meanTP  minTP maxTP   stdTP    cvTP   p5TP   TPmed p95TP season 
 
 49  fall   25 0.065140 0.007 0.190 0.043015 66.0345 0.0095 0.0600 0.150  fall 
 50  sprg   26 0.079192 0.000 0.170 0.052782 66.6509 0.0070 0.0745 0.167  sprg 
 51  summ   26 0.059923 0.010 0.120 0.031412 52.4200 0.0100 0.0700 0.102  summ 
 52  wint   25 0.066220 0.005 0.177 0.042897 64.7798 0.0100 0.0670 0.128  wint 
 
                  min   max                          med 
Obs nTKN meanTKN  TKN   TKN   stdTKN  cvTKN  p5TKN TKNmed p95TKN 
season nTON 
 
 49  12  1.51375 1.080 3.010 0.51169 33.8029 1.080 1.3575  3.010  fall   22 
 50  13  1.41500 0.550 2.925 0.52775 37.2969 0.550 1.3400  2.925  sprg   23 
 51  13  1.50846 1.130 2.670 0.37399 24.7928 1.130 1.4100  2.670  summ   24 
 52  12  1.50667 1.105 2.725 0.40323 26.7633 1.105 1.4100  2.725  wint   22 
 
             min  max                          med 
Obs meanTON  TON  TON   stdTON  cvTON  p5TON TONmed p95TON season nTN  
meanTN 
 
 49 1.35798 0.76 2.480 0.41594 30.6295 0.900 1.3325 2.2400  fall   22 1.42743 
 50 1.29291 0.49 2.905 0.51853 40.1052 0.540 1.3000 1.8200  sprg   22 1.53711 
 51 1.35594 0.74 2.650 0.35911 26.4846 0.740 1.3650 1.5675  summ   22 1.45218 
 52 1.36045 0.58 2.405 0.45321 33.3133 0.606 1.3625 2.1400  wint   22 1.56400 
 
                                        med                              min 
Obs minTN maxTN  stdTN    cvTN   p5TN  TNmed  p95TN season nNH3 meanNH3  
NH3 
 
 49 0.765 3.225 0.49704 34.8204 1.040 1.3700 2.3700  fall    4  0.11125 0.005 
 50 0.515 3.210 0.59766 38.8822 0.556 1.4305 2.2650  sprg   10  0.02800 0.000 
 51 0.822 2.690 0.34634 23.8494 0.830 1.4450 1.6400  summ   10  0.05350 0.020 
 52 0.700 2.725 0.49762 31.8169 0.823 1.5625 2.3975  wint    5  0.16200 0.000 
 
     max                         med                   n     mean     min 
Obs  NH3  stdNH3  cvNH3  p5NH3 NH3med p95NH3 season NO2NO3  NO2NO3  
NO2NO3 
 
 49 0.30 0.13579 122.061 0.005 0.0700  0.30   fall    12   0.015208  .004 
 50 0.10 0.02983 106.546 0.000 0.0200  0.10   sprg    13   0.096000  .003 
 51 0.12 0.03637  67.974 0.020 0.0375  0.12   summ    13   0.008615  .000 
 52 0.41 0.18213 112.424 0.000 0.0700  0.41   wint    12   0.080958  .004 
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      max    std      cv               med 
Obs NO2NO3  NO2NO3  NO2NO3 p5NO2NO3 NO2NO3med p95NO2NO3 season 
npH  meanpH 
 
 49  0.060 0.01569 103.182   .004     0.0085    0.060    fall   12 7.96333 
 50  0.285 0.11046 115.061   .003     0.0200    0.285    sprg   12 7.98292 
 51  0.030 0.00974 113.087   .000     0.0100    0.030    summ   12 8.15375 









                                       medp                np meanp minp maxp 
Obs minpH maxpH  stdpH    cvpH   p5pH  Hmed  p95pH season HSU  HSU   HSU  HSU 
 
 49 7.315 8.475 0.36092 4.53223 7.315 8.0775 8.475  fall   0    .     .    . 
 50 7.600 8.420 0.25903 3.24483 7.600 8.0150 8.420  sprg   0    .     .    . 
 51 7.400 8.800 0.44544 5.46297 7.400 8.1850 8.800  summ   0    .     .    . 
 52 7.300 8.230 0.30742 3.89902 7.300 7.9600 8.230  wint   0    .     .    . 
 
    stdp cvp p5p  medp  p95p          n   mean  min   max 
Obs  HSU HSU HSU HSUmed  HSU season CHLA  CHLA  CHLA  CHLA stdCHLA 
cvCHLA p5CHLA 
 
 49   .   .   .     .     .   fall    0    .     .     .      .       .      . 
 50   .   .   .     .     .   sprg    1  10.35 10.35 10.35    .       .    10.35 
 51   .   .   .     .     .   summ    1   4.75  4.75  4.75    .       .     4.75 
 52   .   .   .     .     .   wint    1   6.60  6.60  6.60    .       .     6.60 
 
      med                    n     mean   min   max    std 
Obs CHLAmed p95CHLA season CHLAt  CHLAt  CHLAt CHLAt  CHLAt  cvCHLAt 
p5CHLAt 
 
 49    .       .     fall    12  23.0917  4.85  47.0 12.0631 52.2401   4.85 
 50  10.35   10.35   sprg    11  18.3273  6.20  31.4  7.5188 41.0250   6.20 
 51   4.75    4.75   summ    11  19.8545  4.10  32.1  9.0826 45.7459   4.10 
 52   6.60    6.60   wint    12  19.0917  3.10  33.8 10.1849 53.3474   3.10 
 
       med                     n    mean  min   max   std    cv             med 




 49   22.5     47.0    fall    1    3.2   3.2   3.2    .     .     3.2      3.2 
 50   17.9     31.4    sprg    1    3.2   3.2   3.2    .     .     3.2      3.2 
 51   21.4     32.1    summ    1    3.5   3.5   3.5    .     .     3.5      3.5 
 52   19.0     33.8    wint    1    6.4   6.4   6.4    .     .     6.4      6.4 
 
                      n     mean   min   max    std                      med 
Obs p95CHLAp season SECHI  SECHI  SECHI SECHI  SECHI  cvSECHI p5SECHI 
SECHImed 
 
 49    3.2    fall    11  0.71045  0.50 1.000 0.15894 22.3717   0.50   0.7000 
 50    3.2    sprg    12  0.69542  0.31 1.500 0.34425 49.5033   0.31   0.5525 
 51    3.5    summ    12  0.64333  0.50 0.815 0.08556 13.2987   0.50   0.6375 
 52    6.4    wint    11  0.60136  0.36 1.325 0.26845 44.6402   0.36   0.5000 
 
                      n    mean  min   max   std    cv             med 
Obs p95SECHI season CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs CHLAs p5CHLAs 
CHLAsmed p95CHLAs 
 
 49   1.000   fall    0     .     .     .     .     .      .        .        . 
 50   1.500   sprg    0     .     .     .     .     .      .        .        . 
 51   0.815   summ    0     .     .     .     .     .      .        .        . 









                mean min max std  cv         med                  n  mean  min 
Obs season nOPD  OPD OPD OPD OPD OPD p5OPD OPDmed p95OPD season NH3D 
NH3D NH3D 
 
 49  fall    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    fall    0    .    . 
 50  sprg    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    sprg    0    .    . 
 51  summ    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    summ    0    .    . 
 52  wint    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    wint    0    .    . 
 
     max  std  cv           med                                    max 
Obs NH3D NH3D NH3D p5NH3D NH3Dmed p95NH3D season nDO  meanDO minDO  
DO  stdDO 
 
 49   .    .    .     .      .       .     fall   11 7.37227  5.50 8.6 1.21349 
 50   .    .    .     .      .       .     sprg   14 8.32857  6.95 9.9 0.84071 
 51   .    .    .     .      .       .     summ   13 7.02692  5.00 8.0 1.02523 
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 52   .    .    .     .      .       .     wint   12 8.78917  7.20 9.9 0.87612 
 
                        med 
Obs   cvDO     p5DO    DOmed    p95DO 
 
 49 16.4602    5.50     7.80     8.6 
 50 10.0943    6.95     8.36     9.9 
 51 14.5900    5.00     7.50     8.0 









                                                             med 
Obs season nTP  meanTP  minTP maxTP   stdTP    cvTP   p5TP  TPmed p95TP season 
 
 53  fall   91 0.029846  .004 0.560 0.063742 213.569 0.005 0.0120 0.110  fall 
 54  sprg  206 0.022658  .000 0.251 0.032750 144.542 0.004 0.0110 0.080  sprg 
 55  summ  161 0.037845  .000 0.450 0.061213 161.747 0.005 0.0140 0.175  summ 
 56  wint   30 0.042467  .004 0.140 0.030997  72.991 0.010 0.0375 0.100  wint 
 
                  min   max                          med 
Obs nTKN meanTKN  TKN   TKN   stdTKN  cvTKN  p5TKN TKNmed p95TKN 
season nTON 
 
 53  41  0.47146 0.100 0.850 0.17752 37.6537  0.18 0.4700  0.765  fall   11 
 54  60  0.52609 0.100 1.325 0.24044 45.7035  0.20 0.4885  1.070  sprg   11 
 55  90  0.66737 0.075 2.050 0.37155 55.6731  0.20 0.6000  1.350  summ   14 
 56  33  0.42820 0.100 0.700 0.14590 34.0724  0.13 0.4220  0.655  wint    9 
 
             min  max                          med                    mean 
Obs meanTON  TON  TON   stdTON  cvTON  p5TON TONmed p95TON season nTN  
TN 
 
 53 0.39273 0.06 0.720 0.20390 51.9200  0.06  0.400  0.720  fall   0    . 
 54 0.61455 0.20 1.040 0.26325 42.8371  0.20  0.515  1.040  sprg   0    . 
 55 0.59429 0.36 0.935 0.18446 31.0393  0.36  0.525  0.935  summ   0    . 
 56 0.52778 0.10 1.040 0.30032 56.9035  0.10  0.500  1.040  wint   0    . 
 
    min max std            med                              min   max 




 53  .   .   .    .    .    .     .    fall   33  0.056667 0.010 0.540 0.099095 
 54  .   .   .    .    .    .     .    sprg   47  0.051011 0.007 0.145 0.032184 
 55  .   .   .    .    .    .     .    summ   76  0.040980 0.000 0.530 0.068567 
 56  .   .   .    .    .    .     .    wint   29  0.040862 0.010 0.120 0.027093 
 
                    med                   n     mean    min    max    std 
Obs  cvNH3  p5NH3 NH3med p95NH3 season NO2NO3  NO2NO3 NO2NO3 NO2NO3  
NO2NO3 
 
 53 174.873  0.01  0.025  0.260  fall    43   1.07078  0.010  5.04  1.36007 
 54  63.092  0.02  0.045  0.130  sprg    56   1.36554  0.005  9.50  2.04218 
 55 167.318  0.00  0.020  0.120  summ    73   0.63713  0.005  3.89  1.04326 
 56  66.304  0.01  0.040  0.085  wint    32   1.41275  0.010  4.71  1.45807 
 
       cv               med                                 minp 
Obs  NO2NO3 p5NO2NO3 NO2NO3med p95NO2NO3 season npH  meanpH   H  
maxpH  stdpH 
 
 53 127.016   0.010   0.23000    3.700    fall  370 6.50901 4.39 8.480 0.71009 
 54 149.551   0.010   0.30075    4.580    sprg  359 6.45935 4.42 9.065 0.80690 
 55 163.743   0.005   0.05000    3.025    summ  399 6.64706 4.30 9.365 0.87072 









                  medp                 np meanp minp maxp stdp cvp p5p  medp 
Obs   cvpH  p5pH  Hmed   p95pH season HSU  HSU   HSU  HSU  HSU HSU HSU 
HSUmed 
 
 53 10.9094 4.98 6.6925 7.4300  fall   0    .     .    .    .   .   .     . 
 54 12.4919 4.85 6.6550 7.4900  sprg   0    .     .    .    .   .   .     . 
 55 13.0993 4.84 6.7850 7.8500  summ   0    .     .    .    .   .   .     . 
 56 11.6869 4.69 6.3400 7.1025  wint   0    .     .    .    .   .   .     . 
 
    p95p          n    mean   min  max                           med 
Obs  HSU season CHLA   CHLA  CHLA  CHLA stdCHLA  cvCHLA p5CHLA 
CHLAmed p95CHLA 
 
 53   .   fall   17  15.3865 0.50 60.80 18.0969 117.616  0.50   8.100   60.800 
 54   .   sprg   15   7.9160 0.50 19.50  6.1826  78.102  0.50   6.850   19.500 
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 55   .   summ   32  12.7948 0.50 51.00 15.2653 119.308  0.50   6.505   48.715 
 56   .   wint   12  10.0167 1.55 55.95 15.0408 150.158  1.55   6.125   55.950 
 
             n    mean    min    max    std                      med 
Obs season CHLAt  CHLAt  CHLAt  CHLAt  CHLAt  cvCHLAt p5CHLAt CHLAtmed 
p95CHLAt 
 
 53  fall    1   18.905 18.905 18.905   .        .     18.905  18.905   18.905 
 54  sprg    0     .      .      .      .        .       .       .        . 
 55  summ    2   43.700  5.600 81.800 53.8815 123.299   5.600  43.700   81.800 
 56  wint    0     .      .      .      .        .       .       .        . 
 
             n     mean   min   max    std                      med 
Obs season CHLAp  CHLAp  CHLAp CHLAp  CHLAp  cvCHLAp p5CHLAp 
CHLApmed p95CHLAp 
 
 53  fall    17   9.8515  0.50   35   9.4228  95.648   0.50     7.0       35 
 54  sprg    15  26.8933  1.75  144  43.3935 161.354   1.75     8.0      144 
 55  summ    18  25.6639  3.00   99  29.8043 116.133   3.00    10.3       99 
 56  wint    15   5.3233  0.50   17   5.4017 101.473   0.50     3.0       17 
 
             n     mean    min   max    std                      med 
Obs season SECHI  SECHI   SECHI SECHI  SECHI  cvSECHI p5SECHI SECHImed 
p95SECHI 
 
 53  fall   142  4.02400 0.3875 10.80 2.16660 53.8419   1.00   3.57825   7.75 
 54  sprg   156  3.51132 0.4500  9.00 1.87722 53.4618   1.10   2.98750   6.80 
 55  summ   243  3.08416 0.1000 10.55 2.00269 64.9348   0.68   2.50000   6.50 
 56  wint    11  2.31364 0.5500  5.30 1.65516 71.5392   0.55   1.70000   5.30 
 
             n     mean    min    max    std                      med 
Obs season CHLAs  CHLAs   CHLAs  CHLAs  CHLAs  cvCHLAs p5CHLAs 
CHLAsmed p95CHLAs 
 
 53  fall    98  4.55341 0.3965 35.290 5.26995 115.736  0.8510  3.1500   12.150 
 54  sprg    74  3.21814 0.5400 44.134 5.31892 165.280  0.7000  1.9975    6.390 
 55  summ   194  6.05652 0.5800 96.900 8.94587 147.707  1.0125  3.7050   21.000 










                mean min max std  cv         med                  n  mean  min 
Obs season nOPD  OPD OPD OPD OPD OPD p5OPD OPDmed p95OPD season NH3D 
NH3D NH3D 
 
 53  fall    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    fall    0    .    . 
 54  sprg    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    sprg    0    .    . 
 55  summ    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    summ    0    .    . 
 56  wint    0    .   .   .   .   .    .      .      .    wint    0    .    . 
 
     max  std  cv           med 
Obs NH3D NH3D NH3D p5NH3D NH3Dmed p95NH3D season nDO  meanDO minDO 
maxDO  stdDO 
 
 53   .    .    .     .      .       .     fall   31 7.62742  3.5  10.40 1.61884 
 54   .    .    .     .      .       .     sprg   47 8.36809  0.0  12.30 1.97848 
 55   .    .    .     .      .       .     summ   74 7.15473  1.8  11.75 1.65819 
 56   .    .    .     .      .       .     wint   26 9.57308  3.4  13.35 2.08846 
 
                        med 
Obs   cvDO     p5DO    DOmed    p95DO 
 
 53 21.2239     3.7      8.0      9.8 
 54 23.6432     4.7      8.8     10.6 
 55 23.1762     3.6      7.4      9.4 





Table 10 Missing Valu
179
Value Codes in EPA Nutrient Criteria Database 
e Codes in EPA Nutrient Criteria Database (EPA, 2002a) 
Parameter 
from paramater.xls, downloaded 
from EPA site Storet 
Missing 




  Full Name  Code Code Values Type ID   Ecoregion ID 
NO3 
NITRATE NITROGEN, TOTAL 
(MG/L AS N) 620 88888 3 4 12 75 
TON 
NITROGEN, ORGANIC, TOTAL 
(MG/L AS N) 605 88888 1 4 12 75 
TN 
NITROGEN, TOTAL (MG/L AS 
N) 600 88889 1 4 12 75 
TN 
NITROGEN, TOTAL (MG/L AS 
N) 600 -9999 1 4 8 58 
TN 
NITROGEN, TOTAL (MG/L AS 
N) 600 88888 1 4 12 75 




110C (MG/L) 80154 88888 1 4 12 75 
ALKmg 
CALCIUM, DISSOLVED (MG/L 
AS CA) 915 88888 4 4 12 75 
        
        
SAMPLE_DEPTH     -9999 2 4 7 83 
 
table continued  
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      -9999 36193 4 8 58-82 
      -9999 642 5 8 58 
      -9999 25929 4 14 59-84 
      -9999 1695 5 14 59-84 
        
WATERBODY_ID
_     -9995 498 5 2-12 21-75
  
(sum over all Ecoregions, 
by Waterbody Type ID)   -9994 29312 4 2-14 6-83
              
WATERBODY_ID
_     -9995 22 5 2 21
  
(Waterbody Type ID = 5 
(Reservoir), by Ecoregion 
)   -9995 10 5 4 26
      -9995 7 5 5 27
      -9995 89 5 6 46-47
      -9995 101 5 9 33-65
      -9995 180 5 11 66-68
      -9995 89 5 12 75
              
WATERBODY_ID
_     -9994 1598 4 2 9-41
  
(Waterbody Type ID = 4 
(Lakes and Ponds), by 
Ecoregion )   -9994 59 4 3 6-24
      -9994 35 4 4 26-43
      -9994 114 4 5 25-42
 
table continued  
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      -9994 1784 4 6 46-57
      -9994 2244 4 7 51-83
      -9994 7130 4 8 49-62
      -9994 386 4 9 29-72
      -9994 89 4 10 73
      -9994 10645 4 11 37-70
      -9994 1365 4 12 75
      -9994 3843 4 13 76
      -9994 20 4 14 59-63
Appendix E 
S-PLUS® Code 
S-PLUS® Randomly Split Dataset 




# Randomly split Lake and Reservoir Dataset  
# into Test and Training Datsets   
# Write out Test and Training Datasets to File 
# Info file on number in each split 
# At end of file, can call Input.BCART(num0,num1) to run BCART with parameter 
inputs 
 
# **** Important!  Must sort dataset by dataset type through GUI ***** 
# (for location in code, see identical message below) 
 
# Created by Song (prior to 03/04) 
# Modified by Angelina Freeman 03/10/04 
# Modified by Angelina Freeman 04/01/01 





# lnr.new is dataset read in from SAS (? AMF) 
 
# Base Directory (Bayescart Directory) 
 
base = "C:/Documents and Settings/afreem8.LSU/My 
Documents/EPA/bayescart/ncdtrees" 




# Summary information of Dataset 
summary(lnr.new) 
 
#Remove NA dates data (other NA's already removed) 
tt <- is.na(lnr.new$SAMPLING.DATE)  
lnr.clean<- lnr.new[!tt, ] 
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#Data Frame containing Variables of Interest, Month, and Year 
lnrformat <- data.frame(STATE = lnr.clean$STATE,MONTH = 
as.numeric(months(lnr.clean$SAMPLING.DATE)),YEAR = 
years(lnr.clean$SAMPLING.DATE),LATITUDE = lnr.clean$LATITUDE,LONGITUDE 
= lnr.clean$LONGITUDE, WATERBODY.TYPE.ID = 
lnr.clean$WATERBODY.TYPE.ID,ECOREGION.ID = 
lnr.clean$ECOREGION.ID,EPA.ECOREGION.ID = 
lnr.clean$EPA.ECOREGION.ID,logTP = log10(lnr.clean$TP), lognewTN = 
log10(lnr.clean$newTN),newTNsrc = lnr.clean$newTNsrc, lognewCHLA = 




#Length of Dataset 
lenlnrformat <- dim(lnrformat)[[1]] 
ndx <- sort(unique(lnrformat$STATE)) 
lnr2tree <- data.frame(lnrformat,STATEnum = rep(NA,lenlnrformat)) 
 
## Loop through unique STATEs, assign numeric value 
for (i in 1:length(ndx)) 
{ 





# Randomly assign dataset to either training or test 
randval <-rbinom(lenlnrformat,1,0.5) 
 
# New Data Frame 
lnr2tree <- data.frame(lnr2tree, DATASET = rep(NA,lenlnrformat)) 
 
# Set to randval 
lnr2tree$DATASET <- randval 
num1 <- sum(lnr2tree$DATASET) 
num0 <- lenlnrformat - num1 
 
# **** Important!  Must sort dataset by dataset type through GUI ***** 
 
# Sort (through GUI) by random DATASET number (training or test set) 
# Instead write code to sort ?? AMF 
warning("Sort data through GUI by random DATASET number (by dataset type, either 
training or test)") 
 
lnr2treered <- lnr2tree[,c(-1)] 
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#Write number of training, test data values 
numb <- c(num1,num0) 
write("Training (0),   Test (1)",file = paste(base,"lnr_random_split.txt",sep=slash)) 
write(numb,file = paste(base,"lnr_random_split.txt",sep=slash),append = T) 
#write Column labels... automate... 
write("Mth / Yr / LAT / LON / WTypeID / ECOID / EPAID / logTP / lognTN / newTNs 
/ lognCHLA / nCHLAs / ST / Set", file = 
paste(base,"lnr_random_split.txt",sep=slash),append=T) 
 
#Place Chlorophyll on End -- as last variable 
write(t(lnr2treered[1:lenlnrformat,]), ncol = 14, file = 
paste(base,"lnr_random_split.txt",sep=slash),append=T) 
 
#Graphically determine that there are no festering chickens 
#usa(), then points function 
usa () 
 





 } #end of function lnr.rndm.split 
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S-PLUS® Input to BCART 
 







# Input.BCART creates BCART.txt files used as input files in Bayescart  
# Creating input dataset for CGM Bayesian CART/treed modeling 
# Write input file for Bayesian CART/treed modeling  
# Run Bayesian CART  
# Automated looping through parameter ranges 
# Automated saving of CGM output files with varying parameter values 
 
# Loop through input ranges 
# Based on code created by Song Chen (prior to 03/04) 




# Update to automatically check if num0, num1 are being passed in AMF 
# num0 Number of data points in training dataset 




# Input dataset from lnr_randomly_split_dataset.ssc 
# Dataset called lnr2treered 
# .txt file describing dataset, test and training sets, and values  





# Set Parameters 
 
# Base Directory (Bayescart Directory) 
base = "C:/Documents and Settings/afreem8.LSU/My 
Documents/EPA/bayescart/ncdtrees" 
base2 = "C:/Documents and Settings/afreem8.LSU/My Documents/EPA/BCARTResults" 
base2 = "C:/Documents and Settings/afreem8.LSU/S-
PLUS®_Home/EPABCARTResults" 




# Alpha Values Range   
alpha <- list() 
#alpha[[1]] <- seq(.5,.95,.05)  #use these, AMF 
#alpha[[1]] <- seq(.5,.95,2) 
#alpha[[1]] <- seq(.5,.95,.09)  #5/15 AMF stopped at alpha .59, beta 1.4, restart here  
alpha[[1]] <- seq(.68,.95,.09)   
 
 
# Beta Values Range 
beta <- list() 
#beta[[1]] <- seq(.5, 2, .1)  #use these, AMF 
#beta[[1]] <- seq(.5, 2, .8) 
beta[[1]] <- seq(.5, 2, .15) 
 
# Set Parameters for BayesCart 
param.1  <- 1          # 1 if 
linear regression, 2 if logit 
param.2  <- 500         # 
number of iteration to skip 
param.3  <- c(alpha, beta, 3, 0.119550)  # alpha, beta, , ,  fourth parameter set 
to Shat 
            
 # output in DOS from BCART  
param.4  <- c(1000, 500, 20)     # number of prior draws, 
number of iterations for the metropolis algorithm, number of restarts for the chain 
param.5  <- 1          # 
Number of dependent variables 
param.6  <- 1          # dep 
var: 1 if var is ordinal, 0 if categorical 
param.7  <- 8          # 
Number of independent variables 
param.8  <- c(1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1)   # for each indep var: 1 if var is 
ordinal, 0 if categorical 
param.9  <- c(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0)   # for each indep var: 1 if used in tree, 
0 else 
param.10 <- c(0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1)   # for each indep var: 1 if used in end 
node model, 0 else 
param.11 <- c(.00001, .01, 1, 1, .0001, .0001, 0, 0)# for each indep var: the minimum 
distance between values used in splitting rules 
            
 # Look at rule.txt file, standardized unique numbers, to determine how many 
decimal 
            
 # places are needed AMF  re-check this?? Where are last rule-file values? AMF 
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param.12 <- -99         # 
random number seed 
param.13 <- 40         # the 
size of the largest tree which is kept and printed out 
param.14 <- c(num0,num1)       # n1 = number of 
training observations, n2 = number of test data observations 
 
# List of Output Files created by CGM Bayesian Cart 
CGMfiles <- list () 
CGMfiles[[1]] <- "TreeOut" 
CGMfiles[[2]] <- "stanData" 
CGMfiles[[3]] <- "ruleFile" 
CGMfiles[[4]] <- "MostVisitTrainFits" 
CGMfiles[[5]] <- "MostVisitTestFits" 
CGMfiles[[6]] <- "MostVisitEstimates" 
CGMfiles[[7]] <- "metout" 
CGMfiles[[8]] <- "cartPriorDraws" 
CGMfiles[[9]] <- "BestTrainFits" 
CGMfiles[[10]] <- "BestTrace" 
CGMfiles[[11]] <- "BestTestFits" 
CGMfiles[[12]] <- "BestEstimates" 




# Calculate Parameter Values 
 
#Number of CGMfiles 
CGMfilesnum <- length(CGMfiles) 
 
# Number of alphas 
lgthalpha <- length(alpha[[1]]) 
 
# Number of Betas 




# 'Clean' dataset (for ex., remove NA) 
# Saved dataset for EPA data is 'clean' -- no na   
lnr2tree.clean<-lnr2treered 
 
# construct input data for CGM Bayesian CART 
# predictor variables:  1 = lognewTN, 2 = logTP 
# response variable:  lognewCHLA 
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# Flag for computing log of values (EPA data already in log10 units AMF) 
Log <- F 
 
CGM.matrix <- cbind(lnr2tree.clean$LATITUDE,lnr2tree.clean$LONGITUDE, 
lnr2tree.clean$WATERBODY.TYPE.ID, lnr2tree.clean$MONTH, 
lnr2tree.clean$newTNsrc, lnr2tree.clean$newCHLAsrc, lnr2tree.clean$lognewTN, 
lnr2tree.clean$logTP, lnr2tree.clean$lognewCHLA) 
 
if (!Log) notes.org <- list(variables = "1=LATITUDE, 2=LONGITUDE, 
3=WATERBODY.TYPE.ID, 4=MONTH, 5=newTNsrc, 6=newCHLAsrc, 7=lognewTN, 
8=logTP, 9=lognewCHLA",  
         mean = apply(CGM.matrix[, c(7:8, 7)], 2, mean),     #Just 
of predictor variables? parameters correct?  ??AMF  
            
       #Lamon has different inputs, keeping 
track of parameters for  
            
       #tree plotting  
       stdv = apply(CGM.matrix[, c(7:8, 7)], 2, 
FUN=function(x)sqrt(var(x)))) 
 
else{  CGM.matrix[,7] <- log10(as.numeric(CGM.matrix[,3])+0.001) 
     CGM.matrix[,1] <- log10(CGM.matrix[,1]+0.001) 
    CGM.matrix[,2] <- log10(CGM.matrix[,2]+0.001) 
    CGM.matrix[,3] <- log10(CGM.matrix[,3]+0.001) 
    CGM.matrix[,4] <- log10(CGM.matrix[,4]+0.001) 
notes.log <- list(variables = "1=lognewCHLA, 2=lognewTN, 3=logTP, ",  
         mean = apply(CGM.matrix[, c(1:4, 3)], 2, mean),  




#Need to standardize matrix somehow?  AMF   
#CGM.matrix.standard <- stand.matrix(CGM.matrix, cat.col=c(2, 3))   
CGM.matrix.standard <- CGM.matrix 
 
# Loop through alpha values 
for (j in 1:lgthalpha) 
{ 
 
# Loop through beta values 
 for (k in 1:lgthbeta) 
{ 
line <- list() 
line[[1]]  <- param.1    # 1 if linear regression, 2 if logit 
line[[2]]  <- param.2   # number of iteration to skip 
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line[[3]]  <- c(param.3[[1]][j], param.3[[2]][k], param.3[3], param.3[4]) 
#line[[3]]  <- param.3  # prior parameters (when CART, set the 3rd to 0.0001) 
line[[4]]  <- param.4  # number of prior draws, number of iterations for the 
metropolis algorithm, number of restarts for the chain 
line[[5]]  <- param.5  # Number of dependent variables 
line[[6]]  <- param.6  # dep var: 1 if var is ordinal, 0 if categorical  
line[[7]]  <- param.7  # Number of independent variables 
line[[8]]  <- param.8  # for each indep var: 1 if var is ordinal, 0 if categorical 
line[[9]]  <- param.9  # for each indep var: 1 if used in tree, 0 else 
line[[10]] <- param.10 # for each indep var: 1 if used in end node model, 0 else 
line[[11]] <- param.11   # for each indep var: the minimum distance between 
values used in splitting rules 
line[[12]] <- param.12 # random number seed 
line[[13]] <- param.13 # the size of the largest tree which is kept and printed out 
line[[14]] <- param.14 # n1 = number of training observations, n2 = number of test 
data observations 
 
# Loop through number of lines, write 
for (i in 1:14) 
{ 
 # If i == 1, creating first line, create new CartData.txt 
 if (i ==1) 
 { 
  #write(line[[i]], paste(base,"CartData.txt",sep=slash), append=F) 
  write(line[[i]], "CartData.txt", append=F) 




  #write(line[[i]], paste(base,"CartData.txt",sep=slash), append=T) 




#Where is CGM.matrix.standard coming from?  AMF? 
#write.fun(CGM.matrix.standard, paste(base,"CartData.txt",sep=slash), append=T)  
#AMF takes CartData.txt out of current dir 
write.fun(CGM.matrix.standard, "CartData.txt", append=T) 
 
# Call Bayescart, run current CartData.txt inputs 
# Run BayesCart through DOS 
#dos(paste("\",base,"/CGMIidCART.exe\")"",trans=T,multi=T,output=F) 
 




# Rename files generated by BCART here with alpha, beta values in title 
 
# current alpha value 
alph <- param.3[[1]][j] 
 
# current beta value 
bet <-param.3[[2]][k] 
 
# Current Name (including alpha, beta values) 
currval <- paste("_alpha_",alph,"_beta_",bet,".txt",sep = "") 
 
# Loop through CGMfilenames (from parameter list) 
# Create Current Name (including alpha and beta values) 
# Copy CGMfilename to CMGfilename (including alpha and beta values) 
for (ii in 1:CGMfilesnum) 
{ 
 
 currname <- paste(CGMfiles[[ii]],currval,sep = "") 
 currnamedir <- paste(base2,currname,sep=slash) 
 origname <- paste(CGMfiles[[ii]],".txt",sep = "") 
 currcmd <- paste("copy",origname,currname,sep = " ") 
 #currcmd <- paste("copy",origname,currnamedir,sep = " ")  #??? AMF Only 
saves in S-PLUS® home? 
   dos(currcmd,multi=F,output = F,trans = T, minimize=T) 
 
} # end for ii 
} # end if j 
} # end if k 
 





# Function definitions 
stand.matrix <- function(x, cat.col=NULL){ 
 n <- dim(x)[2] 
 temp.x <- matrix(0, nrow=dim(x)[1], ncol=dim(x)[2]) 
 if (!is.null(cat.col)) I <- 1:n[-cat.col] 
 else I <- 1:n 
 for (i in I){ 
  temp.mean <- mean(x[,i]) 
  temp.stdv <- sqrt(var(x[,i])) 
  temp.x[,i] <- (x[,i] - temp.mean)/temp.stdv 
 } 




    
write.fun <- function(x, file.name, append=F){ 




















# Reads log likelihood from TreeOut*.txt files for specified alpha beta  
# combinations  
# Writes data to file for plotting 
# Reads in data from file, plots 
# Somewhat cumbersome, but TreeOut.txt has spaces and ',' separating second line 
# which contains log-likelihood number.  Makes it difficult to read in using S-PLUS® 
# read/scan routines.  There is probably a more elegant way to 
# arrange for plotting 
 





# Files saved in S-PLUS® home folder  
# Opening and running BCART from S-PLUS® seems only to work while S-PLUS® is  






alpha[[1]] <- seq(.5,.95,2)  # pass these in, AMF 
beta[[1]] <- seq(.5, 2, .8) #pass these in, AMF 
# Number of alphas 
lgthalpha <- length(alpha[[1]])  #pass in AMF 
 
# Number of Betas 
lgthbeta <- length(beta[[1]])  #pass in AMF 
 
basefile <- "TreeOut" 
 
#Loop through alpha, beta values, read best log likelihood for each combination 
# Loop through alpha values 
for (j in 1:lgthalpha) 
{ 
 
# Loop through beta values 
 for (k in 1:lgthbeta) 
{ 
 
# Current Name (including alpha, beta values) 
currname <- paste(basefile,"_alpha_",alpha[[1]][j],"_beta_",beta[[1]][k],".txt",sep = "") 
 
# Read log likelihood 
#ll <- importData(currname,type="FASCII",startRow=2,endRow=2,format = 
"%6s,%13.20f" ) 
# scan function rounds number 
llscan <-scan(file=currname,n=4,sep="",skip=2) 
 
# Write llbest, alpha, beta to file 
# Format llbest, alpha, beta for writing to file  
llwrite1 <- paste(llscan[3],alpha[[1]][j],sep="") 
llwrite <- paste(llwrite1,beta[[1]][k],sep = ",") 
 
# If first loop, do not append data to file, otherwise append 
if (j ==1 & k == 1) 
 { 




   write(llwrite,file="ll_alpha_beta.txt",append=T) 
 } 
 
} #end for (j in 1... 
 
} #end for (k in 1... 
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# Read in data for plotting 




#guiPlot("Contour",DataSet="llmat",Columns = "V1,V2,V3") 
 
#Filled Contour Plot 
#guiPlot("Filled Contour", DataSet = "exsurf", Columns = "V1,V2,V3") 
 
#Data grid surface 










# Need to paste the proper directory below 
# take care to use double backslashes 
 
 BTrace <- read.table(paste(base,"BestTrace.txt",sep="/")) 
 plot(loess(V1 ~ V2, data = BTrace, span = 0.2), xlab =  
  "Number of Bottom Nodes", ylab = "LIL") 




BestTrace(plotlabel="Alpha = 0.68, Beta = 0.5",base = "C:/Documents and 
Settings/afreem8.LSU/My Documents/EPA/bayescart/ncdtrees/Maya") 
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S-PLUS® Endnode Plots 
endnode.plotsMV<-function(base){ 
  





 MVnode <- sort(unique(MVTeF$V2)) 
 par(mfrow = c(1, 2)) 
 for(i in MVnode) { 
  MVbetas <- betavecMV[i,  ] 
  xmatMV <- data.frame(rep(1, dim(stanDataPred[MVTeF$V2 == i, 
   ])[[1]]), stanDataPred[MVTeF$V2 == i, c(7, 8)]) 
  wyes <- stanDataPred[MVTeF$V2 == i, c(9)] 
  datamat <- data.frame(stanDataPred[MVTeF$V2 == i, c(7, 8)], 
   wyes = wyes) 
  names <- c("int", "lognewTN", "logTP") 
  print(paste("node=", i)) 
  partial.plots5(MVbetas, names, xmat = xmatMV, wyes,  











 Bnode <- sort(unique(BTeF$V2)) 
 par(mfrow = c(1, 2))  # Eventually change second par (2) to number of predictor 
variables AMF 
 for(i in Bnode) { 
  Bbetas <- betavecB[i,  ] 
  xmatB <- data.frame(rep(1, dim(stanData[BTeF$V2 == i,  ])[[ 
   1]]), stanData[BTeF$V2 == i, c(7, 8)]) 
  wyes <- stanData[BTeF$V2 == i, c(9)] 
  datamat <- na.omit(data.frame(stanData[BTeF$V2 == i, c( 
   7, 8)], wyes = wyes)) 
  names <- c("int", "lognewTN", "logTP") 
  print(paste("node=", i)) 
  partial.plots5(Bbetas, names, xmat = xmatB, wyes,   
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